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FOREWORD
Dear reader,
You have before you the proceedings of a unique conference. Csound is a computer
music language that has been continually evolving since its inception in 1986. During
that time it has united people of all ages from around the world and from a wide range
of disciplines: audio technology, media programming, contemporary, academic and
avant-garde music, digital signal processing, telecommunications and electronic dance
music. The Csound community presents a unique forum of users where programming
and compositional issues are discussed in equal measure and with equal energy.
A special aspect of this conference was that it took place in St. Petersburg, Russia: a city
of great culture, world-renowned museums and beautiful white nights, and the city
where Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov and Dmitry Shostokovich wrote their most famous
pieces. Without doubt, St. Petersburg merited hosting the 3rd International Csound
Conference. Russia has great heritage in the world of electronic music, being the
country from which the theremin and the ANS synthesizer originated, but in more
recent times Russia has seen less innovation, so I am particularly proud to be able to
contribute to remedying this by hosting this conference. I am sure that the conference
will hold a unique place in the history of electronic music in Russia. It has been a
pleasure to be able to establish a new Russian centre for Csound's world family.
The choice for the main location for the Conference was not entirely arbitrary. The
Bonch-Bruevich St. Petersburg State University of Telecommuncations is the region’s
biggest training facility in the field of telecommunications. The first computer program
for sound synthesis, MUSIC (1957), was developed by Max Mathews at the world
famous telecommunications research facility, Bell Labs in the USA, and as Csound is a
direct descendant of this program it seems fitting that an association with
telecommunications research continues. Telecommunications is the technology of
technologies, changing the world every day, creating connections from human to
human, human to machine, and more recently from machine to machine. I am pleased
that Csound can take its place in this field, and also point to the future.

Csound has a unique community, and I think these proceedings reflect this uniqueness
in a most positive way. From the past to the future, from conference to conference, from
version to version, the 'vessel' that is Csound leads the way to new horizons in computer
music.
ICSC 2015 Chair

Gleb G. Rogozinsky

St. Petersburg, Spring 2016
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This document reflects the current state of Csound research and development. More
than a hundred pages cover a wealth of topics: live coding, interactive installations,
integration with other languages, commercial implementations and many more new
developments.
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USE OF MULTIPLE CORES IN CSOUND
John ffitch1 and Martin Brain2
1
2

National University of Ireland, Maynooth
University of Oxford

The basic concepts and the new algorithms that are used in Csound6 in order to enhance
performance via parallelism are described in some detail. The hope is that this will
assist users in determining when this technology is advantageous, and in how to write
instruments that are suited to this level of parallelism. The paper ends with a short
consideration of how the scheme could be improved.

1 Background
For many years we were used to computers getting faster. Moore’s “Law”, that the
number of transistors on a chip doubled every 18 months, has held and was used to
increase the clock speed of processors. However increasing clock speeds requires more
power and generates more heat; giving the current 4-5 GHz practical limit. Instead,
increasing transistor counts have been used to provide multiple cores.
With the change in hardware developments from faster clock speeds it is imperative that
the audio computing community, and the Csound community in particular, determine
how they can make best use this change.

Many years ago one of us worked with Robert S. Barton, one the greats of early
computing, who said there is a technological imperative; what hardware requires is a
forcing term on software. The project was to design and build a massively parallel
computer, but in common with many other attempts at parallelism at that time it did not
succeed; but we can learn from the experience.
The philosophical position that we take in this work may be controversial but;
• there must be no semantic change in the Csound orchestra language;
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This paper is a presentation of the thoughts and experiments in which we have been
involved, and especially the second Csound design. The first design has been reported in
[1, 2] but its performance was not as good as was hoped.
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• there should be no user changes necessary to use.
The first of these is helped by the clear and stated rule that instruments are evaluated in
ascending numeric order and that directs our model.
The second may seem pessimistic or even rude, but it is driven by the observation that
Csound users are not (typically) software experts and will get it even more wrong than
the experts do. Users cannot be expected (or trusted) to modify their thinking for
parallel execution, and the responsibility needs to be taken by the software translation
system that converts the program or specification into an executable form.

2 Overall Design
The design was based on work at University of Utah by Marti [8, 7] on parallel LISP,
and later developed at the RAND Corporation by him for application to TimeWarp
simulation.
The model has two components, determining what can be run in parallel and arranging a
task dispatcher to observe the semantics.

3 Compilation Time
The granularity of the parallelism is the instrument. The observation at the heart of the
method is that two instrument instances can be run simultaneously if they do not access
the same (global) entity, and at least one of them writes to it. That is just reading is
benign, but changing it requires the numerical sequence must be maintained.
The parser can be used to identify the uses of global values by an instrument as part of
the semantic pass over the parse tree. At compile time we construct sets for each
function of read locations, written locations and read-write locations. From these sets
we will be able to control the parallel dispatch at run time.
In Csound the i-, p-, k-, a-, and f- variables are all local to the instrument instance and so
cannot cause any conflicts. Thus they can be ignored in the analysis. But all global
variables may be a cause of conflict. It is these we identify.
It should be noted that there are also other global entities we will consider later; tables,
zak, and channels as well as the deprecated stack opcodes and all printing.

3.1 Compiler Example

instr 1
a1 oscil p4, p5, 1
out a1
endin
instr 2
gk oscil p4, p5, 1
endin

ICSC 2015

To illustrate this in a simple way consider the instruments
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instr 3
a1 oscil gk, p5, 1
out a1
endin

Clearly instrument 1 is devoid of global variables and as such can be run independently
of any other instrument. Instrument 2 writes to a global variable which is read by
instrument 3. So all instrument 2 instances must run before instrument 3. To maintain
the semantics multiple instances of instrument 2 need to be serialised as well. This is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Partial Ordering from Analysis

3.2 Improvements
The analysis above only relates to global variables, where it is easy to identify them
from the parse tree. But the “hidden” globals need more care.
First of there in found in the out family of opcodes which write to an internal hidden
global — the spout vector. It would be possible to insert this dependency at parse-time
but this would tend to serialise too much. We note that these opcodes always add into a
value, and so order does not matter, so long as it is not running in parallel1. What does
matter of course is that each write must be indivisible, and this can be done easily with
the insertion of a simple spin-lock in the sources of all of the out family of opcodes.

...
{ "oscil1i",S(OSCIL1), TR, 3, "k", "ikij", ...
{ "tableiw",S(TABL), TW, 1, "", "iiiooo", ...
1

This is not strictly true as with floating point values rounding errors will be different with different
orders. We believe that these differences are unlikely to be audible; partial experiments bear this out.
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The other main collection of unidentified global entities are tables, zak scratch area and
the various channels and busses. So the parser can note these a significant change had to
be made to the OENTRY structure so each opcode is required to declare in this structure
what facilities it uses in reading and writing to these global entities, via a field of bitpatterns. For example look at the third field in
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{
{
{
{
...

"zkr", S(ZKR), ZR, 3, "k", "k", ...
"zkw", S(ZKW), ZW, 3, "", "kk", ...
"chani", 0xFFFF, CR, 0, NULL, NULL, ...
"chano", 0xFFFD, CW, 0, NULL, NULL, ...

where the codes are for table, zak and channel read and write. Of course this is
pessimistic as access to any table is noted rather than conflicting access to the same
table, and all zak space is considered one. However it is correct.
Another place where improvements can be made is characterised by the way
reverberation is usually done, by adding signals to a global variable which is given to a
reverberation opcode in a high-numbered instrument. This will lead to serialising all
instruments. A similar concept as in the out opcodes applies; adding into a global is
mainly order independent. With the introduction of += syntax it is relatively
straightforward to insert a spinlock round the adding in. With a small user adjustment to
use the new syntax provides a big saving.

4 RunTime
The idea is to identify at compilation time functions (instruments) that do not have
conflict, and to construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of dependency which is used
at runtime to inform the multiple dispatch. Here we are breaking new ground as the
previous uses of this approach did not address this in detail [4, 3].
In Csound5’s parallelism [9] maintaining the DAG was a major problem. It is consumed
on each k-cycle, and so it had to be reconstructed or copied frequently, involving
memory allocation. As a result it only delivered moderate performance gains if at all.
For Csound 6 we developed a different idea, where semantic analysis is used to inform
and the creation of the DAG of dependencies only on instantiation/termination of
instrument-instances. This greatly reduces memory activity, but it needs a very different
approach.
The inspiration comes from the lazy data structures used in modern SAT solvers [6].
This gives two key ideas:

This can be written without dynamic memory allocation, with fixed data size. Also it is
lock-free, with few mutexes and only two race cases. And importantly only for new
instrument instances or ending instances does the structure need remaking.
There are three major data structures:
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• An instrument can only be run when all instructions preceding it in the DAG
have been run. Thus it is sufficient to monitor (‘watch’) the state of one predecessor and
only consider the others when it has been run.
• When an instrument finishes, all of the instruments that are watching it are
moved to watch an other of their predecessors, if there are any that have not been run,
or, if all have been run, it is marked as runnable. Threads needing work do not need to
check dependencies.
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• A vector indexed by the task number which records the current state of the task.
A task can be in one of four states; WAITING for some other task(s) to finish,
AVAILABLE when all dependencies have been met, INPROGRESS while it is running
and DONE when it is finished;
• A vector of sets of tasks to maintain the static dependences of a task, build from
the compilation data;
• A vector of lists of tasks that are currently waiting for each task to complete,
called the watch-list. It is worth noting that the watch-list says who is watching me, not
who I am watching.
These are illustrated in figure 4. It may appear that maintaining the watch-lists requires
memory, but in the very worst case each task may be watching one other, so the list
elements cannot exceed the number of tasks, and so it can be pre-allocated, via a
memory manager.

Figure 2 Major data structures
If a thread wants work to do it only needs to search the task status vector for an
AVAILABLE task. If this is done with an atomic compare-and-swap primitive to set it
to INPROGRESS then there is no need to lock the search. Such a primitive is provided
in the gcc compiler.

for (i=0; i<num_of_tasks; i++) {
if (__sync_bool_compare_and_swap(&(task_status[i]),
AVAILABLE, INPROGRESS)) {
return (taskID)i;
}
else if (ATOMIC_READ(task_status[i])==DONE) {
donework++;
}
}
if (donework==num_of_tasks) return (taskID)FINISED;
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If the search fails to find an AVAILABLE task then either all tasks are DONE and the
control cycle has ended, or there is still INPROGRESS tasks and we can loop. This
seeking a task is described as:
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return (taskID)WAIT;

When a task finishes it first needs to change its own status to DONE and then walk its
watchlist. Each watcher is moved to an unfinished dependent task’s watch-list, or the
watcher is marked as AVAILABLE.
There are two potential race cases in accessing the watch list: two threads could try to
add different tasks to the same watch list or a task could try to add to a watch list as it is
being emptied. The first is handled by using compare-and-swap to perform lock-free
insertion into a single linked list. The second is resolved by having a ‘block’ value,
which the stops insertion. When a thread wishes to empty the list, it atomically swaps in
the block value and takes exclusive ownership of the list.

5 Results
In table 1 we show the relative performance with multiple threads in three well-known
existing Csound code examples, -j indicates the number of threads used. This was run
on a 4-core Intel i7 processor. Clearly for both CloudStrata and Xanadu the
performance is good and there is a small improvement with larger ksmps. Three-fold
speed up with 4 cores is much better than was achieved in the Csound5 model. The case
of Trapped in Convert is less good, with very little improvement from 1 to 2 cores. This
is because inadvertably this example is full of details that slow the system down. This is
covered in section 6.
This is coarse grain parallelism, and performs better with “heavy” instruments. Larger
values of ksmps tend to increase the improvements, as does few cross instrument
dependencies.
-j
1
2
3
4

CloudStrata

Xanadu

ksmps=500 (sr=96000)

ksmps=10

Trapped…

1
0.54
0.39
0.32

1
1
1
1
1
0.57
0.55
0.75
0.79
0.78
0.40
0.40
0.66
0.76
0.73
0.39
0.33
0.61
0.72
0.70
Table 1 Relative times for processor number and ksmps

ksmps=100

ksmps=10

ksmps=100

ksmps=1000

6 Implications for System and User

The original philosophy is that the user need do nothing; but a few simple changes
should increase the utility of multiple cores. As we prefer heavy instruments and large
k-cycles we would encourage users to set sample-accurate and use larger ksmps
than commonly used, together with using a-rate envelopes and parameters. This make
for longer computations before task switches.
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The system could be improved by tracking the actual table or channel used, and hence
removing some pessimistic constraints. Unfortunately this requires a deal of code as
well as more opcode annotation to indicate which argument is a table etc.
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Similarly incorporating the use of += and -= syntax where appropriate way increase
the amount of parallelism found. This applies significantly to reverberation and other
global effects, but is generally true.
In order to assist with what is meant by a heavy instrument it would be good to collect
more data on opcode costs to see if there are ways of predicting performance. There is
an initial data collection [5, 2] but it needs to be extended.
We have a couple of algorithm improvements which might give a small improvement
but they are not yet deployed. The writing of this paper has spurred us to optimise the
algoritms.
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EXPANDING THE POWER OF CSOUND WITH
INTEGRATED HTML AND JAVASCRIPT
Michael Gogins
michael.gogins@gmail.com
https://michaelgogins.tumblr.com
http://michaelgogins.tumblr.com/

This paper presents recent developments integrating Csound [1] with HTML [2] and
JavaScript [3, 4]. For those new to Csound, it is a “MUSIC N” style, userprogrammable software sound synthesizer, one of the first yet still being extended,
written mostly in the C language. No synthesizer is more powerful.
Csound can now run in an interactive Web page, using all the capabilities of current
Web browsers: custom widgets, 2- and 3-dimensional animated and interactive graphics
canvases, video, data storage, WebSockets, Web Audio, mathematics typesetting, etc.
See the whole list at HTML5 TEST [5].
Above all, the JavaScript programming language can be used to control Csound, extend
its capabilities, generate scores, and more. JavaScript is the “glue” that binds together
the components and capabilities of HTML5. JavaScript is a full-featured, dynamically
typed language that supports functional programming and prototype-based objectoriented programming. In most browsers, the JavaScript virtual machine includes a justin-time compiler that runs about 4 times slower than compiled C, very fast for a
dynamic language. JavaScript has limitations. It is single-threaded, and in standard
browsers, is not permitted to access the local file system outside the browser's sandbox.
But most musical applications can use an embedded browser, which bypasses the
sandbox and accesses the local file system.

There are two approaches to integrating Csound with HTML and JavaScript. Csound
runs the browser: The Csound front end embeds a Web browser, and the Csound
Structured Data (.csd) file contains HTML5 code in an <html> element of the .csd
file. The front end uses its embedded browser to display this <html> element as a Web
page. The browser runs Csound: A Web browser runs Csound, and the Csound
orchestra and score are embedded in the HTML of the Web page. The currently
available environments are:

ICSC 2015

HTML Environments for Csound
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•
•
•

•

•

Csound for Android [6]. Csound runs an embedded Android WebView [7]
browser.
CsoundQt [8] (Windows). Csound runs an embedded Chromium Embedded
Framework (CEF) [9] browser.
csound.node for NW.js [10] (Windows, Linux). A CEF browser embedded in
NW.js runs Csound, and with the csound_editor application, Csound runs the
browser embedded in NW.js.
Csound for PNaCl [11, 12, 13] (Google's Chrome browser on Windows, Linux,
and OS X). The Chrome desktop browser compiles and runs Csound, using a
runtime embedded in Chrome.
Csound for Emscripten [11, 14, 15] (all JavaScript-enabled Web browsers).
Any desktop browser runs Csound, which has been compiled to the efficient
ASM.js [16] subset of JavaScript.

The technical details of these environments vary, but there are common themes. First,
Web browsers enforce tight security, otherwise thieves and hackers will steal, spy, and
take over computers. So browsers run code in a sandbox with limited permissions, e.g.
no access to the local file system, no cross-domain scripting. Where there is a local file
system, it’s mounted inside the sandbox as a private file system. If the browser is
embedded in a program running on a local computer, that browser is granted access to
the local file system. So for complete control of Csound pieces enhanced with HTML5,
the best choice is csound.node or CsoundQt, where Csound can write soundfiles, read
samples, etc. on the local file system. A useful variation is Csound for PNaCl, created
by Victor Lazzarini, which has methods for copying soundfiles and such into and out of
the sandbox. Second, most browsers run JavaScript in a separate process that
communicates with the browser's user interface via asynchronous messages. Third, in
all environments, there is a csound proxy object in the JavaScript context of the Web
page, so code running on that page can call core functions of the Csound API [17] to
control Csound. Fourth, CsoundQt, csound.node, Csound for PNaCl, and Csound for
Emscripten can all pop up Chrome's “Developer Tools” to debug the JavaScript used by
any Csound piece.
The Csound developers are working to ensure that a core subset of the Csound API has
the same function names and argument types in all environments, so that a piece
written, e.g., for Csound on Android can also run without editing on, e.g., Csound for
Emscripten. But we are not there yet.

Demonstrations

A Piece in a Web Page
This is a minimal piece that embeds a simple drone-style piece in a Web page that runs
in csound.node. There is no user interface or score generation, the page just loads
Csound and plays the piece.
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In the remainder of this paper, I demonstrate some capabilities of Csound enhanced with
HTML using csound.node, Csound for Android, and CsoundQt. These demonstrations
are available on my blog [18].
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In the screenshot above, the left third is csound_editor running in csound.node
displaying the code for the page, the middle is the page itself, and the right is Developer
Tools, showing Csound messages as Csound runs.runs. All the code for embedding
Csound
in
csound.node
and
handling
Play
and
Stop
is
just:
<input type="button" value="Play" onclick="start_onclick()"/>
<input type="button" value="Stop" onclick="stop_onclick()"/>
<script>
var csound = require('csound');
var start_onclick = function() {
csound.setOption('-odac')
var orc = document.getElementById('orc').value;
csound.compileOrc(orc);
var sco = document.getElementById('sco').value;
csound.readScore(sco);
csound.perform();
}
var stop_onclick = function() {
csound.stop();
}

A Piece with Real-time Instrument Control

One confronts a bewildering the array of GUI libraries and application frameworks
arising from the widespread use of JavaScript to create websites. JavaScript frameworks
such as AngularJS or Ember are suited to this task, and may seem very attractive to the
Csound user. However, they’re designed for applications where a Web browser
communicates via http with a Web server that manages data and logic for the
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Using low-level functions to bind JavaScript event handlers to HTML elements is
tedious, so almost all websites use some sort of GUI library to simplify coding. I could
write these demonstrations without such a library to show the basic principles, but I feel
it is more useful to show some common GUI libraries.
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application. For these cases, a Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern (more or less) is
well suited.
But a Csound piece that uses HTML5 runs everything in the client, even if Csound itself
and/or the piece are sourced from a Web server. Csound itself is the only “Model”, and
the Web page that communicates with Csound via JavaScript is both “View” and
“Controller.”
For this reason, I prefer lower-level, “View” oriented libraries for Csound. For visual
music, fractal score generators, etc., graphics are more important than user controls, and
a minimalistic library (e.g. dat.gui [19]) is suitable. For highly interactive pieces, a
library that simplifies event binding (e.g. jQuery [20]) is better.

Using Sliders to Control Csound
This demonstration adds a user-controllable slider to every control channel of the piece
in the previous demonstration, as well as buttons for saving and restoring the values of
all controls between sessions; such persistence is essential for actually composing or
performing.

gi_Buzzer_overlap init 20
gk_Buzzer_harmonics init 2
gi_Buzzer_sine ftgen 0, 0, 65536, 10, 1
instr Buzzer
insno = p1
istart = p2
iduration = p3
ikey = p4
ivelocity = p5
iphase = p6
ipan = p7
iamp = ampdb(ivelocity) * 4
iattack = gi_Buzzer_overlap
idecay = gi_Buzzer_overlap
isustain = p3 - gi_Buzzer_overlap
p3 = iattack + isustain + idecay
kenvelope transeg 0.0, iattack / 2.0, 1.5, iamp / 2.0, iattack / 2.0, -1.5,
iamp, isustain, 0.0, iamp, idecay / 2.0, 1.5, iamp / 2.0, idecay / 2.0, -1.5,
0
ihertz = cpsmidinn(ikey)
asignal buzz kenvelope, ihertz, gk_Buzzer_harmonics, gi_Buzzer_sine
asignal = asignal * 3
aleft, aright pan2 asignal, ipan
adamping linseg 0, 0.03, 1, p3 - 0.1, 1, 0.07, 0
aleft = adamping * aleft
aright = adamping * aright
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The HTML <input> element has a variety of types, and the range type creates a
slider. An HTML table lays out the sliders, labels, and output fields. All Csound
instruments are encapsulated in independent blocks of code, each of which can run
without any external dependencies. All real-time controls are global variables,
initialized just above their instr block. All function tables, too, are initialized above
their instr block. A consistent naming pattern is used to avoid name clashes, i.e.
"gk_" + instrument_name + "_" + control_name. Instruments do not
send sound directly to the output, but rather through audio channels to effects, which in
turn send the sound to the output. Then instruments can be arranged simply by cutting
and pasting, or using #include statements in the orchestra. Here is the block for one
instrument:
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chnmix aleft, "out_left"
chnmix aright, "out_right"
prints "instr %4d t %9.4f d %9.4f k %9.4f v %9.4f p %9.4f\n", p1, p2, p3, p4,
p5, p7
endin

The "effects" instruments, as well as a global "Controls" instrument, are "always on"
and they are scheduled in the orchestra code, not in the score. This makes it easier to
generate scores programmatically.
scoreline_i
scoreline_i
scoreline_i
scoreline_i

"i
"i
"i
"i

\"Reverb\" 0 -1"
\"MasterOutput\" 0 -1"
\"Controls\" 0 -1"
\"Clear\" 0 -1"

The "Controls" instrument simply has a chnget opcode for each control channel’s
global variable. This is much more efficient than putting chnget into each instrument.

<script>
var csound = require('csound');
</script>
<script
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.3/jquery.min.js">
</script>
<script>
$(document).ready(function() {
$('#play').on('click', function() {
csound.setOption('-odac')
csound.compileOrc(document.getElementById('orc').value);
csound.readScore(document.getElementById('sco').value);
$('#restore').trigger('click');
csound.perform();
});
$('#stop').on('click', function() {
csound.stop();
});
$('input').on('input', function(event) {
var slider_value = parseFloat(event.target.value);
csound.setControlChannel(event.target.id, slider_value);
var output_selector = '#' + event.target.id + '_output';
$(output_selector).val(slider_value);
});
$('#save').on('click', function() {
$('.persistent-element').each(function() {
localStorage.setItem(this.id, this.value);
});
});
$('#restore').on('click', function() {
$('.persistent-element').each(function() {
this.value = localStorage.getItem(this.id);
csound.setControlChannel(this.id, this.value);
var output_selector = '#' + this.id + '_output';
$(output_selector).val(this.value);
});
});
$(window).load(function() {
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jQuery simplifies the code and gets slider values into Csound. "Event bubbling" sends
events from all sliders to one event handler. The HTML IDs of all sliders are the same
as the names of the corresponding Csound channels; a similar pattern links sliders to
their output fields. In jQuery, $(element) loops over all instances of the element
type, and $('#id') selects just the element named id. Then we use JavaScript’s
functional programming to create an event handler for each channel. Here is all the
JavaScript for this piece:
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$('#restore').trigger('click');
});
});
</script>

A Piece with a Customized Appearance
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are a well-thought-out protocol for customizing the visual
style of the elements on Web pages. This piece simply adds a CSS to the previous
demonstration. Much more could be done to improve the page, e.g. using jQuery UI
[21] to simplify creating and styling the elements. The screenshot shows the style sheet
in the csound_editor on the left, and the effect of the styles on the piece on the right.
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A Piece with a Score Generator
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This piece runs in Csound for Android, or in csound_node's’s csound_editor. dat.gui
[19] creates the user controls. A Lindenmayer system from Silencio [22] generates
notes, chords to which notes are fitted, and the graphic display. All code for creating
controls is shown in the csound_editor. The ChordSpace.LSys class of Silencio
generates notes into a Silencio.Score, which then sends them to Csound.
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BUILDING WEB BASED INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS
WITH CSOUND PNACL AND WEBSOCKETS
Ashvala Vinay
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This project aims to harness WebSockets to build networkable interfaces and systems
using Csound’s Portable Native Client binary (PNaCl) and Socket.io. There are two
methods explored in this paper. The first method is to create an interface to Csound
PNaCl on devices that are incapable of running the Native Client binary. For example,
by running Csound PNaCl on a desktop and controlling it with a smartphone or a tablet.
The second method is to create an interactive music environment that allows users to
run Csound PNaCl on their computers and use musical instruments in an orchestra
interactively. In this paper, we will also address some of the practical problems that
exist with modern interactive web-based/networked performance systems – latency,
local versus global, and everyone controlling every instrument versus one person per
instrument. This paper culminates in a performance system that is robust and relies on
web technologies to facilitate musical collaboration between people in different parts of
the world.

Introduction

However, when using PNaCl at the moment, a downside is that plug-in opcodes do not
work out of the box. Thus, this rules out the ability to use the new WebSocket opcodes
and UDP opcodes that are necessary in order to build a modern interactive system with
Csound. To circumvent the necessity for the plug-in opcodes, we have built a wrapper
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At the 2015 Web Audio Conference, Csound developers Steven Yi, Victor Lazzarini
and Edward Costello delivered a paper about the Csound Emscripten build and the
Portable Native Client binary (PNaCl). The PNaCl binary works exclusively on Google
Chrome and Chromium browsers. It allows Csound to run on the web with very
minimal performance penalties.
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around Csound PNaCl’s javascript API that allows us to network multiple Csound
PNaCl instances allowing for:
1. The use of Csound from devices incapable of supporting the PNaCl architecture.
2. The exploration of long distance collaborative improvisation, composition and
performance.

1 Interactive systems that use dynamic orchestras
This method uses no fixed orchestra and relies on the compilation of an orchestra that’s
sent by the users. To create this system, we start with a simple template, an HTML file
that contains all the required elements for the interface.

1.1 Code for the front end
<html>
<head>
<script src=“csound.js”> </script>
<script
src=“https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/2.1.3/jquery.min.js"></scrip
t>
<script src=“https://cdn.socket.io/socket.io-1.2.0.js”> </script>
<script src=“main.js”> </script>
</head>
<body>
<textarea class=“orc_editor”>
</textarea>
<button class=“send_orc”> Send </button>
<button class=“send_sco”> Send score event </button>
<div id="engine"> </div>
</body>
</html>

This creates a web page that has a text area, and it imports jQuery, Socket.io and
Csound’s PNaCl javascript interface. In addition, we have also included a main.js. In
this, we will write our event handling content and make some simple Csound API calls.
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From the code below, we have created event handling for interface elements on the web
page. Clicking on the “send” button will get whatever content is inside the text area and
emit it out via the Socket. When you click on the “send score event” button, it sends a
full score-event string to instrument 1, starting at time 0 for a duration of four seconds.
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function moduleDidLoad(){
//Csound module load event
console.log(“Csound Loaded”)
}
var socket = io.connect(“http://localhost:8181”); // connect to server
//socket code here:
socket.on(“connect”, function(){
console.log(“Socket.io connection established”)
}); // connect event

socket.on(“orc”, function(msg){
console.log(msg) //print orc
$(“.orc_editor”).val(msg) //update text area
csound.CompileOrc(msg) //compile if browser is csound PNaCl enabled
}); //orc event

socket.on(“sco”, function(msg){
console.log(sco)
csound.Event(sco)
});

$(document).ready(function(){
$(“.send_orc”).click(function(){ //react to click event on the orc button
var str = $(“.orc_editor”).val()
//get string from the text area
socket.emit(“orc”, str)
//emit the string out via the socket to the server
}); //send orchestra

$(“.send_sco”).click(function(){ // react to click event on the score
button
socket.emit(“sco”, “i 1 0 4”)
//emit a score event out of the socket to the server
});
});

On the server side, we use Socket.io and Node.js to create a simple interface that always
emits the strings to everyone. We will call this file bridge.js.
The code below creates a server that listens on port 8181, sends back any orchestra sent
to it, and then broadcasts it to everyone else who is connected to the server. The same
holds true for the score events as well.

var express = require(‘express’) // requirements
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1.2 Code at the Server

var app = express();
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var io = require(‘socket.io’).listen(8181) // listen on port 8181
console.log(“Listening on port 8181”)

io.on(‘connection’, function(socket){
console.log(“connected a client”)
socket.on(“orc”, function(msg){
io.emit(“orc”, msg)
// broadcasts message to all the clients.
});
socket.on(“sco”, function(msg){
io.emit(“sco”, msg)
// broadcasts message to all the client.
});

});

1.3 Details of the Implementation
Starting with the interface, we will explain the code in more detail. The HTML code
creates a text area and two buttons. The two buttons are your primary sources for
interaction with the socket. The buttons are distinguished by the classes attached to
them; the one that sends the whole orchestra has the class “send_orc” and the other,
that sends a generic score event, has the class “send_sco”.
In the main.js file, we attach event handlers that react to a click event on the
aforementioned send buttons. Also, in the main.js file, we define an interface that
interacts with the messages it receives from the websocket to which it is connected. On
a click event, registered by one of the buttons, it broadcasts the appropriate socket
message to the server.

Figure 1 Сlient 1 sends an orc message
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For the server side, we wrote code that would respond to a message by sending it to
everyone. Figure 1 shows how this works. The example shows client 1 sending the
server an orchestra string. The server receives the string and sends it to both client 1 and
client 2. In effect, everyone now has the same orchestra and the client-side code is what
determines what happens with the orchestra. In our case, we would update the text area
and then compile the orchestra we were sent.
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1.4 Observations
In the time we spent with this system, we noticed that latency wasn’t necessarily an
issue on local area network (LAN) connections. The response to the press of a button on
the client side was transmitted instantly to the server and back. However, on the
internet, given the overhead associated with sending a message to a remote server and
then sending it back to your own or another computer, the latency tended to become
more noticeable and more of a musical issue, to a degree, limiting the styles of music
one would play and the roles that one could play. We hosted a server in New York and
had people from Bangalore, California and Boston connect to it. As you might suspect,
the people in Boston were able to hear the sound first, followed by California and then
followed by Bangalore.
Another issue was that server broadcasts had no fixed client ordering for score message
handling. We can consider latency to be the determinant factor for ordering. However,
musically the results can be discouraging, given that there is anywhere between 0 – 300
ms of latency over the internet.
The important and exciting thing was that this approach and system enabled us to
control Csound PNaCl from smartphones, tablets and non-Chromium browsers.
Opening the website on a smartphone allowed us to type in an orchestra and broadcast it
along with the instrument messages thus opening up new musical possibilities and
inspiring many new ideas.

2 Static Orchestras and Group performance
In this section we will look at static orchestras and their use in the context of a group
performance. We will not go into too much detail with regards to the code in this
section, but we will discuss how we approached the problem and what we discovered in
the process.

2.1 Approaching static orchestras
Static Orchestras are useful if you want to build:
1. A group environment where everyone gets the same sounds.
2. A laptop orchestra environment where everyone gets to control an instrument.
3. A live-coding system.

Socket.io allows us to create “rooms” into which every client can assign themselves.
This allows us to correctly and selectively serve orchestras to appropriate rooms and
clients and maintain a level of separation. It also allows us to separate score and channel
messages based on the group. In effect, multiple groups can use the same orchestra and
yet have completely different channel and score messages. This also entails the notion
that multiple people could be connected to the same server and yet do a variety of
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These methods are separated as such in relation to where you split your orchestras. The
first method has the orchestra split up on the client-side. The second method has the
orchestras split up on the server-side and sent to the client individually, and the third
method does not rely on splitting up the orchestra.
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different things, up to and including: creating their own orchestras; collaborating with
others; doing live coding performances; and having interactive orchestra performances.

2.2 Csound live coding environment with Csound PNaCl
As stated previously, using static orchestras allows us to design live coding
environments. This section and its subsections will deal with the design and architecture
of a simple live-coding setup.
2.2.1 Server-side code
We will work with the bridge.js file we used in the first section of this paper. However,
we will make a set of small changes to make it work with static orchestras and serve
them to a client when they connect to our server.
The changes we have made in the code allow us to now read an orchestra and save it as
a string inside of our server. As a way of sending orchestras when requested, we have
written a handler for a new event called request_orc, and in the next section, pertaining
to the front-end code, we will see how this event handling is used in greater clarity.
var express = require(‘express’) // requirements
var app = express();
var io = require(‘socket.io’).listen(8181) // listen on port 8181
console.log(“Listening on port 8181”)
var orc_str;

fs.readFile(“StaticOrc.orc”, “utf-8”, function(err,data){
if (err){throw err;}
orc_str = data
}); //read a file and store it into orc_str - a generic strint

io.on(‘connection’, function(socket){
console.log(“connected a client”)
socket.on(“request_orc”, function(msg){
io.to(socket.id).emit(‘orc’, orc_str);
// send the orchestra just to the client who requests it.
});
socket.on(“orc”, function(msg){
io.emit(“orc”, msg)
// broadcasts message to all the clients.
});
socket.on(“sco”, function(msg){
io.emit(“sco”, msg)
// broadcasts message to all the client.

});
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2.2.2 Front end code changes
On the front-end side of things, we only manipulate the main.js file. We will write an
event that will request an orchestra and send it across. We will make a change to the
connection event:
//socket code here:
socket.on(“connect”, function(){
console.log(“Socket.io connection established”)
socket.emit(“request_orc”) //request the orchestra from the server
}); // connect event

The new emit event allows us to request our static orchestra from the server when we
connect.
The remainder of the code in our original main.js remains the same. We will instead
write a Python-based interface where we will send score events to the browser that has
already parsed our orchestra and compiled it. In order to have a more realistic live
coding performance, you can still modify the code in the text-area on the fly.

2.2.3 Python interface
This section details the implementation of a simple Python command-line interface,
where you can send note events to your server and have a live coding performance.
The sole dependency for this was the socket.io client (socketIO_client) for Python,
which is available through the official Python package archive.
from socketIO_client import SocketIO

def on_connect_function(*args):
print “connected" # Connected!

class CsSocket:
def __init__(self, port): #initialization
self.port = port # Socket.io port
self.socketIO = SocketIO('localhost', port) # connect to localhost
self.socketIO.wait(seconds = 1) # check every second
self.socketIO.on("connect", on_connect_function) # on connect event
function

def parse(self, str):
(header, score) = str.split(" “) # split at spaces
if header == "sco" and len(score) > 0: # check for proper score event
self.socketIO.emit(header, score) # send score event

CsSocket_Instance = CsSocket(8181) # create a new instance
print “sending messages on port 8181”
while True:
command_str = raw_input("> “) # User input
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if __name__ == "__main__":

if command_str == "exit":
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break # exit the loop

command_str2 = “sco " + command_str # pre-pend sco
CsSocket_Instance.parse(command_str2) # run through the simple parser

The code above creates a command-line interface where you type out score events in the
same format as you would have in a Csound file or a score file, e.g “i 1 0 10”.
Depending on the parameter field (p-field) requirements, you can also expand your
score string so that it fulfills these requirements. It also creates a Socket.io client that
connects to port 8181 and sends the score message that you enter. Conceivably, the
parser function in the CsSocket class can be extended further to send and parse more
events – such as chngets, orchestras and influence the interface at the front-end.

2.3 A simple group environment
A simple group environment relies on the client splitting up the orchestra on the client.
We will not discuss code examples. We will talk about the details of the implementation
instead.
For a simple group environment, we use the same server-side code that we used in the
live coding example. However, we made some changes to the orchestra to allow us to
divide the orchestra into groups of instruments. We used a separator in the form of a
Csound comment “;- - - - -;” between instruments that constitute a group.

Figure 2 A simple Group Environment example
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On the client-side, we wrote a simple function that would look for the separator and
split the orchestra into groupings and store the separated groupings into an array. This
allows us to map buttons to array indices and display content related to a certain
instrument group. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.
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In Figure 2, you can see that we have rendered a knob for the channel “lfo-rate.”
Another example of displaying relevant content to a group is shown in Figure 3 where
we have rendered buttons for our percussion group that has a kick, a snare and a hi-hat.
Prior to splitting up the orchestra, we compile the Csound code that the client receives
from the server. Note that the delimiter/separator is not influential in this scenario as it
will be ignored by the Csound parser.

Figure 3 Demonstrating Percussion UI

2.4 A simple laptop orchestra environment
Our simple laptop-orchestra environment is largely similar to the group environment .
We have made some changes to the server-side code in this instance. We took the code
we wrote on the client-side to split an orchestra and transplanted it into the server-side.
This allows us to request a certain orchestra group.
The difference between this and a group environment is that the group orchestra is
compiled completely and this means that the client can send score events to every
instrument. The laptop-orchestra environment compiles the separated group that is
requested by the client. Thus, the client can only send score events to the instruments in
the group you requested.

2.5 Observations
We believe that group orchestras work best over a Local Area Network (LAN)
connection – given its naturally low latency. Over the Internet, latency is still an issue
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The interface we designed for this is based on the design shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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and can become an issue when trying to achieve musical results that involve timing
events. Clearly, orchestras that have percussion parts and loops that "groove" in time
tend to work better on a LAN.
This system can support true live-coding performances. You can implement channel
message handlers in your Socket.io code to better handle and parse your chnset string
and input values. This can be used to affect timbers and the output level of your sounds
in real-time.
Musically, we found that separating orchestras by instrument and having a laptop
orchestra environment tended to make for a more musical result and a better sense of
ensemble playing. This is because everyone is in control of their own sounds and can
more tastefully play and mix their instruments with the music and better adapt to the
context and flow. And once you implement chnset message handlers to mix volume
levels correctly, hosting an environment where everyone hears everyone else works out
quite well.
Devices that are otherwise incapable of running Csound PNaCl can still participate in a
group setting, albeit minimally. They can affect sounds via channel messages and send
note events. However, as it stands right now, they are incapable of making any Csound
on their own.
It is our hope that this paper gives you some insight and understanding into the many
exciting new collaborative composition and group performance possibilities with
sockets; and we hope that you will follow this research as we publish an extensive
chapter and set of online tutorials in the upcoming MIT Press Book, tentatively titled:
Csound Applied – Csound Inside.

Conclusions
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Through the course of building this system, we have begun to identify and explore new
ways of interactively and collaboratively designing, building and performing with
Csound. In our daily lives, the Internet is an important tool, and in so many ways, we
rely upon, and are literally caught up in, this web. It’s fair to say that being able to
remotely collaborate with fellow sound designers, performers, composers and coders in
real-time over the Internet will allow us to explore music in new, and quite possibly
richer and deeper ways. Thus far, we have designed interfaces for iOS, Android, and
command-line Python utilities – all to facilitate how we perform with and use Csound.
During our presentation, and in the keynote address, we will demonstrate these
interfaces and the potential and power of this system as it stands today.
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KNUTH AND ALMA
TWO PARTNERS FOR LIVE-ELECTRONICS WITH SPOKEN
WORD
Joachim Heintz
joachim.heintz AT hmtm-hannover.de

The main idea behind Knuth and Alma2 is the development of a simple live-electronic
setup for a speaker. It follows the german child song "Ich geh mit meiner Laterne",
which describes a couple of a child and a lantern. For the speaker, their lantern is a
small loudspeaker; small enough to be carried and to be put on the table, beneath the
speaker when they read a text, large enough to be a counterpart to the human voice.
Although the setup is the same for both, Knuth and Alma focus on quite different
aspects of spoken language, and output quite different sounds. Knuth analyzes the
rhythm of the language and triggers pre-recorded samples of any sound, whereas Alma
recalls parts of the speaker's past and does not use any other sound except the speaker's
live input itself.
I will first describe the two models and their implementation in Csound, and then I will
discuss some use cases and future possibilities.

KNUTH

The most significant rhythmical element of speech is the syllable. The poem's metric
counts syllables and distinguishes marked and unmarked, long and short syllables.
Drummers in many cultures learn their rhythms and where to beat the drum by speaking
syllables together with drumming. Vinko Globokar took this practice in his piece
Toucher, thereby musicalizing parts of the Galileo piece of Bertolt Brecht.
But how can we analyze the rhythm of spoken words? Let us look at the famous
community example, the "quick brown fox" from the Csound Manual.3

2

Why names? Because they are individuals. – Why these names? Because they fit. No relation to the
names of living or dead persons is implied.
3
http://csound.github.io/docs/manual/examples/fox.wav
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Rhythm Analysis
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Figure 1 "the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog"
What we would like to get out is what our perception does: a signification — for
instance an impulse — shortly after a vowel can be recognized. Like this:

After some not very successful trials with onset detection in the time-domain, I came to
good results using FFT. The Csound opcode pvspitch attempts to analyze the
fundamental of a signal in the frequency domain.4 Considering that a vowel is the
4

The author of the opcode wrote an excellent article in the Csound Journal: Alan O. Cinneide,
Introducing PVSPITCH, A Pitch Tracking Opcode for Csound, Csound Journal, Issue 2, Winter 2006.
(http://csoundjournal.com/2006winter/pvspitch.html)
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Figure 2 Desired recognition of syllables: the quIck brOwn fOx
jUmps Over the lAzy dOg
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harmonic part of speech, this should coincide with what is the task here. A threshold
gkThreshDb can be assigned, to exclude everything which is certainly no peak because
it is too soft. If no fundamental can be analyzed, pvspitch returns zero as frequency. So
looking for the zero-to-non-zero transitions, we can get a first version of the speech
rhythm detection:
/*initialize the previous state of frequency analysis to zero hz*/
kFreqPrev init 0
/*set FFT size*/
ifftsize = 512
/*perform FFT*/
fIn pvsanal gaLiveIn, ifftsize, ifftsize/4, ifftsize, 1
/*analyze input*/
kFreq, kAmp pvspitch fIn, ampdb(gkThreshDb)
/*ask for the new value being the first one jumping over kthresh*/
if kFreqPrev == 0 && kFreq > 0 then
/*trigger subinstrument*/
event “i”, “whatever”, 0, 1
endif
/*update next previous freq to this freq*/
kFreqPrev = kFreq

Figure 3 Recognitions without time limit
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Actually, all we have to do now is to get rid of the repetitions. This can be done by
setting a minimum (refractory) time before the next analysis can be performed. This is
the result, with 0.2 seconds of minimal time interval between two analyses:
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Figure 4 Recognitions with time limit = 0.2 seconds

General Setup

But there are many very different variants and possibilities in the single parts of this
chain. First, "Sound" consists of different units:
– Which sound? Sampled or synthesized sound? — Currently I am only using sampled
sound. These sounds usually have a strong atmosphere; a group of them can build a
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The basic idea of Knuth is to trigger a percussive sound whenever a new syllable is
detected. So the main flow is simple:
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homogenous or heterogeneous space. Should there be one sound at a time, or a mixture
of two, three, or more? If a mixture, in which proportions?
– Which modification? I use mainly transposition and reverb. As the pvspitch analysis
returns the frequency of the estimated fundamental, the transposition can be applied
straightforward, depending on this frequency. Reverb is used in conjunction with the
transposition, so that lower sounds have more reverb.
– Which mode of playing? The simplest way is to play out directly, in real time,
simultaneously with the live input. This is nice, and in a way the proof of concept, but it
has turned out that a delayed playback offers many new possibilities. Another mode
could be to collect a certain amount of impulses, and play them as a group, or to play a
sound only if condition X is given.
Given this, the next question arises: How should the decision between the choices be
made? Assumed we want to choose between three sounds, A, B and C, and we get the
trigger impulse with the information that the fundamental is 288 Hz and the amplitude
–7 dB. Some possibilities of choosing would be:
– Choose by frequency. If we have mapped a region for frequencies below 200 Hz to
sound A, a region 200...400 Hz to sound B, and a region above 400 Hz to sound C,
sound B will be chosen here.
– Choose by amplitude. Similar, if amplitude below –20 dB is mapped to sound A, –20..
–10 dB to sound B, and –10...0 dB to sound C, sound C will be chosen here.
– Choose randomly. The probability of the sounds can in this case be either equal or
not, for instance we could give sound A a probability of 0.6, sound B of 0.3, and sound
C of 0.1, so that the latter will be very rare. And of course, all the well-known random
walks can be applied here.
So actually, what at the first view looked very simple, opens up at a closer view a
variety of possibilities and decisions — decisions which are mainly of artistic nature,
and which will have a major impact on the musical result.

Implementation

– An “always on” instrument receives the live input signal and the GUI input. It starts
all subinstruments.
– An Analysis instrument performs the analysis, according to settings which are mainly
received by the GUI.

5
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The current analysis has already been discussed above. Other methods are possible, like
cepstrum or band filter responses.5 The main work in programming was to find a
structure which has a maximum possible flexibility for changes, for further
development and adaptions (to a special performer, a situation, a new idea). I ended up
with this:

Perhaps even pure onset detection works better than I found out in my first tests.
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– Once a new syllable has been detected, the analysis instrument calls one or more
instruments which apply the results in selecting the sampled sound(s), transposition,
reverb and delay.
– Finally, the sampled sound is played out by another instrument.

Figure 5 Knuth's control flow

ALMA
Game of Times
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Imagine someone who is reading a text. While he is reading, parts of what he already
read are coming back, in certain forms or modes. Parts of the past are coming back, thus
confusing the perception of time as flow, as succession. A Game of Times begins, and
the text changes its face. Instead of a stream, always proceeding from past to future, it
becomes a space in which all that has gone can come back and be here, in this moment,
in the present. A line becomes a collection of fragments, and the fragments build up a
new room, in which no direction is preferred. You can go back, you can go ahead, you
can cease to move, you can jump, you can break down, and you can rise again in a new
mode of movement. But definitely, the common suggestion of a text as succession will
experience strong irritations.
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Speech as Different Sizes of Sounding Matter
So Alma is about the past, and it only works with the material the speaker has already
uttered. But this material is not equivalent to all that has been recorded in a buffer. It
would be unsatisfactory to play back some part of this past randomly: sometimes a
syllable, sometimes the second half of a word, sometimes silence.
No, the sounding matter must be analyzed and selected. The decision for Alma is this:
Start by recognizing sounding units of different sizes. A very small size of such a
sounding unit matches approximately the phonemes; a middle size matches the
syllables; a larger size matches whole words or even parts of sentences.
The number of sizes or levels is not restricted to three; there can be as many as you like,
as many as you need for the game of times. The method used to distinguish a unit is
very easy. A sounding unit is considered as something which has a pause before and
afterwards. The measurement is simply done by rms6; the question is only about the
time interval over which the rms value is measured. A shorter time interval for rms
estimation will isolate smaller units; a longer time interval will separate larger units. Let
us see this exemplified by the “quick brown fox” again. The figure shows three
minimum time intervals and the results as analyzed sounding units.

6

the root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of a number of samples (= amplitudes), using Csound's
rms opcode (http://csound.github.io/docs/manual/rms.html)
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Figure 6 Analyzed units with minimum silence time = 0.04 seconds
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Figure 7 Analyzed units with minimum silence time = 0.01 seconds

As can be seen, although the analyzed units become smaller and more numerous, some
units may nevertheless remain very large, is the speaker avoids isolating but speaks
more like a singer.7

7
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Figure 8 Analyzed units with minimum silence time = 0.002 seconds

It is easy to insert a maximum time for the units in the code, if this is desired.
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The result depends also very much on the threshold below which “silence” is considered
to be. In the figures above, the threshold is –40 dB. If set to –20 dB instead, the first
result changes to this:

Figure 9 Analyzed units with minimum silence
time = 0.04 sec and threshold = –20 dB
It is worth to note that the results do only roughly correspond with the above mentioned
distinction between phonemes, syllables and words. These latter ones are analyzed by
meanings, but Alma deals only with the spoken language in one particular aspect. It
very much depends on the speaker, her way of connecting and seperating the sounds,
weather or not “usual” units are analyzed by Alma, or unexpected ones are derived.

Bringing Back the Past: Four Modes
Currently Alma can bring back the past in four different modes. None of these modes is
a real “play back”. All change or re-arrange the sounding past in a certain way.
For all modes, the speaker-performer can choose between four different selections of
the past. This is a bit different for the single modes, but in general the first selection
grasps the immediate past, the second selection points to a region some seconds ago, the
third selection covers a region more wide and further in the past, and the fourth
selection takes a sound snippet from all which has been recorded since the beginning of
the performance.

Wave. A large number of small speech particles create a sound which resembles a wave
breaking at the seashore. This is done with a special way of scratching, combined with a
variable delay-feedback unit.
New Language. Units in the overall size of syllables are put together in a new order, so
that new words are created. Pauses between the syllables can be added, so that instead
of words a more scattered image is created, so to say a landscape of syllables.
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This is an overview of the modes:
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Rhythm. A short rhythm is given in proportions, for instance 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 1/4, 3/4, 1.
This rhythm controls the playback of isolated sound units, so that the natural, free
rhythm of the language is left in favor of a rhythm in measurements. To avoid pure
repetitions, the rhythm is varied in applying permutations and different scalings of
expansion/compression.
Flight. A sound snippet is transformed into a bell-like sound which gently seems to
speak. This sound can be of very different durations, starting from the original (= short)
duration, until a stretch factor of thousand. Although it reproduces the most prominent
partials of the original sound, it sounds high and adds a pitched, slowly decaying sound
to the overall image.

Some Implementation Details
All incoming sound is written into a buffer (function table). An array consisting of pairs
of (a) minimal silence time for setting a marker, and (b) the maximum number of
markers is read by the program at initialization. As many function tables of the desired
length are created as pairs are written. This array, for example, will create four function
tables:
[.005, 100000, .02, 10000, .01, 50000, .05, 10000]

The first table of length 100,000 will be used to write markers after a silence of 5
milliseconds or longer. The second table of length 10,000 is for markers after a silence
of minimum 20 milliseconds, and so forth.
The instrument WriteMarker analyzes the rms and writes markers in a function table.
There are as many instances of this instrument as there are tables to write in. As the
tables are numbered 1, 2, ... the communication between an instance and its table can be
done via software channels with dynamically created names:
;get values
iTableNum = p4
iTableLen = p5
iSilMinTim = p6
;set channel for passing the marker number to other instruments
S_MarkerChnl sprintf "MaxMarker_%d", iTableNum
chnset kMarkerNum, S_MarkerChnl
;set channel for passing the minimum silence time to other instruments
S_SilTimChnl sprintf "SilMinTim_%d", iTableNum
chnset iSilMinTim, S_SilTimChnl

8

Technically spoken: each time the rms value crosses the dB threshold after a certain duration, either
from above to below the threshold, or vice versa.
9
Markers count from zero, but the changed() expression leads to a first increment when the program
starts. So odd markers define the start of a sounding unit, even markers define its end. The rms analysis
duration can be subtracted, or used for a crossfade.
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The four instruments (Wave, NewLang, Rtm, Flight) receive the current marker number,
defining the maximum possible marker to read from. As WriteMarker writes a marker
each time “silence” starts or ends,8 the receiving instrument knows where a sounding
unit begins, and where it ends.9
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The four instruments are triggered via a MIDI Keyboard. Each instrument can select
one of four marker regions, as described above, so a two-octave keyboard is sufficient
for the sixteen keys needed. Eight knobs on the same keyboard are used to control some
parameters in real-time, like threshold level, duration for the Wave instrument, duration
of additional pauses for the NewLanguage instrument, and the volumes for each of the
four instruments.
I used CsoundQt as frontend, but it should be easy to adapt this program to Cabbage or
any API application.

Performing with Alma and Knuth
General Setup
Alma and Knuth are waiting for performers, readers, storytellers to play with them. I
have worked with different people in different setups, and would like to report here
some experiences I have made until now.
Alma, the game with the past, seems to have two basic setups. The first is for one
person alone. This performer learns to play with Alma, and triggers everything by their
own. For this, a touchable interface much bigger and much nicer than a MIDI Keyboard
would be ideal.
The second setup for Alma is for two persons: one speaker/performer, and one liveelectronic player. In this case, the dialogue between live speaker and Alma is in a way
transformed into a dialogue between two people. The speaker may be confronted with
reactions of Alma, they may not have foreseen.
The general distinction between these two setups is valid for Knuth, too. Of course,
Alma and Knuth can be combined easily, but not always “more” is “more”...
The performance can be anywhere between pure improvisation and fixed composition.
It is a challenge for me to find ways of writing a score for this kind of text-based
composition.

Speaker and Space

10

Of course, a microphone is needed for all possibilities. I used a Shure SM58. For the mobile solution, a
headset should work best.
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The main idea behind both, Alma and Knuth, is: one human speaker — one loud
speaker. Usually the human speaker will not be amplified, so the loud speaker can be
rather small. I got good results with a Yamaha MSP-5, or even MSP-3 studio monitor.
Another variant would be completely mobile: Csound on Android, and a battery-driven
speaker which can be carried. This would allow extending the performance to mobile
man-speaker units.10
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Alma and Knuth need, I think, some intimacy, and a good contact with the audience. So
in concordance with the small speaker size, a small space should be most appropriate.
The Carnegie Hall will be worse than a workshop room.

Errors and Irritations
In a way it is part of the concept that Alma and Knuth are not perfect. Spoken language
is not the same as the analysis of the spoken language we all do “on the fly” when we
listen to someone who speaks. Alma will stick strictly to the sounding result; a cough is
for her the same as a holy word. And Knuth may not recognize a syllable which you are
sure you mentioned — be it because you did not pronounce it properly, or because the
threshold was not chosen well.
As long as these irritations do not exceed a certain limit, they should motivate the
speaker-performer to react to the unexpected, and to give it a new meaning.

Further Developments
Future work will very much depend on the people who play with Knuth and Alma, and
their situations of usage. By intention these are concepts, not pieces. Their strength lies
in their flexibility. They can be modified and they can learn, but they will always
remain a variation on rhythm (Knuth), and a variation on the sounding past (Alma) of
spoken language.
New needs arise while working with them, and I would love to understand these needs
as experiments on how we can “read” texts — to open up our ears, to open up new ways
of “understanding” a text ... — one of the most common and most strange things men
ever created.
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This paper describes [self.], an open source art installation that embodies artificial
intelligence (AI) in order to learn, react, and respond to stimuli from its immediate
environment. Biologically inspired models are implemented to achieve this behavior,
and Csound is used for most parts of the audio processing involved in the system. The
artificial intelligence is physically represented by a robot head, built on a modified
moving head for stage lighting. Everything but the motors of the stage lighting unit was
removed and a projector, camera and microphones added. No form of knowledge or
grammar have been implemented in the AI, the system starts in a ``tabula rasa'' state and
learns everything via its own sensory channels, forming categories in a bottom-up
fashion. The robot recognizes sounds and faces, and is able to recognize similar sounds,
link them with the corresponding faces, and use the knowledge of past experiences to
form new sentences. Since the utterances of the AI is solely based on audio and video
items it has learned from the interaction with people, an insight into the learning process
(i.e. what it has learned from who) can be glimpsed. This collage-like composition has
guided several design choices regarding the aesthetics of the audio and video output.
This paper will focus on the audio processes of the system, herein audio recording,
segmentation, analysis, processing and playback.
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Figure 1 [self.] talking to a person

1 Background and overview
The project started out as an attempt to reflect on the effect AI will have on society in
the general case, and how artificially intelligent machines will interact with human
beings. The original intent was to explore a biologically inspired architecture that would
strive towards the ultimate goal in AI; consciousness. The authors are well aware that
this goal is out of range for the current architecture; still it has been a guiding principle
in the design and conception of [self.]. The ability to learn and categorize concepts
learned from interaction with the environment without a prior knowledge base is an
example of such a design choice. As an artwork, [self.] plays on the relationship
between technology and humans, and it relates to language, philosophy and the
contemporary (over-)focus on self-realization. Ideas from Derrida (and his interpretation
of the myth of Echo and Narcissus [1]), Heidegger (the essence of technology [2]),
Benjamin (reproduction [3]), Rutsky [4], and Stiegler (transindividuation [5] and [6])
can be said to form a philosophical back-drop for the work. The intent is not for the
artwork to relay in any rigorous manner the content and ideas of these great thinkers,
but for the aesthetic object to embody aspects of and perspectives on the technology
currently in question. As the techno-philosophical backdrop also relates to cultural and
economic questions of access to the technology, it is only fitting that the source code11
for the whole project is made available under an open source license.

The robot has two forms of input: video (USB camera) and audio. Two microphones are
mounted in a simple X-Y stereo configuration for the purpose of sensing the horizontal
position of the sound source. The stereo image analysis is used to rotate the robot’s head
towards the position of the incoming sound, so it will turn towards the person speaking
to it. This works in tandem with image analysis, where the face tracking is used for fine
adjustment of the robot head orientation. The robot uses its sensory input to learn. The
11
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Technical overview of [self.]

github.com/axeltidemann/self_dot
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signals are sent to three different modules; these are face tracking (video), audio/videoassociation (audio and video) and sound processing (audio). The outputs of these
modules are propagated to higher-level functions (``Learning'' and ``Responding'').
Audio input and output is done via Csound. Automatic calibration of the input signal
level and capture of a background noise image is done at startup and during runtime.
The input signal is analyzed for transients and this is used as a crude segmentation
marker. Transient detection is based on amplitude slope and as such is independent of
the absolute amplitude. Silent (or noisy) parts of the recording are stripped before
passing on the audio to other parts of the system. A biologically inspired model of the
cochlea[7] is used to analyze the raw WAVE files created by Csound. The model
performs sound analysis based on a bio-mimetic cascade of asymmetric resonators with
fast-acting compression. The output is called a neural activation pattern (NAP). This is
somewhat similar to a spectrogram based on FFT, but different in the respect that a
NAP has features that correspond to auditory physiology both in terms of the resolution
and distribution of the frequency bands, and in terms of the dynamic compression
algorithm used on the amplitude data. The NAP is used for learning audio concepts, as
well as for building a transformation from audio to video. The AI aspects are covered
more in depth in other articles by the authors ([8]and [9]) , and are only briefly
recounted here, however, some contextualization is given in section III. The focus of
this article is on the low level functions of audio input and segmentation as well as the
aesthetic shaping of the audio output.

Figure 2 Overview of signals and modules, also indicating implementation
languages for the different modules

2 Audio input processing

The [self.] robot is intended to operate as an art installation in a public gallery, where
the level of background noise may vary according to audience attendance. Similarly, the
audio input level from a person speaking to [self.] may vary significantly due to the type
of conversation, closeness to the microphone etc. Mechanical vibration from the robot’s
motors can also result in disturbances of the audio input via the microphone, and the
sound that [self.] makes through the speakers can also be picked up by its microphone.
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Calibration and noise reduction
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To counteract these signal irregularities, a number of techniques were combined. We
use automatic calibration of the input noise floor, a spectral analysis of the background
noise, suppression of [self.]’s own output (both spectrally, and as a simple amplitude
ducking), and finally the input is muted whenever the robot’s head need to move so
much that significant vibrational bleed occurs.
The background noise print is taken by analyzing a couple of seconds of input audio,
assuming that no intended communication with the robot is taking place during the
analysis. The audio is analyzed via pvsanal, spectral frames transferred to an array, and
we make a running average of the spectral content, writing the result to a Csound ftable.
The spectral template in this ftable is then subtracted12 from the spectrum of the live
audio input during normal conversation. A scaling factor can be applied to set the
degree of background noise filtering. With the spectral filtering in place, a measure of
the level of remaining background noise is taken, using this as the general noise floor
throughout the signal chain. A noise gate ftable is generated on the basis of the noise
floor measurement, allowing sounds above the noise floor to pass unmodified, while
damping softer sounds. Sound softer than 8 dB below the noise floor is muted
altogether. The noise gate is implemented by using the RMS level of the input signal as
a lookup to the noise gate table and using the table value as an amplitude adjustment
value.

Figure 3 Analysis of noise level in input creates the noise gate
shape, application of gate to the right

The audio output from [self.] is (internally) fed back to the input section, delayed
according to the roundtrip latency measurement, and analyzed with pvsanal. The output
spectrum is then subtracted from the input spectrum to suppress [self.]’s own sounds
from the input.
12
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To enable suppression of [self.]’s own output from the speakers to the microphone, we
need to measure the roundtrip latency of the audio system. This is done by generating a
series of enveloped noise bursts at 1-second intervals, registering the time of the noise
burst onset and comparing this to the time when the noise burst is received via audio
input. The method assumes that no significant external sound is being made during the
measurement and that the physical sound from the speaker can be picked up by the
microphone. The resulting roundtrip latency of the audio system is written to file, so
this measurement does not have to be done again until the audio configuration is
changed. The Python program (self.py) will determine if a valid roundtrip latency file is
found whenever audio calibration is initialized, and force latency measurement if the
file is missing.

Subtracting the amplitudes of one spectrum from the other on a bin by bin basis
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Figure 4 Subtraction of [self.]’s own output from microphone input
The audio calibration routines run at system initialization, but can also be triggered
during runtime. The rationale for this being that the external conditions regarding
ambient noise etc. can be expected to change drastically during the span of a day in the
gallery. A large group of schoolchildren can make a relatively dense ambient noise and
the relative vocal input to the microphone may vary to a high degree. Conversely, it is
also common for spectators to become shy of speaking to a machine, and so they will
speak quite softly. A trigger for recalibration during runtime can be the lack of sound
recording for a long time, which could be due an input level or noise suppression error.
Excessively long recordings will also trigger recalibration as it may be a sign of too
high release thresholds.

Amplitude transient detection is used as a crude segmentation marker in [self.], it will
initiate the recording of audio segments, and transients within recorded segments are
used as “word” markers. The transient triggers are also used to update the stereo image
analysis (described later), initiating movement of the robotic head towards the sound
source. Transient detection is made using rate of change analysis of the filtered
amplitude. The signal is conditioned with an envelope follower filter (follow2 opcode)
and mapped to a perceptual scale (dB) before transient detection. The sensitivity of the
transient detection can be adjusted with an attack threshold parameter. To limit the
amount of false trigging, some filtering methods have been implemented. When a
transient is detected, the current signal level is recorded, and a decay threshold sets the
relative negative change needed before a new transient is allowed to be registered. The
envelope filtering has an adjustable envelope release time to smooth out fluctuations
after a peak in the signal, and this works in tandem with the decay threshold. Finally, a
timer is used as a secondary means to limit the rate of transients, ensuring that a certain
double trig limit amount of time must pass after a transient has been recorded before
another transient is allowed. The transient detector is wrapped as a user defined opcode,
and has also been used in other projects for transient detection on a variety of signals.
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Transient detection and audio status
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Figure 5 Transient detector. The arrows from the parameter names indicate skipped
transients due to adjustment of that parameter.
Following the transient detection, an audio status indicator is generated. This indicates
sections of realtime audio input where something interesting is happening, something
we will want to record and analyze. The audio status is set to 1 when a transient is
detected, keeping its value until the signal has dropped below a release threshold
(typically -9 dB), similar to the decay threshold of the transient detector. In addition,
we wait for an extra period of time (status release time) before setting the status to zero.
Audio recording follows the audio status indicator. In this manner, several transients are
allowed within one audio status segment (one audio file), and we can keep a contiguous
recording of one complete utterance (sentence) received by [self.]. This mechanism is
intendedly low level and provides a course selection of sounds that we may want to
keep. Higher level processes later in the signal chain refines this selection, the objective
at this point is to grab everything that may be of interest.

Stereo image analysis

 amp L − amp R


+ 1 * 0.5
 amp L + amp R

The other spatial analysis method is based on correlation between audio signals at
different fractions of the expected time delay between the two input channels, similar to
the interaural time difference (ITD) in human hearing. Based on a microphone spacing
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To allow the robot to turn towards the person speaking to it, an analysis of the stereo
image of the input sound is made. If the input sound is coming from the left, the robot
will turn in that direction, and vice versa if the sound is coming from the right. The pan
position value is a float in range 0.0 to 1.0. Since the utility of this analysis is to trigger
relative movement of the robot head, we will use a center pan position of 0.5 to indicate
that no adjustment to the robot head position is necessary. An imbalance in the stereo
image occurring in tandem with an amplitude transient will trigger relative movement.
The amplitude transient is thus used to limit the rate of spatial-induced movement.
Otherwise, the head would spin rather erratically and nervously. Two methods of stereo
image analysis have been tested, one based on relative amplitude analysis of the left and
right channel with this formula:
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of 20 cm, and using 340 m/s as an approximation of the speed of sound, we have a
maximum ITD of 0.6 milliseconds. For practical purposes, we assumed that a resolution
of 10 steps in the resolution of the stereo position was sufficient. 10 copies of the left
signal were made, each being delayed by a fraction of the maximum IDT. The
correlation between each delayed copy and a reference signal (input right, delayed by
ITD*0.5) were calculated by writing each signal to a temporary table, multiplying each
delayed signal with the reference signal and use the one with the highest sum as the
estimate of the stereo position of the sound.
The correlation based method was significantly more prone to noise and spurious peaks,
and also more expensive to calculate than the amplitude difference method. We assume
that the method could be refined by filtering the audio signal to remove frequency
content outside of the range where ITD cues are reliable (< 1500 Hz). For the current
version of [self.] the amplitude difference method was used, as it gave sufficient
precision of stereo position analysis for our purposes.

Recording and segmentation
Whenever someone speaks to [self.], it records the received sound to file for further
processing. Audio recording is initiated by the audio status indicator and continues as
long as the status indicator is positive. The sound files are automatically named using
the date and time of the start of the recording. To accompany each sound file, a marker
file with the same name is generated, containing information about the time of each
detected transient during the recording. The marker file also contains additional segment
info, like interquartile mean values for amplitude, pitch and centroid for each segment,
maximum amplitude and total duration. These values are later used to determine the
most significant (stressed) word in a sentence, and determining whether the utterance
was a question (pitch profile). This marker file is written by Python, and the data is
transferred using common functions of the CsoundAPI. A separate continuous pitch
data file is also recorded, to be used for pitch synchronous granular synthesis playback
of the sound segments (see later description of the output sound characteristics of
[self.]).

In spite of the signal conditioning previously described, there is a realistic chance of
intermittently recording background noise. Also, since the audio status indicator
requires a quite generous drop of signal intensity followed by a release time, we will
(always) have some silence (or noise) at the end of recordings. Similarly, we may have
periods of silence or noise in the middle of a recording, for example as pauses between
words in a sentence. To minimize the amount of audio that needs to be analyzed and
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Figure 6 Each recording consist of a set of 3 files
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handled by the system, we want to strip off these unwanted sections of the recordings,
and we want to discard altogether recordings that (after the fact) shows signs of being
accidentally recorded noise. Now, there is an inherent problem here, since we want
[self.] to be able to respond as quickly as possible to a received sound, we want to do
segmentation and recording in realtime, but some indicators of the validity of a
recording can only be determined after the complete sound segment has been recorded.
For example, if an intermittent noise (like the closing of a door or clacking of a heel)
initiates recording, and the recording continues for N seconds (status release), we
would want to discard this recording, but there is no way of predicting if a valid
utterance has been made during this period until the recording stops. Similarly, the
duration of the silence (or low level noise) at the end of a recording cannot be
determined to be at the end of a recording until the recording has stopped. At the same
time, we want to allow [self.] to analyze and process the sound as quickly as possible to
minimize the total response time, so we would prefer to filter out silences and noise as
soon as possible, preferably even before writing the audio to file. To facilitate this,
incoming audio is temporarily written to a buffer (table), skipping sections that has a
signal level dropping below a record threshold (set generously low, due to the previous
noise gating). A running time indicator for the recorded segments and the skipped
segments is kept, so that we could restore the skipped silences if needed. When audio
status finally drops to zero, we have a compact recording with silences stripped in the
buffer, and a k-rate loop is used to quickly write this buffer to file.

The maximum signal level of all recorded segments in the file is saved, this serves two
purposes: if the maximum signal is relatively low (currently set to 20dB above the noise
floor), the whole recording is deleted before being written to file (as we can assume it
was an accidental recording of intermittent noise). Secondly, the max level is written to
the marker file to be used for normalization purposes during later playback of this
sound. The pitch track signal is subjected to a similar buffering as the audio signal and
is kept or discarded according to the same rules. The objective is to keep the pitch
analysis synchronized with the audio recording during these optimizations. Segment
markers are written to lists in Python, and a marker table is kept in Csound indicating
segments to be kept or discarded. When recording stops, the segment marker list in
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Figure 7 Temporary recording to buffer, clean up
(optimization) of audio, pitch data, and marker file
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Python is filtered according to the Csound marker table, discarding and updating entries
as needed. The valid segment markers are then written to the marker file along with the
total duration and the max amplitude for the file. The whole recording optimization
operation completes within 1 k-rate period after audio status has been set to zero, and
the completed file is passed on to further analysis, as described in the next section.

Audio analysis, Neural Activation Patterns, CARFAC
A number of spectral analysis methods was implemented based on the timbre toolbox
[10], including spread, skewness, kurtosis, flatness, crest and flux in addition to the
centroid already available in Csound. Several pitch tracking methods (ptrack, plltrack,
pitchamdf) was tested and an additional methods has been implemented based on epoch
analysis [11]. The raw spectral data was also transferred to Python together with the
analysis data, with the intention of using the full set of analysis tracks as material for
identification and learning. Although this data provided initial stepping stones and
promising results for learning and recognition, it did not result in robust and reliable
learning methods for the AI.
The current approach to analysis for recognition and classification is the CARFAC
method [7] (Cascade of Asymmetric Resonators with Fast-Acting Compression),
housed in an external C++ library and invoked as a separate subprogram running once
on each sound file. This biologically inspired model of the cochlea has been utilized
earlier for recognizing sounds using machine learning. The output is called a neural
activation pattern (NAP). Like a spectrum based on FFT, a NAP has channels for
different frequency bands with a corresponding intensity value over time. The
distribution of frequency bands are based on the model of the cochlea, as is the fast
acting compression method used in the intensity analysis. The compression method acts
on each band both separately and coupled, on several different time scales and as such it
does a good job of modeling some of the perceptual masking effects.

The NAPs play a central part of the cognitive abilities of [self.], as is described in the
following section. The NAP itself also serves as a filtering mechanism, as the system
will discard sounds that have a very low overall neural activity. This has turned out to
work well in conjunction with the techniques described in the earlier section.
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Figure 8 Example NAP, [self.] hearing the phrase “hello world”
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3 The AI, learning and responding
Learning
Learning is the core element of [self.]. The robot clusters similar sounds together, based
on the length and the similarity of the NAPs. The clustering is based on the Hamming
distance [12] between the sounds of roughly the same length. This module also learns to
recognize faces, and associate sounds with the face that uttered them. The facial
recognition is done by a Support Vector Machine [13]. The various techniques
implemented are chosen based on empirical experimentation. The live video input is
also used to train an Echo State Network (ESN,[14]), which is a neural network with a
huge hidden layer and fast training algorithm. The ESN was trained to predict a
sequence of images based on the NAP of the corresponding sound. The network is then
used generatively during [self.]’s response.
The recorded audio segments are analyzed with regards to the contexts in which the
sound was perceived. This creates a set of quality dimensions for each sound and [self.]
uses these as modes of association when it creates an output statement. One such
context is the face recognition (“who said what”); another is the context of the sentence
in which the sound was perceived. The position of the sound in a sentence (e.g. in the
beginning or end) is also recorded, and there are also contexts for longer time spans
(e.g. sounds perceived within a couple of minutes or within an hour). Sound duration
and a similarity measure (Hamming distance) to other sound classes are used as yet
another such context or quality dimension. In this manner, a multi-dimensional web of
associations is built, where a dynamic weight can be applied to each. The balancing and
weighting of the different associations is done in a manner inspired by fuzzy logic,
where an item can have partial membership in each of the different relevant contexts.
The most significant (loudest) sound in an input sentence is flagged, and this is used as
the seed for the associations of [self.] when generating a response.
The initial weights for the association contexts are manually adjusted, but [self.] will
evolve new sets of weights (during the dream state at night) using a genetic algorithm.
The purpose of automatic evolution of weights is to tune the bias of association relative
to the balance of features in the collected database of sounds. In addition, the dream
state iterates over the sounds in each category formed in the audiovisual memory of
[self.], and removes sounds that are too dissimilar to the other sounds in the same
category. This can be regarded as a mental hygiene process of sorts.

When a new sound (i.e. the NAP) reaches the responding module, the most similar
sound in the audio-visual memory is retrieved, based on the Hamming distance to the
other sounds of roughly same length. Using the most significant sound in the latest input
sentence, [self.] looks for associations to this sound, to create a response sentence. The
associations are created by looking up the different contexts as described above. In this
manner a chain of associations is created, and this is used as a repository of sounds to
construct a response. A sound’s original position in an input sentence is also used as a
filter or rule for selection and placement of sounds in a responding statement. The
output from [self.] will be in the form of audio and video, where the audio is a
processed version of the recorded sound, and the video is a sequence of live generated
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images from the ESN driven by the corresponding sound (i.e. NAP). The video is this
affected by how closely the original NAP corresponds to the new NAP. Sounds that are
relatively similar will produce sharp images where you can easily recognize the original
training situation, while imperfections in the relation between input and memorized
sounds will create more blurry images, noise, and in some cases oversaturated
silhouettes.

Figure 9 Examples of video output

4 Audio output processing

The available voice types for [self.] are made with spectral13 techniques and with
particle synthesis [15], [16]. The spectral voices utilize small amounts of frequency
scaling and frequency shifts, in opposing values so the shifting to some degree will
counteract the effect of the scaling. The purpose of this is to gently tilt the composition
of the spectrum while retaining a quite natural sound. As an example, one of the voice
types scales the frequencies up one semitone, while shifting all frequencies above 200
Hz down by 50 Hz. Some voice types may have individual shifting of several
frequency regions, for example +600 Hz in the region from 1500 Hz and up, and +100
Hz in the region from 700 Hz to 1500 Hz. Some voice types also utilize a small
randomization of the frequency values of the spectrum, creating a more robotic
character. The sound file is analyzed and loaded into a pvsbuffer, so time modifications
are available independently of pitch. Time modifications are currently only used for the
secondary associations, providing them with a more sustained, slower and thoughtful,
13
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The audio output of [self.] is based on the recordings of the sounds it has learned,
assembled into sentences by the association techniques described previously. Together
with the neural network-generated video, this kind of collage can give an insight into
the learning process of the AI by connecting each sound to the person it has learned the
sound from. We wanted to give [self.] a characteristic voice quality while retaining
recognizable features of the original input sound. To enable this, a number of
alternatives for the voice of [self.] were developed, each providing a gentle twist to the
sound file being played back. In addition to the main voice of [self.], we wanted to
have an auditory display of the AI’s secondary associations. We can think of this as “the
things [self.] thinks of while considering its next response”. The secondary associations
are sounds that are related to the words in the response, but not quite top matches. These
secondary associations are played back by an auxiliary speaker, a motorized ultrasonic
beam speaker, projecting the sound spatially within the room, to create a “cloud” of
sound, as if we somehow are inside the mind of [self.]

www.csounds.com/manual/html/SpectralRealTime.html
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ethereal sound. We could conceivably also use fluctuating time modification as a means
of subtle expressive phrasing for the main voice. Typically, the spectral voices also
utilize small amounts of spectral blurring (in the range 0.15 - 0.2 secs) and smoothing
(amplitude smoothing in range 0.2 - 0.4 secs and frequency smoothing generally very
low, around 0.06 secs).
Particle14 synthesis is used for two different kinds of voices, one which we may call
“slowdown but at original speed” and the other based on pitch synchronous granular
synthesis [17]. The basic principle of the first of these is to use 4 different source
waveforms (containing the same sound, but using individual samplepos pointers, which
in turn determine the position in the sound from where to start reading a grain of sound).
The samplepos pointer progresses through the sound at half the original speed, and
when it is lagging significantly behind the “real” time of the sound, we crossfade to
another source waveform (via channel masking) and reset the samplepos pointer. With 4
source waveforms slowing down in interlapping patterns, we can create an illusion of
the sound moving slower while playback still progress through the original recording at
the original speed. The original speed can also be modified, independently of the
overlapping slowdown procedure, creating additional time stretching effects. For this
effect, we used quite high grain rates (120 Hz) and long grains (relative grain duration
of 4.0). To minimize the artifacts of the time stretching, we utilize a gentle random
deviation (approximately 1% of the duration of the source wave file) to the samplepos
pointers, and we introduce a small irregularity in the grain placement (slightly towards
asynchronous granular synthesis). The grain asynchrony is achieved both by using grain
distribution (0.3) and by intermittently adjusting the grain clock via soft
synchronization pulses to the partikkel sync input. This kind of time manipulation
techniques can also be used to create reverb-type effect, as referenced in [18]
The second particle-based voice type is generated with pitch synchronous granular
synthesis. Here we use pitch tracking of the source sound to control the grain rate. This
allows modification of the voice formants without altering the perceived pitch of the
sound. To some degree, the perceived pitch can also be altered independently, but we
use this method to create a gentle octaviation effect (dividing the grain rate by 2). To
adjust the presence of the octaviation effect, we can alter the grain durations (here using
relative grain duration of 1.5) and the grain shape (using a fast attack on each grain and
applying an exponential decay). The effect is softened somewhat by using a small
amount of grain distribution (0.1).

14
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Voice type is selectable on an event basis, and it is possible to use same range of voice
types for the secondary as for the main voice. This aided in experimentation with the
total aesthetic appearance during final mounting in gallery. In the exhibited version, we
used a spectral voice type for the main voice and the slowdown partikkel voice type for
the secondary voice. The secondary voice used a relative playback speed of 0.7 while
the main voice used no time modification. The secondary voice was additionally treated
with delay and reverb.

www.csounds.com/manual/html/partikkel.html
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Figure 10 Read pointers in 4 source waveforms to create a
slowdown effect at original speed
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As an auditory backdrop to the voice sounds, we created an ambient texture using
particle synthesis. This texture uses randomly reordered cut-ups from [self.]’s recently
recorded sounds, played back in an asynchronous granular manner. Two parallel
particle generators were used, with slightly different parameters. A low grain rate (12
Hz) was used with random deviation to the grain rate, relatively short grains (0.2) with
clear attacks. Grain transpose was modulated in the range of +/- one semitone. The
second particle generator used somewhat higher grain rates and generally longer and
softer grains, with separate gain- and channel masking. Every few seconds one of the 4
source waveforms for the particle generators was replaced, choosing from the 10 latest
input recordings. The intended effect is to create a fragmented background chatter based
on recently perceived sounds. This assumed to create a sonic illustration of the ongoing
mental processing of recent events. The stereo output of this ambient texture was sent to
the main and secondary speakers. Even though the speaker setup does not really provide
a clear stereo image in the traditional sense, it creates the impression of a spatially
moving sound field.
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Figure 11 Main robot head, with secondary speaker in front

We have described the art installation and artificial intelligence [self.], and its
biologically inspired models of listening, learning and responding. We have also looked
more closely into the audio processing methods implemented as part of the inner
workings of [self.]. The sound recognition and classification coupled with face
recognition allows a multidimensional association web to be spun, creating weighted
connections between sounds [self.] has heard and learned, and it utilize these
associations to assemble its output statements. As no dictionary, grammar or other body
of knowledge is given [self.] from its inception, it has to learn communication only via
its sensory channels. The output statements of the AI thus also bear a strong imprint of
whomever it has learned the different sounds and concepts from. [self.] as an artwork
intends to reflect on the relation between technology and human beings. As one of
several philosophical backdrops we’ve used Derrida’s recollection of the Greek myth of
Echo and Narcissus, providing an insight into what constitutes a self, and possibly in
this context making an analogy between Echo and modern technology. As Echo, [self.]
can only produce what it has heard, but also as Echo’s clever manipulations and
selections of phrases to be repeated, [self.] may be able to express something else with
its collage-like recollections of impressions, something that may be the seed of the
constitution of a true self.
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With regards to the audio processing techniques involved in this artwork, we have given
detailed insights into the recording and segmentation methods, as well as the analysis of
the spatial position of incoming sound. In the classification and sonic analysis, we have
used the CARFAC technique to create neural activation patterns for each sound
segment. These are also used to find similarity measures between sound classes and to
train audio-to-video associative neural networks.
The design of the voices of [self.] has been given attention in terms of the signal
processing and synthesis techniques used. Two kinds of voice function have been
implemented: One main voice, creating a close-to-natural reproduction of recorded
sound but with a slight twist to add [self.]’s own character to the output. The secondary
voice is slower in pace and spatialized in the room, reflecting the thought processes
underlying or paralleling the main voice’s output. An ambient texture is created with
granular techniques on a selection of recent sounds [self.] has experienced. This texture
adds a timbral and spatial counterpoint to the more straightforward conversation-type
sounds, and it acts as another layer of sonic interaction through the slow-paced updating
of grain source waves from the recent sonic activity.
The art installation [self.] has a mode of interaction and a way of learning that is in
some ways similar to how a small child interacts with the world. In this manner it
reflects its own status as a relatively newborn entity, with an abundance of room for
improvement. The authors intend to follow up the work started here, and build more
elaborate and potentially more powerful intelligence for the next [self.].
The audio analysis techniques can be expanded and completed by adding perceptual
feature analysis based on spectral statistics, and most possibly also features extracted
from the stabilized auditory images used by Lyon [7]. A finer segmentation of
perceived sounds can also aid [self.] in grasping a common stem or root for sounds
pointing to the same semantic entity, but used in different contexts. The currently
implemented intelligence does allow for learning and interaction but not so much for
internal reflection. Also it does not have an inbuilt desire to develop further, outside the
limits currently set for it. Systems for positive and negative feedback on different kinds
of behavior are examples of basic building blocks needed for the entity to generate a
self-drive towards changing its own behavior or its own conditions for interacting with
the world.
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CHUCKSOUND
A CHUGIN FOR RUNNING CSOUND INSIDE OF CHUCK
Paul Batchelor
thisispaulbatchelor@gmail.com

ChuckSound is a plugin for ChucK (otherwise known as a “chugin”) that allows Csound
to be run inside of ChucK. Prior to ChuckSound, a typical setup for getting Csound +
Chuck working together would be to start ChucK and Csound as separate applications,
and to use OSC and/or JACK to communicate. With ChuckSound, Csound is spawned
inside of ChucK’s audio engine via the Csound API. This approach allows Csound to
work seamlessly with ChucK objects without any sort of latency that OSC would
produce. ChuckSound has the ability to evaluate Csound orchestra code inside of
ChucK as well as send score events.

1 Installation and Setup
The latest version of ChuckSound and installation instructions can be found on github at
https://www.github.com/PaulBatchelor/ChuckSound.git.

2 Chuck and Csound
A brief summary of ChucK for Csounders

Firstly, ChucK is strongly-timed. Time and timing is a very important feature to ChucK.
In fact, time and duration are primitive types in ChucK. [2] Chuck supports many
human-readable units of time: samples, milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, days, and
weeks [3]. The concept of a “control rate” is non-existent in ChucK; most ChucK
patches are built up of while loops that pause for an arbitrary period of time using the
“time => now” paradigm. Csound users should be encouraged to explore time in Chuck,
as the language has a very expressive syntax for this domain.
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ChucK is aptly described as a “Strongly-Timed, Concurrent, On-The-Fly Music
programming language” [1]. Each of these components makes for a very strong
counterpart to Csound.
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ChucK has a strong emphasis on concurrency, or running processes that occur at the
same time. In Chuck, a single program is known as a “shred”, and shreds can be
“sporked” together to be played simultaneously. While Csound can run simultaneous
instrument instances together to achieve things like instrument polyphony, ChucK is
able to run multiple files together that are unrelated by running something like “chuck
foo.ck bar.ck”.
ChucK is designed to write code on-the-fly. “On-the-fly” or “live” coding is an
important design feature in Chuck. When using ChucK, coding is expected to be part of
a performance. Shreds in ChucK can be added and recompiled during a performance
without having to stop Chuck from running. While Csound evolved into having realtime capabilities, ChucK has been designed with modern hardware and real-time
performance from the beginning. It is still easier to do offline rendering in Csound.
Due to it's resemblance to C-like languages, ChucK could be certainly be classified as a
programming language. ChucK supports C/C++ types like floats, ints, and strings.
There are also similar control structures in ChucK like for and while loops and if
statements. There is support for OOP, with classes, methods, and single inheritance.
Writing ChucK code looks and feels like writing a program, whereas Csound looks and
feels more like making a patch on a modular synthesizer.
ChucK differs from C-like languages in the way assignment and operators are handled.
While C-like languages handle assignment right-to-left, ChucK handles variable
assignment left-to-right using the “=>” operator (e.g: “int x = 3” in C would be “3 =>
int x” in ChucK. For arrays, the “@=>” operator is used (e.g: “[1, 2, 3] @=> int foo”).
For audio domain programming, this decision makes sense; more often than not, left-toright is how signal flow is depicted in diagrams. Nevertheless, this particular syntax can
take some adjustment.

Intended Use Cases
ChuckSound is a wrapper for Csound, and while the Csound API is used under the
hood, it is not a wrapper for the API. The design of ChuckSound is the author's best
attempt to merge the best parts of both languages. Csound in this instance is approached
as an event-based signal processor, using a modular synthesizer paradigm for sound and
instrument design. ChucK's time granularity and concurrency is used to precisely
control Csound events.

3 Usage

– Realtime audio must be enabled, but any audio drivers should be disabled so that the
main audio callback is being handled by ChucK. This can be accomplished with the
flags “-onull -+rtaudio=null”
– The buffer size “-b” must match ksmps
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Before Csound can run inside of ChucK, ChuckSound must compile a CSD. In order for
the CSD to sound properly, it must have the following attributes:
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– The Csound samplerate matches the samplerate in ChucK (this is typically set systemwide)
– The Csound file is mono (nchan = 1)
While requiring a CSD file is a clumsy implementation in some cases, there are several
advantages to this approach. For one, it leverages the several CsOptions flags that can
allow for features like sending code over OSC, buffer size tweaks, and MIDI. It is also
conceivably easier to integrate existing Csound projects into ChucK for live remixing
and performing.
Listed below are several ChuckSound examples, included with this paper.

CSD Player
The simplest usage case is to compile an existing CSD file and to let it run without
interruption. Using ChuckSound, this is how it would be accomplished:
File: trapped.ck
Csound c => dac;
c.compileCsd("trapped.csd");
283::second => now;

Note Launcher
With ChuckSound, one has the ability to send score events. One could leverage ChucK's
strong sense of timing and C-like control structures to build very complex sequencers
and event generators this way. Also featured in the example below is ChuckSound's
ability to evaluate orchestra code on the fly. This is possible thanks to the new
improvements to Csound 6 and the Csound 6 API:
File: pluck.ck
Csound c => dac;
c.compileCsd("tmp.csd");
"
instr 1
aout = pluck(0.1, p4, p4, 0, 1) * linseg(1, p3, 0)
out aout
endin
"
=> string orc;

string message;
float freq;
while(1) {
"i1 0 3 " => message;
Std.rand2(80, 800) => freq;
freq +=> message;
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c.eval(orc);
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c.inputMessage(message);
0.5::second => now;
}

Evaluating orchestra code inside of ChucK is ideal because it allows multiple ChucK
files to use a single template CSD instead of needing to rewriting a new CSD over and
over again. The examples from here on will use a single file called “tmp.csd”:
File: tmp.csd
<CsoundSynthesizer>
<CsOptions>
;disable audio output and let ChucK handle it all
-d -onull -+rtaudio=null
-b 100
</CsOptions>
<CsInstruments>
sr = 44100
ksmps
= 100
nchnls = 1
0dbfs
= 1
</CsInstruments>
<CsScore>
f 0 $INF
</CsScore>
</CsoundSynthesizer>

ChucK audio inside of Csound
ChuckSound is able to process ChucK audio with Csound opcodes. Any audio routed to
the Chugin gets sent to an audio-rate channel called “Chuck_Out”. Here in this example
a Chuck SawOsc object is being processed by Csound's waveset opcode.
File: waveset.ck
SawOsc s => LPF l => Csound c => dac;
c.compileCsd("tmp.csd");
l.set(1000, 0.1);
"
alwayson 2
instr 2
a1 chnget \"Chuck_Out\"
out waveset(a1, 5) * 0.5
endin
"
=> string orc;

float freq;
while(1) {
Std.rand2(50, 1000) => s.freq;
500::ms => now;
}
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c.eval(orc);
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Many exciting concepts can arise from this: all of ChucK can be processed through any
of Csound's hundreds of opcodes!

Csound across multiple shreds
Much of ChucK's power is leveraged through running and recompiling several shreds. It
is not practical to have an instance of Csound on every shred. A better solution would
be to utilize public classes and static variables to generate a single instance of Csound
that can be accessed across multiple shreds. Such a class could look like this:
File: csEngine.ck
public class CSEngine
{
static Csound @ c;
fun void compile(string filename)
{
c.compileCsd(filename);
}
fun void eval(string orc)
{
c.eval(orc);
}
fun void message(string message)
{
c.inputMessage(message);
}
}
Csound c => Gain g => dac;
CSEngine cs;
c @=> cs.c;
cs.compile("tmp.csd");
/* Avoid clicks */
0 => g.gain;
1::ms => now;
1 => g.gain;

Here is how this class would be used:
File: launcher1.ck
CSEngine cs;
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while(1){
500::ms => now;
}
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"
instr 1
aout = pluck(0.1, p4, p4, 0, 1) * linseg(1, p3, 0)
out aout
endin
"
=> string orc;
cs.eval(orc);
string message;
float freq;
while(1) {
"i1 0 3 " => message;
Std.rand2(80, 300) => freq;
freq +=> message;
cs.message(message);
0.5::second => now;
}

Here is another file that can run on another shred:
File: launcher2.ck
CSEngine cs;
"
instr 2
aout = moogvcf(vco2(0.1, p4) * linseg(1, p3, 0), 1000, 0.1)
out aout
endin
"
=> string orc;
cs.eval(orc);
string message;
float freq;
while(1) {
"i2 0 3 " => message;
Std.rand2(300, 1000) => freq;
freq +=> message;
cs.message(message);
0.9::second => now;
}

To see this in action, one could simply run “chuck csEngine.ck launcher1.ck
launcher2.ck” from the supplemental file directory. Note that the file “csEngine.ck”
must go before “launcher1.ck” and “launcher2.ck” in order to work.

ChuckSound is still very early in development. Current plans for ChuckSound include
an easier installation process, better cross-platform support, as well as control-rate and
(more) audio-rate channels.
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CSOUND ACCELERATED WITH HASKELL
INTRODUCING THE LIBRARY CSOUND-EXPRESSION
Anton Kholomiov
anton.kholomiov@gmail.com

Csound is a very powerful audio engine, but by syntactic ease of use it is still far behind
the modern languages like Python, Ruby or Haskell. That is sad because clumsy syntax
prevents many users from unlocking the real powers of Csound. In my library csoundexpresion I'd like to take the best parts of Csound (powerful audio engine and
scheduler) and supply them with the wings of syntax gifted to Haskell. The proposed
solution can greatly enhance the productivity of the Csound musician.

Introduction

•

Interactive music production. Imagine that you can type an opcode in the
interpreter, apply a filter to it, add some reverberation, hit enter and you can hear
the sound right away!

•

Everything is an expression. There are no special forms in the language like
orchestra, scores, and opcodes. All entities are represented with elementary units
like value or function. For example, an instrument is a function that takes in
notes and produces signals. If we want to trigger the instrument with notes we
can apply a function to the instrument and notes and we get a signal as an
output. The result can become an argument for another function. No need for
identifiers for instruments or ftables. The framework generates them behind the
scenes.

•

Palette of audio units for many common techniques. Many opcodes were
redesigned in more convenient form. For example there are basic band-limited
waveforms of analog synthesizer (osc, saw, sqr, tri) the granular synthesis
opcodes were simplified by setting default values for many arguments (user can
tweak the defaults) etc.
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The csound-expression is a code generator. It produces Csound code out of Haskell
code. This paper shows what benefits the user can get by using Csound with Haskell:
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•

Flexible functions. The functions are values. A function can take in another
function as an argument and produce the functions as a result. Imagine that your
opcode can take in a filter as a parameter. It's not a special integer argument like
0 for low pass, 1 for high pass. It takes a function that represents the filter; you
can pass even a chain of filters as long as it takes the same arguments as a
simple filter.

•

Data structures. The Csound is embedded in the Haskell. So it inherits all
Haskell's data structures. We can use lists, trees, maps; create our own data
structures with fields.
Modularity. We can define a set of audio units. We can put them in the library
and we can share it with our friends as a library. So the client don't need to copy
and paste the definition. User can just install our library and import the
definition of the wonderful effect we made.

•

•

Functional Reactive Programming. It's a great way of representing computations
that depend on event streams and scheduling. The core idea is that instead of
listening for the events and appending callbacks to the listener we can create the
values that contain all future events and treat them as containers of values like
lists. We can map a function over a stream. We can filter the values of the
stream with a predicate. We can merge a couple of streams together and so on.

•

Easy to use GUIs. The GUI widget is just a function that produces a visual
representation and the value (signal or event stream). We can combine visuals
and values with another functions.

•

Code optimization. The code is optimized so that common sub-expressions are
eliminated. The variables for signals are reused as much as possible. So that an
instrument takes minimal chunk of RAM to run.

•

The output signal is limited by amplitude to protect your ears and speakers from
damage.

The rest of the paper describes some of the topics in depth. Please read the Appendix if
you don't know the Haskell. You can get the basics of the syntax there.

1 Main data types

2 REPL. Interactive music production
Many modern languages have the REPL or read-eval-print loop. It's like an interactive
mode in the Python. We can type an expression, hit Enter and we can see the result. We
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In csound-exression there are six primitive data types: D for constant numbers, Sig for
signals (control or audio), Str for Strings, Tab for ftables and Spec for spectra (used in
pvs-opcodes).Also there are two boolean types: BoolD for constant booleans and
BoolSig for boolean signals. The stereo signal is a tuple of signals. The type of the
signal is derived from the context. If user plugs the signal into k-rate variable it
becomes a control signal the same is true for audio rates.
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can use it to create the sound right in the interpreter. The function dac sends the output
to speakers:
> dac (osc 440)

The number of outputs is derived from the context. Here is the stereo output:
> dac (saw 220, tri 220)

Notice that there is no rate information no globals are set. There are sensible defaults
suitable for real-time usage. If we want to alter the defaults we can use the function
dacBy. It takes the options as a first argument:
> let run asig = dacBy (setRates 48000 10 <> setDac "hw:0,3") asig
> run (loopWav 1 "drums.wav")

There is a binary operator <> which constructs options from primitive parts. Here we set
the audio and control rates and the name for dac output channel.

3 Everything is an expression
The main strength of the library comes with a simple motto:
Everything is an expression
Every musical concept that we are going to create is either value or function. So the
musical idea belongs not to the language but to the values of the language.
We can manipulate musical ideas with tools that language provides. Let me clarify the
difference with an example. In the Csound we have two main sections: orchestra and
score. We can place them in the same file by using XML-elements. Instruments and
tables can interact with each other by numbers or special ids or names that we declare.
Those parts belong to the syntax of the language. It's fixed. We can not manipulate
XML-elements with Csound code. We can not give a name to the bunch of notes or
create an instrument inside another instrument. But what if we could do it? In the
Haskell library an instrument is a function:
mySynth :: (Arg a, Sigs b) => a -> SE b

Let's create an instrument:
pureSine :: (D, D) -> SE Sig
pureSine (amp, cps) = return (sig amp * osc (sig cps))
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The Arg a means that arguments of the function should belong to the predefined set of
types. They are all the types that Csound can store in p-fields (D, Str, Tab and tuples of
them). The Sigs b means that output of the function should be a tuple of signals or just
a signal. It's a Haskell way to restrict a set of types. The prefix SE in the result means
that an instrument can produce side effects (side effect is random number generation,
allocation of memory for delay lines, writing to files).
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The instrument expects a pair of arguments: amplitude and frequency for the sine wave
(osc). There is a difference between Haskell and Csound that Haskell that automatic
conversions are not allowed. We need to convert the numbers to signals with function
sig. The osc expects a signal as frequency. Let's trigger the instrument with notes. In
Haskell to trigger an instrument we call a function:
> let notes = str 3 (mel (fmap temp [(1, 220), (1, 330), (1, 440)]))
> dac (mix (sco pureSine notes))

The sco function takes an instrument and a bunch of notes.
sco :: (Arg a, Sigs b) => (a -> SE b) -> Sco a -> Sco (Mix b)

The Sco is a type that looks very much like list. But with Sco each element of the list
has two timestamps (for start time and duration). With Sco we can assemble the notes
from primitive parts. We don't need to write down the whole list as in Csound. We can
use functions to combine notes.
The mix function converts the value of type Sco to signal
mix :: (CsdSco f, Sigs a) => Sco (Mix a) -> a

Right now it's not that important to understand how the list of notes is constructed. The
important thing to note is that the list of notes is a value. We can give it a name, we can
store it in the list, we can create a function that takes the list of notes in and produces
some result. In the first line we create three notes:
> let notes = str 3 (mel (fmap temp [(1, 220), (1, 330), (1, 440)]))

The function temp creates a note that lasts for 1 second and has no delay. The fmap
applies a function temp to all elements in the list. The function mel takes a list of scores
and produce a single score so that all scores in the list are played sequentially (one after
another). The next function str (short for `stretch`) rescales the time stamps so that
each note lasts for 3 seconds.
The great part of it is that we can use all entities as simple values. We can generate the
notes from the function. We can store the instruments in the list:
let q = [pureSine, sawSynth, triangleSynth]

Moreover the result of expression is just a signal. We can use it in another instrument.
That's how we can add a reverb to the signal:
> let asig = mix (sco pureSine notes)

The function smallHall produces a stereo reverb form the mono input. So to add the
original a signal to it we need to convert it to stereo. There is no need for global
variables to make a reverb. The value asig contains the whole signal within it. We can
apply another effect to it. It can become a part of another instrument! The plus sign is
overloaded for tuples of signals. So we can add stereo signals.
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> dac ((asig, asig) + 0.4 * (smallHall asig))
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The same thing applies to many other concepts. We are going to look at them in the
later sections. We construct values for GUIs, for event steams. We can store GUI
widgets in lists, combine them together and give the name to the combined widget or
we can create a function that is parameterized with a GUI-widget.

4 Data structures
It's hard to cover all data structures in the short paper. So we are going to look at the
couple of examples. Let's look at some benefits of being able to use lists. That's how we
can create an audio unit for additive synthesis:
additive :: (Sig -> Sig) -> Int -> [Sig] -> Sig -> Sig
additive f size amps cps = sum (fmap makeHarmonic (zip amps [1 .. size]))
where makeHarmonic (amp, n) = amp * f (sig (int n) * cps)

We create a range from 1 to the given integer: [1 .. size] Then we zip it with the list
of amplitudes: zip amps [1 .. size]. The function zip takes two lists and creates a
list of pairs. Then we transform all the values with function makeHarmonic. It creates a
single harmonic. The function sum sums all values. That's it! Two lines of code!
Imagine how you can write it in the Csound language. Let's apply this function:
> dac (additive tri 4 [1, 0, 0.4, 0.1] 440)

5 Modularity
The Haskell has support for modules. We can define our set of instruments, default
values and handy functions. Then we can create a library out of it and redistribute. We
can send the library to our friend. The user don't need to copy the UDOs, the user can
install the library and use it with import statement:
import Csound.Stuff(fabulousSynth)

Our friend is ready to use the synthesizer we've made. We can create not only
instruments but also new frameworks! We can use the basic building blocks and define
our own ways of organizing music and workflow. Let's consider an example. The
csound-sampler is a library that is built on top of csound-expression. It targets the
creation of music out of small samples and patterns of samples. The main idea of the
library is to supply the signal with BPM-rate and duration. We combine the samples so
that they are aligned by BPM-rate. We can delay the sample within the grid; loop over
samples limit the length, sequence to play one segment after another and so on.
That's how we can load three samples and play them in sequence with the drum loop:

, loop (wav "drums.wav")])
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> dac (sum [ mel (fmap wav ["fox1.wav", "fox2.wav", "fox3.wav"])
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6 Functional Reactive Programming (FRP)
FRP is a great way of representing computations that depend on event streams and
scheduling. The main idea is that instead of listening for the events and appending
callbacks to the listener we can create the values that contain all events and treat them as
simple containers of values like lists. We can map a function over a stream. We can
filter the values of the stream with a predicate. We can merge a couple of streams
together. We can accumulate some value with events from the stream and so on.

Event streams
The event stream is a function. It takes in a procedure that expects content of an event as
argument. It takes in a single event and performs some action. The event stream
performs the procedure every time the event is fired. With function metro we can
construct an event stream of empty tuples. The frequency of event productions equals 1
per second: let evts = metro 1
There are many functions that work with event streams as if they are lists. We can
transform the elements of the event stream: fmap :: (a -> b) -> Evt a -> Evt b
We can count the number of events so far: appendE 0 (+) (fmap (const 1) (metro
1))

The function appendE takes in an initial value to update and the function of two
arguments. when an event happens it applies the function to the current value of the
state and to the value of the event and puts the result in the state and in the output
stream.
We can merge values from two streams together with binary operator <>: metro 1 <>
metro 3

The output stream contains the events from both streams. Once we have events we can
trigger instruments with them or convert them to signals:
evtToSig :: D -> Evt D -> Sig

The evtToSig converts an event stream to signal. The first value is held while nothing
happens.
sched :: (Arg a, Sigs b) => (a -> SE b) -> Evt (Sco a) -> b

stream. The instrument is just a function:
can be used in another instrument right
away! The necessary boilerplate code is generated behind the scenes.

Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
Lots of effort was put into making the GUIs easy to use. The main idea is that a widget
is a pair of values. The first is for visual representation and the second one is for the
actual value that widget produces (it can be a signal in case of knob or an event stream
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The sched triggers the instrument with event
(a -> SE b). The output is the signal. It
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in case of button). There is special function to combine visuals in an easy way. User has
no need to specify exact values for positions and sides of the bounding box of the
widget; the system tries to calculate it for the user.
There are basic functions:
hor, ver :: [Gui] -> Gui
space :: Gui
sca :: Double -> Gui -> Gui

The hor and ver aligns horizontally or vertically a list of widgets. So each widget takes
an equal amount of space. We can alter the amount of space by scaling the widget with
function sca. We can leave the empty space in place of widget with space.
That's how we can create two knobs and align them horizontally:
main = dac $ do
(gui1, cps) <- uknob 0.5
(gui2, q) <- uknob 0.5
panel (hor [gui1, gui2])
return (lp (500 + 1500 * cps) (5 + 20 * q) (saw 110))

We create two unipolar knobs (ranges between 0 and 1) with initial values 0.5. Then we
create a panel that contains the visuals. At the last statement we produce the result. It's a
filtered sawtooth wave. The parameters for filtering are updated with knobs.
The example can be further simplified. There are functions that combine the values
produced by the widgets and the visuals for the widgets at the same time:
hlift2,vlift2 :: (a -> b -> c) -> Source a -> Source b -> Source c
vlift3,vlift3 :: (a -> b -> c -> d) -> Source a -> Source b -> Source
c -> Source d

Let's take the hlift2 as example. It expects a function of two arguments and two
widgets that produce values (or `Source`s). The function is applied to values and the
visuals are stacked horizontally. The result of the function is itself a widget. So it can be
passed to another function hliftN!
Let's rewrite the example:

In this variant the panel is applied automatically. So we get a single expression that
takes values from two knobs and creates a filtered sawtooth wave which depends on the
values. It's a single line of code! You can try to rewrite it in Csound. There are many
more widgets beside knobs.
Let's study another example. Let's create two buttons one is going to raise the value by
one and another should lower the value by one. We create a signal out of this value then
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> dac (hlift2 (\cps q -> lp (500 + 1500 * cps) (5 + 20 * q) (saw 110))
(uknob 0.5) (uknob 0.5))
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we turn the value to frequency and apply a triangle wave to it. Lets' create two buttons
first:
> let btnUp = button "Up"
> let btnDown = button "Down"

Then we create a function that takes in two streams, substitutes the values of events to
1's in the first stream and to (-1)'s in the second one. We merge two streams together
with function <>. We create running sum for each coming event (appendE (-1) (+))
and we add 60 to all values to get midi notes (fmap (+ 60)). The function stepper
creates a sample and hold signal for event stream.
> let toMidi ups downs = stepper 0 (fmap (+ 60) (appendE (-1) (+)
(devt 1 ups <> devt (-1) downs)))

In the last line we apply the function toMidi to both streams and channel the signal of
midi-keys to the triangle wave:
> dac (vlift2 (\ups downs -> fmap (tri . sig . cpsmidinn) (toMidi ups
downs) btnUp btnDown))

We use vlift2 to align the visuals vertically. The really great part of it that the result is
a widget itself! Let's create a chord of three notes. It's as simple as giving a name and
summing the result of all notes:
> let note = vlift2 (\ups downs -> fmap (tri . sig . cpsmidinn)
(toMidi ups downs) btnUp btnDown)
> dac (hlift3 (\a b c -> mul 0.4 (mean [a, b, c])) note note note)

Conclusion
The proposed library embeds Csound in Haskell. With Haskell we get flexible functions
and data structures. The library is designed so that musical concepts are turned into
values and functions. We can create complex musical structures out of simple
primitives.
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The library is open source (hosted on github). It's freely available on Hackage
(http://hackage.haskell.org/package/csound-expression). Examples of the music created
with it can be found on soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/anton-kho.The only price
the user have to pay is the price of learning new programming language. This journey is
not for everybody. The user has to decide is it worth the effort. But the code reduction
rate can be as high as 100 lines of Csound code for one line of Haskell code. We can get
wonderful and free tutorial for Haskell at http://learnyouahaskell.com/. The library was
designed to be as simple as it can be. I was on the guard against the brainy concepts that
may scare an artist.
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Appendix: drops of Haskell syntax
I assume that the reader is not versed in Haskell, but lots of Csounders know Python so
there is a transcription to Python.
Function signature: f :: ArgType1 -> ArgType2 -> ArgType3 -> OutType
Function definition: f a1 a2 a3 = … Python: def f(arg1, arg2, arg3):
Function application. In Haskell we use white space as delimiter. Application of the
function the function's name goes first the rest names are arguments:
Haskell

Python

f a1 a2 a3
g (f a) b (h x)

f(a1, a2, a3)
g(f(a), b, h(x))

Application without brackets: f a $ g b === f a (g b). In Python: f(a, g(b))
We put a dollar if we want to enclose all following symbols in parenthesis. Local
arguments:
f a = g a b
where b = expr1
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Csound is a powerful and versatile synthesis and signal processing system and yet, it
has been far from convenient to use the program in tandem with a modern Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) setup. While it is possible to route MIDI to Csound, and audio
from Csound, there has never been a solution that fully integrated Csound into a DAW.
Csound for Live attempts to solve this problem by using csound~, Max and Ableton
Live. Over the course of this paper, we will discuss how users can use Csound for Live
to create Max for Live Devices for their Csound instruments that allow for quick editing
via a GUI; tempo-synced and transport-synced operations and automation; the ability to
control and receive information from Live via Ableton’s API; and how to save and
recall presets. In this paper, the reader will learn best practices for designing devices
that leverage both Max and Live, and in the presentation, they will see and hear
demonstrations of devices used in a full song, as well as how to integrate the powerful
features of Max and Live into a production workflow.

1 Using csound~ in Max and setting up Csound for Live

First, make sure that your output flag is set to -odac. If you don’t do this, Csound will
write to an audio file in addition to playing through Max and Live, and depending on
how long you might be jamming, this could slow down your system and you could end
up with an audio file several gigabytes in size! Next, set an ftable, usually f0, to be
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Rendering a unified Csound file with csound~ is the same as playing it with Csound.
Sending a start message to csound~ is equivalent to running Csound from the terminal,
or pressing play in CsoundQT. The main difference is that when making Csound for
Live devices, we’re mainly concerned with an orchestra that is controlled by knobs,
sliders, buttons, and automation, rather than with an orchestra that is driven by a score,
or internal modulation and event triggering. Thus, the .csd file must be set up to receive
data in several ways from Max, and there are several things to consider when setting up
the file.
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loaded in and at a very large number of seconds, this will keep Csound running for
hours without quitting.
Setup in Max involves doing 3 things. After instantiating csound~, you will have to load
a unified csd file, choose a sample rate, and then start Csound. See figure 1 for an
example of a patch that does these things.

Figure 1 Loading a .csd file into csound~
Finally, it is advisable to use ksmps instead of krate. Given that the user can change the
sample rate at any time, having a krate that is proportional to the sample rate means that
krate signals are synced to the sample rate, and are more likely to work as intended.

2 Creating a UI

Figure 2 Sending data to Csound with channels
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When designing an instrument or effect using csound~, it is often helpful to start
with the interface. The goal is to have a clear idea of the structure of the instrument at
the outset, and knowingwhat variables are needed as you implement the design. After
you have sketched out the basic functionality of your device, you are ready to design
your UI in Max. There are two parts to designing the UI. The first is to create UI objects
in Max and configure them to respond properly to user input. The second is to send all
of the parameters that the user can change from the UI to Csound as detailed in figure 2.
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Figure 3a A view of the inspector, and the parameters it
allows the programmer to edit
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Designing the UI itself is a bit more complicated; but there are several tools that
will give you more options over the way your interface looks and functions. Using the
extensive set of live externals is a fine starting point, but their default capabilities are
limited. The most useful tool for designing a UI in Max is the inspector, which can be
opened by pressing cmd+i on a Mac, or ctrl+i on Windows. It allows you to change the
colors of most objects. In addition, you can name objects, set their fonts, and manipulate
the data they output and display. This is useful in several ways: it lets you create your
own distinct look; it aids in consistency across different objects (allowing, for example,
Live and non-Live Max objects to have the same color scheme); it allows you to change
the text displayed by an object; and it allows you to scale the response of the UI objects
to be logarithmic, linear, or exponential, which is very useful when designing controls
that affect a frequency parameter in some way. For example, when creating a knob to
control the cutoff-frequency of a lowpass filter, there is typically a desire to have very
fine control over the range between 100Hz - 1000Hz, and less control over the range of
10000Hz and above. By setting the exponent parameter to 3, it is possible to make this
range a third of the circumference of the knob, as opposed to less than a 20th.
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Figure 3b Two different live dials – one linear, one exponential

3 Automation
Automation allows a user to control a performance in real-time in a simple,
repeatable way. Since automation allows greater precision and expressiveness in a
performance, it is a highly desirable feature that enhances the usability of any device.
Automating the parameters of Max for Live objects from within Ableton is the same as
automating any other plugin’s parameters. To allow a parameter to be automated, the
Parameter Visibility setting in the inspector must be set to Automated and Stored.
If you look at the inspector for an object that is capable of editing a parameter,
you will most likely see that it has a long name and a short name. An object’s long
name will be shown as a parameter on that device’s list of parameters on a track or clip.
As you create a device, your controls will be named non-indicatively (with long names
like live.dial[1], live.dial[2], etc…), and so when you look at your devices’ parameters
in Live it will be unclear what parameter you are automating. It can be beneficial to set
the long name at the same time as the short name when creating objects, to avoid
forgetting to do so later. After you have set the long name of your UI objects, a user can
then select your parameters in track or clip views in Ableton, and draw or perform
automation for them as they would with any other plugin parameter.

The Live API, when used in Max for Live, allows a user to send data to, and
receive data from, Ableton Live. This is especially useful when making devices that
have features that should be tempo-synced. It is also possible to have parameters change
in response to certain sections of a song being reached, and to manipulate clips from
within a device. The entirety of the Live API is outside the scope of this paper, so we
will focus on a simple example that best allows Csound to exploit Ableton – making a
tempo-synced delay that receives time signature and tempo, and passes an amount of
time, in seconds, to Csound.
When using the Live API, the live.path and live.observer Max objects will allow a
user to receive information from Live objects inside the Live API. By querying a
specific parameter (called a property in Max for Live) via the live.observer object (after
supplying it a path to the object we want to observe), we can receive its value, updated
in real time, from the left outlet of the live.observer object. We can supply a path to the
right inlet of the live.observer object via the live.path object. To get tempo information
for a device, we first have to query the live.set object for its tempo property. This is
shown in figure 4a.
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Figure 6a Setting up live.observer to receive tempo and time signature information
Using a live.tab Max object, we allow the user to choose a subdivision of the bar,
which is then processed into a numerator and a denominator. We convert the BPM from
the tempo property to the amount of seconds per division the user has specified in figure
4b.

By converting from a note division to a time in seconds, the delay opcode in
Csound will be able to read that value and delay our audio input by the amount we
want. After we have the tempo information, we still need to send Csound that data; and
so we pass the value in seconds to csound~ with a c delay $1 message.
There are many more uses for the Live API than what has been covered here. The
Live Object Model and Max for Live Building Tools are great starting points and
references when designing Max for Live devices.
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Figure 4b Converting BPM to subdivision time in seconds
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Figure 4c The whole delay patch

5 Presets
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Uninitialized variables can cause certain opcodes to respond unexpectedly and so,
when starting a Csound for Live device, it is important to make sure that parameters are
initialized. There are two ways to initialize a device. The more efficient way is to use
the init opcode in Csound, before channel declarations, to ensure that all of your
variables have a value before they receive any data from the UI. While this is efficient,
it means that any changes done to the UI in Max (that involve initial parameter settings)
must be changed in the Csound score too, and this required step is easily forgotten. A
simpler method is to use the outlet that is second to the right on csound~, which sends a
bang whenever csound~ finishes compiling a .csd file. By using this bang to send an
index to a preset device, as shown in figure 5, all UI objects will send their stored values
through outlets that are connected. If done properly, all of your variables will be sent to
the .csd file immediately after the Csound performance begins, allowing your device to
receive default parameters.
There are several ways to save and load presets, but by far the simplest option is
shown in figure 5, using the live.menu and preset objects. This method allows the
creator of a device to make a preset storage method quickly and cleanly, and allows the
user to easily recall presets.
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Figure 5 Saving and creating presets in Max

Conclusion
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In this paper, we’ve examined the basic skills needed to create a Csound for Live
device. We have learned how to run a unified Csound file that is compatible with
multiple sample rates inside of csound~. We have learned how to send parameters from
Max UI objects to Csound, via csound~, and we have learned several strategies for
creating purpose-specific UI objects. We’ve also seen how to control parameters from
within Live, store presets, and use parameters from elsewhere in Live to affect a device
via the Live API. It is our hope that integrating Csound with Live will inspire new
compositions, remixes, and music performances, and we hope that this tutorial has
given you the insight and knowledge that you need to convert, adapt, and create new
instruments that take advantage of this robust production environment.
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CLAVIA NORD MODULAR G2 PATCH CONVERTER
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One of most remarkable hardware synthesizers of the late 90s, the Clavia Nord Modular
G2 was discontinued in 2009. It inspired a whole new generation of modular
synthesizer fans by combining the immediacy of dedicated hardware with the power and
flexibility of computer-based programming. The suite of components comprising the G2
project included an extensive list of modules (from oscillators to effects), an attractive
software graphical interface and on the hardware side, keyboard and rack options. The
website Vintage Synth Explorer rates the G2 as “awesome” and it has been used
extensively by artists such as Astral Projection, Autechre, The Chemical Brothers,
Somatic Responses, Junkie XL, Mouse on Mars, Nine Inch Nails and Covenant amongst
others.
What really makes the G2 unique and sustains its relevance is the rich archive of
patches that exists. The NMG2 community remains active, publishing new patches
ranging from sound synthesizers to algorithmic generators.
It is difficult to compare this synth to commercial synths like the Access Virus or
Roland JP8k, but its remarkable features are algorithmic patches and drones. Alongside
their inherent use to musicians, NMG2 patches can also incorporate a valuable
educational aspect, inspiring people to develop their own patching skills.

Like Csound, the Clavia system has two sampling rates for audio and control signals.
Unlike Csound however, those rates are fixed. The audio rate is fixed at 96 kHz and the
control rate is fixed at 24 kHz. In the software patching environment there are different
types of virtual cables to reflect these different signal types: red for audio, blue for
control signals, yellow for impulses at k-rate and orange for impulses at a-rate. Instead
of complex waves with an analog behavior, Clavia uses near ideal saw and pulse
waveforms (similar to what could be generated using GEN07). It actually uses waves
that are band-limited for 96 kHz so if the synth is run at 44.1 kHz, aliasing becomes a
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Where the challenge starts...
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problem. This fact provides a challenge for accurate modelling of most of its modules.
The adders and logic modules have a mathematically straightforward design, as do
envelope generators. There is also nothing unusual about most of Nord’s filters and
waveshapers.
Csound is a unique language; like Noah's ark, it carries the sounds (and patches)
from the past, which were originally compiled on old mainframes, but which have been
continually re-compilable throughout the intervening years, even as hardware and the
program itself evolved. Csound has the potential to provide a solution for
(re)implementing the sound engine of the Clavia NM G2, facilitating it to escape from
its closed source software and providing it with a continuing existence.
We began this project at the beginning of the summer 2015 with the decoding of
the pch2 patch format. The first Clavia Nord Modular had an open text-based patch
format, but the NM2 uses coded binary data after a short text header. Fortunately the
format was more or less correctly parsed by Michael Dewberry [1].
There are several issues to be noted regarding the patch format decoding. Firstly
the data fields are not byte aligned. This produces additional difficulties while writing
the parser. Secondly and unlike Csound, it is possible in some cases to connect an
output to another output, as shown in Figure 1. In this patch, the output of the noise
generator, Noise1, is connected by a red cable (an audio type) to the input of 2-Out1
(which is the equivalent to the outs opcode in Csound), but instead of patching the
output of the generator to another 2-Out1 input, the outputs L and R of the latter module
are interconnected. It can also help if we examine the patch as a schematic.
Thirdly Clavia uses two separate patches: one for voice (VA) and another for
global effects (FX). You can use FX space to build the synth, just like in the VA part.
The real purpose of such a division becomes clear once we start playing several notes
simultaneously.
Finally the Clavia Nord Modular system supports MIDI; this means that every
parameter is stored as a 7-bit integer; although it is seen as a float value of the
corresponding parameter (frequency, volume, effect level etc.) in the editor program.
This means that a special mapping table should be constructed for any value type to
convert the MIDI number into the expected and usable value.
The issues described here made our work far more complex than initially imagined.

Figure 1 An example of Clavia’s output-to-output patching

Figure 2 shows one of Clavia’s basic oscillators, OscD. It has one input for pitch
modulation (this defaults to k-rate), an on/off toggle switch for keyboard tracking
(KBT), rotary knobs for coarse and fine tuning of frequency, a drop-down selector for
wave-type, an on/off toggle switch for the entire module and an audio output.
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Our approach to convert the pch2 format into csd was as follows. First we built a library
of user-defined opcodes, each of which accurately simulated the behavior of a
corresponding Clavia module.
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Figure 2 OscD generator
The corresponding Csound code for this module is shown below.
opcode OscD, 0, iKKKKii
ifn, kFreq, kFine, kDum1, kDum2, iMod, iOut xin
kPitch zkr iMod ; CHANGE
kfine = cent(kFine)
aout oscili 0.5, kFreq*kfine+kPitch, 1
zaw aout, iOut ; CHANGE
endop

As we can see, the designed UDO has no outputs (in common with all of the UDOs
used in our project). It has “iKKKKii” as its sequence of input types the purpose of
which are clarified below:
ifn – waveform type (pointer to Csound ftable)
kFreq – frequency
kFine – fine tuning
kDum1 – not used
kDum2 – not used
iMod – zk channel for modulation input
iOut – za channel for generator output
Wave-type could also be a topic of discussion since we can easily change it during
performance; although in the case of the reviewed modules it will cause the patch to be
rebuilt resulting in a click and a moment of audio interruption. For this reason we only
treat it as an initialization time value. Some other Clavia oscillators can change their
wave types seamlessly so obviously these will need to be k-time values.
We also defined all of the function tables used by Clavia’s oscillators and waveshapers.
For simplification we assume that the oscillators are not bandlimited and can exhibit
aliasing. In the case of a 96 kHz rate, we have to use the vco2 opcode in order to
provide an alias-free behavior. Secondly we created a number of mappings to convert
MIDI values of different Clavia parameters to corresponding values for frequency,
amplitude etc.

Further developments
Currently our patch converter is able to correctly parse the patch format and translate it
into Csound csd format. There are a number of issues related to different module
groups. Here is a list of our current status:
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To connect the modules in a modular fashion we decided to use zak space. Zak provides
a separate field for a- and k-rate communication. Clavia uses common numbering for all
cables, so another issue was related to switching a connection between different types: a
and k.
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Osc
(Oscillators)

Rnd
(Random
Generators)
Filter

Delay

Level

Switch
Seq
Note

LFO

Env

FX

Shaper

Description
Contains audio IO
modules and some
MIDI related modules
Contains oscillators
(basic
waveforms,
phase mod, shaping
oscil, simple physical
model),
noise
generators,
DrumSynth and DX7
model.
Contains
random
generators
and
triggers
Contains filters of
several types (from
basic
ones
to
equalizers, comb filter
and wah-wah effect)
Contains
several
delays (from single to
multitap)
Contains
a
lot
modules related to
value
modulation,
comparison etc.
Contains a number of
different switches
Contains
several
sequencers
Contains
note
quantizers,
gliders,
zero crossing counter
etc.
Contains
several
LFOs and also a clock
generator

Status
Next TO-DOs
All outs (stereo, quad) are MIDI related modules
implemented
only OscD and Noise are Modules with waveform
partly implemented
morphing

Probably the hardest section
to be implemented. The
random modules are using
various random generators.
only basic ones (like LP and
HP, which are very close to
ordinary Csound tone/atone
opcodes) are implemented
Completed
Almost
everything
implemented

-

Find the closest opcode
to Nord and Classic
filters
-

is NoiseGate

Completed

-

Nothing is implemented yet

Sequencer Event is the
easiest
-

Nothing is implemented yet

several
basic
LFO Clock Generator should
generators are implemented be implemented ASAP.
All sequencers depend
on it.
Contains several types several
basic
envelope of envelopes (H, D, generators are implemented
ADSR, AHD etc.)
Contains typical set of Nothing is implemented. Chorus and Flanger are
digital effects (chorus, This is probably the most probably the easiest to
flanger,
phaser, controversial
part.
The model.
reverb, digitizer, pitch quality of effects is poor
shifter, scratcher and compared to state-of-the-art
compressor).
plug-ins.
Contains
typical Only Rectifier, Shape Static Overdrive, Saturate
shaping modules
and Clip are implemented.
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Group
In/Out
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Mixers
Logic

MIDI

Contains a number of Completed
mixers
Contains
logic Completed
modules (from AND,
OR, XOR etc to
binary counter and
ADC/DAC)
Typical MIDI section Nothing is implemented yet
(note on, program
change etc).

-

-

As this table shows, there are some groups which are completely finished, whereas
others are still under development. Random number generators are proving to be a
considerable challenge to model accurately as all of them generate new random values
with some bearing on previous values. The effects section may prove difficult to model
as each reverb or chorus has its own particular features. The other issue here is that the
quality of the Nord reverbs is not great; certainly when compared to today’s state-ofthe-art reverbsc opcode. It may be worth considering breaking authenticity by offering
improved effects units.

Conclusion
Finally we would like to provide an example of patch conversion. The original NM2
patch for this example is shown in Figure 3 and the corresponding code that was
generated automatically by our converter, is listed below.
<CsoundSynthesizer>
<CsOptions>
</CsOptions>
<CsInstruments>
sr = 96000
kr = 24000
nchnls = 2
0dbfs = 1
;******************************
; Initialize the ZAK space
zakinit 3, 2

xin ; iRoute ignored

opcode OscD, 0, iKKKKii
ifn, kFreq, kFine, kDum1, kDum2, iMod, iOut xin
kPitch zkr iMod ;
kfine = cent(kFine)
aout oscili 0.5, kFreq*kfine+kPitch, ifn
zaw aout, iOut ;
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;******************************
; Opcode Definitions
opcode Out2, 0, iiiii
iOn, iPad, iRoute, iLCh, iRCh
aL zar iLCh
aR zar iRCh
outs aL*iPad*iOn, aR*iPad*iOn
endop
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endop

instr 1; VA Space
Out2 1, 1, 0, 2, 2
OscD 1, 880.00, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2
endin
instr 2; FX Space
OscD 1, 440.00, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3
Out2 1, 2, 0, 3, 0
endin
;******************************
</CsInstruments>
<CsScore>
f1 0 16384 10 1
i1 0 [60*60*24*7]
i2 0 [60*60*24*7]
</CsScore>
</CsoundSynthesizer>

Figure 3 Clavia test patch

We have already started the github page for the project. It is located at
https://github.com/gleb812/pch2csd. We hope that some Clavia fans will join the
project and assist us in developing our models. ICSC2015 showed us that there is
interest in our project from our fellow Csounders which we found highly inspiring.
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As can be seen, both VA (instr 1) and FX (instr 2) spaces are used. In our output csd
there will always only be two instruments. Both of the spaces contain an OscD - 2-Out
pair. Notice that for illustrative purposes in the VA space we first created the 2-Out unit
and then created the OscD. When usinging zak space, the patching order of UDOs in
our instruments becomes irrelevant; for example it can be seen that in instrument 1 that
the Out2 is above the OscD.
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If you are a Nord Modular fan, this software will allow you to resurrect your beloved
device in the world of Csound. You also can improve the precision of models and use
the whole gamut of Csound possibilities to augment what was possible in the Clavia. If
you are already a Csound person this could be a new avenue for exploration. Obviously
there is great potential in having access to an existing library of digital synths available
on Csound. Once the conversion project is done, you will be able to use hundreds of
patches immediately on Csound. If you are interested in the world of modular synthesis
and algorithmic composition, this system provides a great way to describe the graphical
patches of Clavia. If you are a developer of an alternative Clavia Nord Modular G2
Editor, you could merge your graphical editor software with our system as the sound
engine.
We are ready to continue our project and we are also keen to hear responses from other
people.
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LIVE CODING AND CSOUND
Hlöðver Sigurðsson
hlolli@gmail.com

In this paper I'm going to cover a way to design a live-coding front end for Csound. My
programming language of choice is Clojure, which I've used to develop Panaeolus, a
live-coding program built with CsoundAPI. The aim of Panaeolus is not only to bring
Csound into the world of functional programming and lisp, but also to build an
extendable musical system that can create complex musical pattern, with as short and
descriptive code as possible.
The origin of Panaeolus dates back to April 2015 when I was using Overtone
(SupercolliderAPI for Clojure) for live-coding. Initially I just added few Csound
instruments into my live-coding sets, but as my preference for the acoustical qualities of
Csound are greater than those of Supercollider, I decided to leave the world of
Supercollider and began to develop my own live-coding environment in July that same
year. At the time of this writing, Panaeolus still needs better documentation, testing and
stable release. It can be found under GNU license on http://github.com/hlolli/panaeolus.
Even tough I will explain concepts in this paper that apply to Clojure, I will to point out
that almost identical principles apply to other programming languages, even the Csound
language itself. And at the time of this writing, a short article of live-coding in the
Csound language with CsoundQt front-end is scheduled for Csound Journal spring issue
of 2016.

Since Clojure is built on top Java, the interoperability of Java's method and classes from
csnd6.jar become automatically available in Clojure. Tough sometimes, depending on
the operating system, the location of csnd6.jar needs to be available to Java's
environment variables. For minimal setup of ClojureAPI it's possible to load all the
basic classes and methods from csnd6.jar into the namespace with the following import
statement.
(ns panaeolus.metro ;in panaeolus this will be in a file called metro.clj
(import [csnd6 csnd6 Csound])) ;import CsoundAPI into the namespace

If successful then it's possible to initialize, create and start an instance of Csound.
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1 Performance loop
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(csnd6/csoundInitialize
(bit-or csnd6/CSOUNDINIT_NO_ATEXIT
csnd6/CSOUNDINIT_NO_SIGNAL_HANDLER)) ; initialize Csound
(def c (Csound.)) ; create an instance of Csound and assign it to 'c'
(.Start c) ; start an instance of Csound

After evaluation, the (n)REPL should print something like the following.
user=> virtual_keyboard real time MIDI plugin for Csound
0dBFS level = 32768.0
Csound version 6.07 (double samples) Feb 3 2016
libsndfile-1.0.26
Reading options from $HOME/.csound6rc
rtaudio: JACK module enabled
rtmidi: ALSA Raw MIDI module enabled
sample rate overrides: esr = 44100.0000, ekr = 4410.0000, ksmps = 10
--Csound version 6.07 (double samples) Feb 3 2016
graphics suppressed, ascii substituted
0dBFS level = 32768.0
orch now loaded
audio buffered in 2048 sample-frame blocks
system sr: 44100.000000
0: dac:system:playback_ (system:playback_)
writing 2048 sample blks of 64-bit floats to dac:system:playback_
SECTION 1:

This indicates that Csound is now running (without performance thread) trough the
JVM and it's now possible to send instrument definitions and in form of strings to this
Csound instance (without performance thread, they will not sound). Software buses,
control channels and MYFLT messages are also possible trough the API, if imported
into the namespace, but is outside of the scope of this paper.
The API callback (.PerformKsmps csound-instance) will make a performance pass
and returns 0 on each successful cycle. So by creating an infinite loop on a thread it's
possible to drive performance passes and mutate a counter that can be used control
event scheduler. This ensures that everything that Csound is doing will be on the same
thread and therefore minimizing any asynchronicity.
(defn perf-loop [csound]
;Define a function that takes an instance of csound as an argument
(fn []
;This will be a function that returns a function ie. Closure
(loop [last-v 0]
;Create a recursive loop with control-rate counter initialized to 0
(if (zero? (.PerformKsmps csound))
;.PerformKsmps returns 0 on every pass
(let [new-v (inc last-v)]
;Assign new-v to be a mutated value a last-v
(prn new-v)
;For debugging, let's print the value of new-v
(recur new-v))))))
;Run the loop again with last-v becoming new-v

(def perf-thread
(Thread. (perf-loop c)))

;assign perf-loop to perf-thred
;callback instance of csound 'c' in a thread

(.start perf-thread)

;start the thread

After starting the performance thread, a stream of number should be printing in the
nREPL, indicating that Csound is running and ready to make some noise. To kill the
thread simply evaluate (.stop perf-thread).
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The function perf-loop is a closure so a callback is needed for filling in the missing
arguments, in this case the Csound instance ([csound]) c. Adding callbacks into the
perf-loop enables all events handling to live on one thread in a functional manner. The
state of the recursion (new-v) does not have to be stored in global variable, but rather in
pure functions which is good in terms of performance.
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2 Track-buffer model
Panaeolus is based on what I call tracks, there is to say each pattern is assigned to a
unique track. What all tracks have in common is that they all read the same state from
the same performance thread, meaning event schedule for the same time will in fact be
played simultaneously. Nevertheless, various variables offered by the clojure.core (ref,
atom, agent and var) offers various kinds of (a)synchronicity. For a short answer on
what separates one variable from another, I quote the following stackoverflow comment
[1]:
“Refs are for Coordinated Synchronous access to "Many Identities".
Atoms are for Uncoordinated synchronous access to a single Identity.
Agents are for Uncoordinated asynchronous access to a single Identity.
Vars are for thread local isolated identities with a shared default value.
Coordinated access is used when two Identities need to be changes together, the classic
example being moving money from one bank account to another, it needs to either move
completely or not at all.
Uncoordinated access is used when only one Identity needs to update, this is a very
common case.
Synchronous access is where the call expects to wait until all the identities are settled
before continuing.
Asynchronous access is "fire and forget" and let the Identity reach its new state in its
own time.”
While designing Panaeolus using refs was an important trade-off for better stability. The
high performance offered by the other variable types available in Clojure did not seem
to suit live-coding, but further research and testing may be needed.
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To have the possibility of creating musical patterns in real-time, thinking in patterns can
be very helpful. The problem that live-coders may encounter is when evaluation of code
is so immediate that new musical idea has overwritten the old musical idea before it has
played trough. To solve this problem I came up with what I call track-buffer model. The
idea is that for a pattern of any given length will not become apparent until the old
pattern has come to an end. Therefore some sort of buffer needs to exist, to store the
changes until the right moment arrives. So for each track there are two refs variables
that are assigned to almost identical hash-maps. The one being read is always track-xref (where x is a number) and the other one will be storing any changes, track-x-refbuffer.
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Flowchart 1 The track-buffer model like it appears in Panaeolus
In Clojure a simplified version of channeler-fn would look like this:
(defn channeler-fn [new-v t-ref t-ref-buffer] ; A function that takes 3 arguments
(dosync
;dosync is a macro that is needed to mutate refs.
(if (zero? (mod new-v (:mod-div @t-ref))) ;if modulo of the total length of the pattern is 0…
(alter t-ref merge @t-ref-buffer))
;…then merge everything from track-buffer into track
(if (some #(= (mod new-v (:mod-div @t-ref)) %) (:at @t-ref)) ;if any number from vector :at
(do
;is equal to (new-v%pattern length)
(eval (:ev @t-ref))
;then evaluate the next note event
(alter t-ref (fn [x-map] (assoc x-map :index (inc (:index x-map)) ;after that iterate (inc)
:a-index (inc (:a-index x-map)) ;the index and a-index
;but also read any instrument changes
:ev (:ev @t-ref-buffer))))))))

(.CompileOrc c " ;Some dummy Csound instrument
; sent to a csound instance via string.
instr synth
iamp = ampdb(p4)
ifreq = cpsmidinn(p5)
asig vco2 iamp, ifreq
aenv expon 1, p3, 0.1
afilt moogvcf2 asig, 310, 0.9
outs afilt*aenv, afilt*aenv
endin")
;A track
(def track1 (ref {:mod-div 3000 :at [] :index 0 :a-index 0 :ev nil}))
;A track-buffer
(def track1-buffer (ref {:mod-div 3000 :at [0 750 2250]
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As seen in channeler-fn in the last line. Any changes made to the score event (:ev) are
mutated for every event. This is a design choice made to make live sound-design faster.
In a long pattern, changing parameters like cutoff filter, detune, reverb ...etc..., in a fast
responsive way can be very effective. Now by editing the perf-loop, it's possible to
send some dummy patterns into channeler-fn.
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:ev `(.InputMessage c "i \"synth\" 0 1 -120 50")
:index 0}))
(defn perf-loop [csound]
(fn []
(loop [last-v 0]
(if (zero? (.PerformKsmps csound))
(let [new-v (inc last-v)]
;Here is new-v fed into the channeler-fn
(channeler-fn new-v track1 track1-buffer)
(recur new-v))))))
(def perf-thread
(Thread. (perf-loop c)))
(.start perf-thread)

;in case the thread was killed

;start the thread again

Here a pattern of length 3000 is scheduling events on 0, 750 and 2250. These numbers
and how to design a scheduler will be the topic of next section. But the important thing
here is that these number in :at vector can be redefined multiple times, but any changes
to this vector will only be apparent when the modulo of new-v and 3000 is equal to 0.
But any changes to :ev will immediately become apparent (on next event).

3 Designing a scheduler
The rate of which .PerformKsmps is looping is determined by the value of kr. So the
number returned by new-v will always be equal to the number returned by the Csound
opcode timek. Irrelevant of if the value of kr (or sr divided by ksmps) is stored in
.csound6rc textfile or assigned to the orchestra via .CompileOrc, the value of kr has to
be available for accurate scheduling algorithms.
With this number it is possible to create a function that calculates how many
performance passes (I call 'ticks') are to each beat.
(def bpm-atom
(atom {:tps 750 :bps 2.0}))

(def CSOUND-SR 44100)
(def CSOUND-KSMPS 32)
(defn bpm! [bpm]

;the global bpm is stored in atom variable
;initialized to 750 ticks per beat
;for my kr-rate 750 means
;2 beats per second(120BPM), this may vary.
;An example of a way to store the sample rate value
;An example of a way to store the ksmps value.
;Make function 'bpm!' that can mutate…
;…the tempo in performance

(let [sr CSOUND-SR
ksmps CSOUND-KSMPS
sec (/ sr ksmps)
bps (/ bpm 60)

Next problem for designing live-coding application is what kind of algorithmic patterns
are best suited for musicians. One common way is to stack note duration on one
another. So a pattern of [0.25, 0.25, 0.5] would mean something like
. I argue that
this way of stacking note duration on one another, becomes very unclear in longer
patterns. For example after series of [0.25 0.25 … etc…] it becomes hard to know if
next note event is going to be on beat or if it's going to match to other patterns. More
clear way would be to use what I call 'on-s' in Panaeolus. So a pattern of [0, 0.25, 0.5, 1,
1.25, 1.5] would be something like
. Which begs the next question; for
looping patterns, how can one add rest to the end of a pattern? For example something
like
. To solve this in Panaeolus I designed a measured pattern system. By
default, every pattern created will be in a musical meter of 4/4. That means when [0]
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;This basically calculates the value of kr
;Calculating beats per second
;Divide kr to bps and …
;…use ceil to round integer up.
tps (Math/ceil (/ sec bps))]
;Mutate the state of bpm-atom.
(swap! bpm-atom assoc :tps tps :bps (float bps))))
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pattern is created in 4/4 the result will be something like
where the gaps are
filled with rest to make up a 4 beat bar. Also if the pattern extends one bar, then a
second bar will be generated in 4/4.
So [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] pattern will result in
. The following
function is a simplified version of 'on-s' to 'at' converter as it appears in Panaeolus.
(defn on->at [on-s meter t-ref-buffer]
;convert 'on-s' to 'at-s'
;calculate from global bpm how many ticks one bar takes
(let [meter (* meter (:tps @bpm-atom))
;to prevent minimize chances of crash, the on-s can be a
;number as well as a vector.
on-s (if (vector? On-s)
on-s
(if (number? on-s)
[on-s]
(vec on-s)))
at (if (= [] on-s)
;for empty vector, just return an empty hash-map
#{}
;hash-set can be used instead of vector and performs better
(apply hash-set
;Multiply to each 'on-s' number the ticks per second
(map #(Math/round %)
;but make sure that's it's integer, since new-v is always so.
(map #(double %)
(map #(* (:tps @bpm-atom) %) on-s)))))
pat-end (if (empty? on-s)
;make sure that max-div is never 0 despite empty patterns
(if (zero? meter)
;since channeler-fn needs to read the new state of …
;non-active patterns in case they are restarted.
(* 4 (:tps @bpm-atom)) meter)
;when meter is set to 0, then last note event will
(if (zero? meter)
;determine pattern-len
(* (:tps @bpm-atom) (Math/ceil (+ 0.0001 (apply max on-s))))
(* meter (Math/ceil (/ (+ 0.0001 (apply max at)) meter)))))
mod-div (int pat-end)]
(dosync (alter t-ref-buffer (fn [x-map] (assoc x-map :at at :mod-div mod-div))))))

This algorithm allows for meter of 0. In those cases, the total length of the pattern
(:mod-div) is determined by the last note event. For example with measure equal to 0
and (looping) pattern [0, 1, 1.5], then the result would be something like
. To
achieve this, the pattern length is measure by Math/ceil (round to next greater integer),
and adding 0.0001 prevents an integer to be ceiled to itself (e.g. the number 4 being
ceiled to 4 instead of 5). The function on->at returns a dosync transfer that mutates a
track buffer. The following code would send pattern to the dummy instrument.
(def track1 (ref {:mod-div 3000 :at [] :index 0 :a-index 0 :ev nil})) ;track
(def track1-buffer (ref {:mod-div 3000 :at [] ;track-buffer
:ev `(.InputMessage c "i \"synth\" 0 0.1 -12 50")
:index 0}))
(bpm! 92) ;try changing the global bpm
(on->at [0 1 2 3 3.5] 4 track1-buffer) ;evaluate this pattern in 4/4 meter

To live-code any musical pattern that vary in pitch, timbre or duration, a way to create
patterns for Csound instrument p-fields is needed. In the example above, a fixed string
is being sent on every note-event. A better way is to have :ev evaluate a function, which
then sends input message to Csound instance. With this extra abstraction we can make a
function that iterates trough a vector based on index. Another abstraction for a
separation between an evaluation of scheduler and instrument is logical, since the aim is
to minimize typing cost and ensure that only instrument is evaluated on events but not
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the schedule vector. In Panaeolus each track is its own function where schedule,
instrument, pitch and parameters are all evaluated from one (track) function.

Flowchart 2 Shows the process of pattern being evaluated trough 'track' function.
The following function called event-shooter can make instrument design in Clojure
for Csound instruments bit more clear.
(defn event-shooter ;as featured in Panaeolus
[i & {:keys [p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11 p12 p13 p14 p15 p16 p17 p18 p19 p20]}]
(.InputMessage c
;which are concatenated into one event
(str "i " i " " "0" " " p3 " " p4 " " p5 " " p6 " " p7 " " ;Numbers are converted to strings
p8 " " p9 " " p10 " " p11 " " p12 " " p13 " " p14 " " p15 " " p16 " " p17 " " p18 " " p19 " " p20)))

Then a function designed to send note events to the dummy instrument from earlier.
(defn dummy-synth [& {:keys [dur amp note t-ref]}]
;destructuring of arguments gives
(let [dur (if (vector? Dur) ;possibility of named arguments
(nth dur (mod (:a-index @t-ref) (count dur))) ;iterate trough vector via index
dur)
amp (if (vector? amp)
(nth amp (mod (:a-index @t-ref) (count amp)))
amp)
note (if (vector? note)
(nth note (mod (:index @t-ref) (count note))) ;for note it's better to use
note)] ;pattern index instead of absolute
(event-shooter "\"synth\"" :p3 dur :p4 amp :p5 note))) ;index

;In panaeolus this function would be called $1
(defn pattern1 [on-s meter instrument]
(let [meter (if (nil? meter)
4 meter)]
(on->at on-s meter track1-buffer)
(dosync (alter track1-buffer (fn [x-map] (assoc x-map :ev instrument))))))
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And last the track function to update instrument and scheduler in one callback.
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Now pattern 1 is ready to create patterns.
; Name Schedule Meter Instr-name Dur (p3)
Ampdb(p4)
Cpsmidinn(p5) track1 for index
(pattern1 [0 1 2 3] 4 `(dummy-synth :dur [0.5 0.5 0.8] :amp -10 :note [60 64 67 72] :t-ref track1))

Important thing here is the back-tick sign ( ` ) in front of the instrument inside pattern1
callback. In Clojure this is the syntax-quote which prevents the function from being
evaluated on evaluation of its caller. Since pattern1 is defined as a function it will get
evaluated along with its arguments, unlike macros that have the possibility read-only on
evaluation. An unnecessary typing here is the :t-ref parameter since dummy-synth
should and could just get this information from its caller (this case pattern1) since each
pattern enumeration is always reference to matching track enumeration (this case
track1). Macros for better or worse come here to the rescue, compared to Panaeolus an
identical callback would look like this.
;Panaeolus style
($1 (dummy-synth :on [0 1 2 3] :dur [0.5 0.5 0.8] :amp -10 :note [60
64 67 72]))

No syntax quote as well as no :t-ref are needed. How this is solved in Panaeolus is
outside the scope of the paper. With this design relatively little typing is required and by
adding more tracks the live-coder can start to create many independent layers of
patterns with various Csound instruments.

5 Musical notation
By introducing musical notation it's possible to shorten the amount of typing even more
(at least clarify it musically). In Panaeolus a choice can be made between using the 'ons'/note pairing and a musical notation. This musical notation I developed with great
inspiration from Lilypond (music notation programming language) and Schönberg
harmony analysis, and must be added here that it's still being improved. The musical
notation comes as string and is 'under the hood' translated into 'on-s'/note. The pattern
above could be shortened down into this.
;Panaeolus style with music notation
($1 (dummy-synth :pat "s i iii v i'" :dur [0.5 0.5 0.8] :amp -10))

To break this string down a bit, it starts with the letter 's' meaning it's acting in scalemode. So each roman numeric letter will symbolize a position within a given scale,
which by default is c-major. The last roman letter i' a comma is added to indicate that
the note should be played octave above. Vice versa an octave lower would be a dot, i. .
So being hidden behind all the defaults the full expression of this pattern would be.

Here c4 represent the middle c or midi note number 60. Variety of scales comes packed
with Panaeolus (major, minor, pentatonic, modal scales etc.). The abbreviation m4
means meter is 4/4 and the isolated '4' means the notes that come after it will be 4th part
notes, so the number '8' would mean twice as fast note values, '16' twice as faster than '8'
etc. Semitone transpositions of sharps and flats can be added with hashtag (#) for sharp
and a b (b) for flat, placed in front of the roman numeric letters. Alongside the scale
mode there is drum mode and chord mode. Drum mode is based on the letter 'x' for
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rhythmical composition, good for when pitch does not matter (ex. audio samples and/or
in techno club music).
"drum m4 x r x x:2"

This pattern introduces rests 'r' and beat division ':2', so it will produce a pattern of
something like
.
Chord mode offers quite accurate description of chords, but still the problem of voice
spreading between octaves is still being worked on in Panaeolus. But as of today all
basic chord structures can be placed on every position in all its inversions. With great
inspiration from harmony analysis of Schönberg and my harmony classes in school, I
designed it so that all capitalized roman numbers represent major chords and lower case
represent minor chords. Suspended tones, sevenths and ninths can be added as well. The
following pattern could clarify this a bit.
"c root=d3 m4 I6 iib7:2 IV46 #iv°56"

How these chord symbols are exactly translated to these chords is outside the scope of
this paper. But the aim here is not to reinvent the wheel but to offer a notation that
musicians understand and apply their knowledge from music schools into computer
music.

6 Effects and .EvalCode

(defn orc-dummy [& {:keys [t-num fx-1 fx-2]
;default arguments are empty strings
:or {t-num 1 fx-1 "" fx-2 ""}}]
(let [str-> (apply str "
instr synth" t-num "\n
iamp = ampdb(p4)
ifreq = cpsmidinn(p5)
asig vco2 iamp, ifreq
aenv expon 1, p3, 0.1
afilt moogvcf2 asig, 310, 0.9
aM = afilt*aenv
" fx-1 "\n
;mono audio signals to aM
aL = aM
aR = aM
" fx-2 "\n
;stereo audio signals to aL, aR
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Adding effects to instruments in live performance can be solved in various ways. Since
Csound does not still offer good way for variable parameters, then re-evaluating the
whole instrument in performance can solve this. In Panaeolus, for every evaluation of
pattern the instrument gets re-evaluated in Csound as well, irrelevant of if an effect was
added or not. Adding effects to an instrument can be problematic if the live-coder
wishes to have two pattern sending events to one instrument but adding effects to only
one. For this reason a track number is concatenated into the instrument name in Csound.
So for example, Csound instrument called synth then for track1 the instrument would
get evaluated as synth1 and track2 synth2 etc. With this individuality between
instruments and tracks, all effects or adjustments to instrument design can be made
separate. Also worth pointing out the amount of possible instrument definitions in
Csound is much higher than any ambitious live-coder could evaluate in one
performance. A pseudo code for our dummy-instrument would look like this.
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outs aL, aR
endin")]
(.EvalCode c str->)))

Note here that the API function .EvalCode is being used instead of .CompileOrc, this is
the function that is found in CsoundQt when evaluate section command is used on
instrument definition, a great function for when multiple re-evaluations on instrument is
needed.
The function orc-dummy takes in 3 arguments, t-num for the track number, fx-1 for
effects that operate on mono audio signals and fx-2 that operate on stereo audio signals.
The design in Panaeolus (that does not have to be the best one) is that effects are stored
in UDO and a callback to the UDO will be inserted to these fx-1/2 parameters and
evaluated (on every track evaluation).
($1 (dummy-synth

:pat "s i iii v i'"
:dur [0.5 0.5 0.8]
:amp -10
:fx '((lo-fi :bit 8 :distortion 0.9)
;A fictional Panaeolus style pattern with effects
(random-pan :rate 2))))

This fictional pattern would on evaluation immediately (re)evaluate the instrument in
Csound, the string that is sent to the Csound instance with .EvalCode could look
something like this (given that UDOs named lo-fi and random-pan have been compiled
to the orchestra before).
instr synth3
;if this were on track number 3
iamp = ampdb(p4)
ifreq = cpsmidinn(p5)
asig vco2 iamp, ifreq
aenv expon 1, p3, 0.1
afilt moogvcf2 asig, 310, 0.9
aM = afilt*aenv
aM lo-fi aM, 8, 0.9
;callback to lo-fi has been added
aL = aM
aR = aM
aL, aR random-pan aL, aR, 2 ;callback to random-pan has been added
outs aL, aR
endin

Conclusion
Live-coding in Csound with the CsoundAPI offers the possibility of descriptive and
powerful pattern generation by using general purpose programming language. Despite
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Without going too deep into how this is done, it's enough to point out that each effect
defined in UDO is also a Clojure function in Panaeolus where the effect function returns
a string with given parameters and information of whether it's a mono or stereo effect.
As the effects are not controlled with Csound parameters via score events, then as of
now it's not possible to create iterating patterns on the effect parameters. But more
research is needed on how to solve that.
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being focused on Clojure, the API is available to various other programming languages,
opening the doors of live-coding program design impossible with the Csound language
alone.
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR AN AUDIENCEDRIVEN PIECE INCLUDING SONIFICATION AND
VISUALIZATION OF AUDIENCE'S OPERATIONS

Kita Toshihiro
http://tkita.net

Recent penetration of smartphones has made audience participation in live electronics
pieces easily possible. The piece played by the author at Csound Conference 2013 is
based on the data sent from audience by using their own smartphones or tablets without
having to install any dedicated app. The system uses a WiFi router for accepting
connection from each participant, and a Linux laptop that runs Csound and lighttpd. By
performing XMLHttpRequest data transmissions from the smartphone browsers, OSC
message is generated by a PHP script to control Csound.
This paper describes the system configuration for the piece. The revised system that
additionally includes processing by HTML5 Web Audio API and Websocket that were
added to enhance feedback to each participant is also described.

The piece "Audience's Smartphone Jam Session" [1,2] that was played at Csound
Conference 2013 in Boston is consisted of the data transmitted from audience by using
their own smartphones or tablets in the concert venue in real time. What participants
have to do is to find the WiFi access point, connect their smartphones to it and go to the
Web page where they can specify and transmit x-y data by touching a rectangle area. By
performing asynchronous JavaScript data transmissions from the smartphone browsers,
OSC (Open Sound Control) messages are generated by a PHP script to control Csound.
All the files used or related to this piece including Csound csd files are publicly
available at the author's website [3].
As shown in Fig.1, the system for the piece uses a WiFi router for accepting connection
from each participant, and a Linux laptop that runs Csound and lighttpd. It uses only the
local network and needs no Internet connection.
The people at the concert venue who want to participate in the piece are requested to
follow these instructions:
Before the piece begins,
connect your phone or tablet to WiFi '10.0.0.9'
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and browse the URL
http://10.0.0.9
to display the touching area.
Touch your phone or tablet during
the first part and the third part.

If a participant completes the instruction, the Web browser of the user displays the
rectangle area depicted in Fig. 1. The area is created using HTML5 canvas element (Fig.
2) in order to detect the position where the user touched on.

csound
Linux
laptop

lighttpd + php

WiFi
router

Web browsers on
smartphones etc.

AndOSC
app

<html lang="ja-JP">
<head>
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width,
initial-scale=1.0, maximum-scale=1.0,
user-scalable=no" />
<meta charset="UTF-8">
<style type="text/css" media="screen">
body { -webkit-text-size-adjust: 100%; }
</style>
<script type="text/javascript">
var box;
window.onload = function() {
box = document.getElementById("touchBox");
box.addEventListener("touchstart", touchHandler,
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Figure 1 System configuration for the piece
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false);
}
function touchHandler(e){
e.preventDefault();
var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
xhr.open("GET",
"./oscsend.php?x="+e.touches[0].pageX+
"&y="+e.touches[0].pageY+
"&p="+<?php echo $_GET['p'];?>, true);
xhr.send();
var ctx = box.getContext('2d');
ctx.beginPath();
ctx.arc(e.touches[0].pageX, e.touches[0].pageY,
20, 0, 2*Math.PI, true);
ctx.fillStyle = "rgba(100, 200, 100, 0.2)";
ctx.fill();
ctx.lineWidth = 1.0;
ctx.strokeStyle = "rgba(50, 200, 50, 0.8)";
ctx.stroke();
}
</script>
</head>
<body style="background-color:#ff7f7f">
<canvas id="touchBox" style="border:#999999 1px solid;
background-color:#ffdbdb" width="300px" height="300px">
</canvas>
</body>
</html>

Figure 2 HTML and JavaScript source code enabling audience
operation on the their smartphones
When a JavaScript event 'touchstart' has occurred, in other words, when the screen of
the smartphone of the audience has been touched, touchHandler (defined in the middle
of Fig. 2) function is called to execute data transmission to the Linux laptop and
drawing of a small circle (centered on the touched point) on the canvas element. Data
transmission to the Linux laptop is carried out using 'open' and 'send' methods of the
XMLHttpRequest object. Installing a dedicated app is unnecessary as it is totally Web
browser operation.
'Width' and 'height' of the canvas element are set to 300px so that the values of xcoordinate and y-coordinate of the touched point are 0 to 300 regardless of the size of
the screen of the device. In addition, for stable operation of touching the desired points,
initial-

is set as in Fig. 2 to avoid unintended pinching in and pinching out.
Data from the audience's smartphones, etc., are sent to a PHP script 'oscsend.php'
installed on the Ubuntu Linux laptop. For this system, lighttpd [4,5,6] is used to run
PHP scripts. The script 'oscsend.php' receives the data and converts the received data
using OSC.php [7] to OSC messages that will be sent to Csound.
Although the users do not have to install any apps for participating the piece, the system
is designed so that an app called 'andOSC' [8] can also be used for sending data to
Csound. The app is able to send OSC messages that include information about touched
position on the smartphone screen, acceleration values, and the direction angle of the
smartphone.
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scale = 1.0, maximum-scale = 1.0, user-scalable = no "/>
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2 Revised version of the piece at WAC2014
The revised version of the piece was performed at WAC2014 [9] in Paris. The revised
piece is accompanied with audio feedback to audience. The system was revised to
include sound generation by HTML5 Web Audio API at each participant's smartphone
individually. The volume of the smarphone sound is controllable on the Linux laptop.
All the smartphones at a time, or selected one or two smartphones can be separately
volume-controlled via a Web browser.
For specifying the volume of sound from each smartphone, HTTPD on the Linux laptop
return some values to each smartphone as a respond to the HTTP Get request that is sent
from each participant by touching the smartphone screen. For generating sound from
each smartphone, instances of OscillatorNode are created every time the smartphone
screen is touched.
All the files used or related including Csound csd files are available at the author's
website [10].

csound
Linux
laptop

lighttpd + php

Return values of HTTP Get
WiFi
router

Web browsers on
smartphones etc.

AndOSC
app

Figure 2 System configuration for the revised piece

To enhance feedback to audience, some visualization of data sent from each participant
can be added. Visualized image can be viewed in real time on Web browsers by using
Websocket [11] protocol and D3.js [12]. All the related files will be available at the
author's website [13].
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INTERACTIVE SONIFICATION WITH CSOUND
INTRODUCING ICSOUND
Andrés Cabrera
andres AT mat.ucsb.edu

Auditory displays present information through sound. As part of an auditory display, the
process of rendering information and interaction as sound is called sonification.
Sonification can take many forms and be applied to many different problems: from
understanding radiation through the clicks from a Geiger counter to developing the
complex sound language presenting information in some computer games today. The
study of sonification is very developed and a scientific community with expertise in
sound synthesis, big data, user interaction, computer science and cognition (among
others!) has gathered together around it [1].
There are essentially three ways to sonify data:

•

•

Audification: The direct mapping of one-dimensional data to an audio signal. A
typical example of audification is the earthquake data, where the measurements
from seismographs are directly transformed into audio. Audification of
earthquakes allows researchers to understand and compare properties of
earthquakes from their sonic signature [2].
Parameter mapping sonification: Data is used to control parameters of
synthesis. This can be as simple as mapping a value to the frequency of an
oscillator or as sophisticated as controlling multiple parameters of a granular
synthesizer. This technique allows sonification of multidimensional datasets, but
the great challenge is mapping parameters and ranges in a way that makes sense
for the data and that allows characteristics in the data to be perceived.
Model based sonification: The data itself is the model. The user interacts by
“exciting” the model. There have been various techniques of this sort proposed,
for example by mapping the data in space and then using physical interfaces
(tactile, 2D, 3D, etc.) that trigger and affect sound according to the data
currently being “scrubbed” [3]. Another example called “particle trajectory
sonification model” turns data into a multidimensional gravitational field, where
the user interacts by shooting “masses” into the field, and their speed affects the
phase from oscillators. This technique can help identify clusters, which will
produce a very different sound to very regularly spaced “masses” [4].
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Although much effort has been put into developing models and techniques for
sonification, it seems that there is less thought put into the process of sonification
design: exploring and defining sonification models to select one that works with the
data. What “works” means here depends entirely on the data and the purpose of the
sonification. Some techniques will display the data better, some techniques might be too
obnoxious when used for a long time for the purpose of data exploration and discovery,
some techniques might have better aesthetic values and possibly provide poetic
resonances which might be important when the sonification is part of an artwork. For
example like in Chris Chafe's “Oxygen Flute”, where CO2 and oxygen levels from
sensors within a chamber filled with bamboo plants generate music through a physically
modeled flute.

1 Sonification and Csound
Csound by itself provides the necessary tools for interactive sonification. It is a
powerful synthesis engine with various mechanisms for interactive control. However,
one thing it lacks is simple and performant data management and processing tools.
When working with sonification it is common to have large multidimensional data sets.
Although recent additions to Csound like multidimensional arrays can make this
simpler, it can still be cumbersome to import, slice, transform and segment data.
Additionally data for sonification is often stored in formats like matlab, XML, or JSON
that can be challenging to import and work with using only Csound. For this reason,
combining Csound with a language like python is ideal for sonification, as Csound can
produce a robust and rich audio synthesis engine, while python can provide a means to
interface with the data, to visualize it and to assist in the exploration of sonification
models and synthesis techniques applied to the data.

2 Sonification Workflow
There are three stages involved in the process of sonification of data:
1. Data loading: This involves bringing the data from some container format or
remote server into the sonification engine. The data may need to be trimmed to
select only parts of it, or in some cases multiple diverse sets of data may need to
be bundled together.

3. Interaction with the sonification: Once the sonification design is complete, the
user can interact with the sonification through the controls/parameters available.
Ocasionally, there might be no interactivity as the data itself might just be
presented without any user control. This third step might also be part of the
iterative design process where the experience of interaction serves to inform
further sonificaiton design and data pre-processing.
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2. Sonification design: This is the process of trying out different synthesis
techniques using the data as synthesis parameters, as well as developing
different mapping techniques and
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3 icsound
icsound is a python module designed to be used in the ipython notebook [5]. The
ipython notebook provides an interactive shell to python within a browser that can
display inline plots. It provides an interactive data exploration environment that is
widely used today in very diverse areas of science. But the nature of the notebook by
itself precludes easy interaction with sound as it is designed to evaluate a group of lines
(called a “cell”) at a time to then produce output, in diverse forms: graphs, files,
transformations of data in memory, etc. Although python provides facilities to read and
write audio files, what is needed for interactive sound work is a system like Csound
which can run and generate audio in a separate thread and which can act as a server
receiving commands to change and adjust the sound producing algorithms. So by
combining both python and Csound through the ipython module, we can bridge the gap
between data and sonification in an interactive environment.
In the ipython notebook, both Csound and python function as servers listening to
commands, which open the possibility of collaborative sonification design and
exploration. One option is to use Csound as the interactive server where various users
can send commands to the icsound server to affect parameters and define instruments
and note events. This method is somewhat limited, because it means that each user is
running its own instance of python, and is only sending commands through the network
to a single running instance of icsound (see section on Collaborative Server below).
This can be sufficient in many instances, but since users are only controlling Csound,
the state and data in the python interpreter is different for each participant. Another
interesting possibility is running the ipython server and icsound in a single machine, and
having multiple participants connecting to it across a network through the ipython
notebook facilities.

Basic Usage
The icsound module is distributed with recent versions of Csound, starting with version
6.04. To use the icsound module, it should be imported like any other python module:
import icsound

This will bring in the icsound class as well as activate the csound “magics” for ipython
(see below for details). Then a csound engine can be instantiated:
cs = icsound.icsound()
cs.start_engine()

The engine can be started with the default parameters, or arguments to the
start_engine() function can define the audio engine parameters. The full signature for
the function is:
zerodbfs=1.0,

The meaning of the arguments should be self explanatory, except for the port argument,
which sets the port on which the csound engine will listen to on the network for
commands and the buffersize argument which sets. This can allow the csound engine to
act as a server which can receive instruments and score events from other machines.
A useful debugging command is:
cs.print_log()
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start_engine(self,
sr=44100,
ksmps=64,
nchnls=2,
dacout='dac', adcin=None, port=12894, buffersize=None)
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This will print the Csound message buffer. When the message queue is long and
becoming cumbersome, you can call this function to clear the message buffer:
cs.clear_log()

To stop a running engine, or disconnect from a remote engine instance, call:
cs.stop_engine()

More verbose debugging information can be printed by icsound if the verbosity is set to
True:
cs.setVerbose(True)

Collaborative server
As discussed above, an icsound engine is by default a server, so it can be controlled
directly from te same python process as well as through the network.
To connect to a running Csound server, you can create a new icsound object and then
call the start_client() function instead of start_engine().
cs_client = icsound.icsound()
cs_client.start_client()

This client is only useful when it connects to a running server. By default, a client will
send commands on the local host on port 12894, but the address and port can be set
using the full signature of the function:
start_client(self, address='127.0.0.1', port=12894)

Sending instruments to Csound engines
Csound language code can be entered directly in the ipython notebook shell using what
ipython calls “magics”. For example, a cell containing:
%%csound
gkinstr init 1

Will set the global variable gkinstr to 1. Notice that you can evaluate any i-rate code or
send instrument definitions using the “csound magic”: %%csound.
%%csound
instr 1
asig oscil 0.5, 440
outs asig, asig
endin

send_score(self, score)
score_event(self, eventType, pvals, absp2mode = 0)

If the orchestra code fails to compile, the error output from Csound will be printed
directly in the ipython notebook.
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This will send instrument 1 to the current icsound engine. The “current” icsound engine
is the last one to be created, so if you are handling multiple instances, be aware that you
can only send Csound through the “csound magic” to that specific instance. To
communicate with other instances, you will need to use the send_code() and
send_event() functions:
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Exchanging function tables
An important practical aspect of sonification is being able to transfer data to and from
the audio engine. Data will likely be stored in python either as a python list or as a
numpy array. For Csound to make use of it, one simple way is to copy that data from
python into a Csound f-table. To do this, icsound provides the fill_table() function that
takes a table number and a python array (either a python list or a numpy array) and
transfers it into a Csound f-table:
fill_table(self, tabnum, arr)

The following two lines are valid for icsound:
cs.fill_table(1, [4,5,7,0,8,7,9])
cs.fill_table(2, array([8,7,9, 1, 1, 1]))

If the table does not exist, it is created, and if it does, it will be resized to the length of
the python array. You need to be careful here if the table is being used by a running
instrument, as this could cause a crash! Also, be aware that you need to pass one
dimensional arrays, so you might need to slice the numpy array if it has more than one
dimension.
It's also possible to generate tables using Csound's GEN functions using the
make_table() function:
make_table(self, tabnum, size, gen, *args)

For example, to create an f-table that holds a sine wave, you would use Csound's GEN
function 10 with a single argument of 1:
cs.make_table(3, 1024, 10, 1)

You can also bring data from Csound back to python using the get_table_data()
function:
get_table_data(self, t)

For example:
In [10]: cs.get_table_data(1)
Out[10]: array([ 4., 5., 7.,

0.,

8.,

7.], dtype=float32)

And you can use icsounds plotting facilities to generate graphs that are styled in a
convenient way for the common usage in Csound:

If reuse is set to True then the graph will be plotted in the existing figure, overlaid onto
the previous graphs, otherwise a new figure is created.
If the ctypes python module is available then copying data back and forth will be
relatively fast, as pointers are exchanged between the python kernel and the Csound C
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cs.plot_table(1)
cs.plot_table(2, reuse=True)
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API, so copying is an operation in C rather than python which can make a significant
difference for large data.

Control parameters
Values can be sent to the Csound engine using Csound's bus mechanism. This is a
convenient way to set parameters for an audio alorithm. It might be less efficient and
there is no way to control accurate timing for this data since it is transmitted
asynchronously, but it provides a simple and clear way to handle parameters. Buses in
Csound are referred by name, and you can use the invalue/outvalue chnset/chnget
Csound opcodes to read and write to/from channels. You can set/get values from python
with the icsound functions:
set_channel(self, channel, value)
get_channel(self, channel)

Recording the output from Csound
The icsound module provides simple functions to record the output from Csound to an
audio file without needing to write Csound code. This is done through new facilities in
the Csound API, using an efficient and thread-safe lock-free queue, which prevents
dropouts while maintaning responsiveness and low latency.
start_record(self, filename, samplebits = 16, numbufs=4)
cs.stop_record()

4 icsound in practice
This section will present two examples that can illustrate how icsound simplifies and
assists in the design of sonification. The first example will deal with audification of
seismographic data and the second with parameter based sonification of market data.
The acquisition of data will be presented which is an important part of the process.

Audification of earthqueakes was one of the early applications of sonification. This
simple technique turns the vibrations picked up by seismographs directly into sound
vibrations. The ear is an instrument that is very good at picking up variations and
changes in timbre over time, and these are characterized by the auditory system to give
each earthquake audification a unique and distinguishable sound. Also, the ear can
gauge how similar or different two events are. Audification can also provide other
interesting “physical” cues as they can sound like rumbling, scraping, hammering, etc.
The first challenge in sonification is often the acquisition and injection of data,
particularly if the data was generated by a third party. The Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) provides an online API to retrieve earthquake events.
Python can be used to access this web API, and get the data as a string:
prefix = 'http://service.iris.edu/irisws/timeseries/1/query?'
SCNL_parameters = 'net=IU&sta=ANMO&loc=00&cha=BHZ&'
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Audification with icsound
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times = 'starttime=2005-01-01T00:00:00&endtime=2005-01-02T00:00:00&'
output = 'output=ascii'
import urllib2
f = urllib2.urlopen(prefix + SCNL_parameters + times + output)
timeseries = f.read()

The data in this case is separated by new lines with the first line being metadata and the
last line being empty. To turn the data within this string into a python data structure we
can use this code:
data = timeseries.split('\n')
dates = []
values = []
for line in data[1:-1]:
date, val = line.split()
dates.append(date)
values.append(float(val))

We can then plot the data:
plot(values)

To sonify the data, we can push it to a csound table:
import icsound
cs = icsound.icsound()
cs.start_engine()
cs.fill_table(1, values)

%%csound
instr 1
idur = p3
itable = p4
asig poscil 1/8000, 1/p3, p4
outs asig, asig
endin

Then we can hear the earthquake with:
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and then use an instrument to play it back. The instrument can be defined using csound
code using the ipython magic:

cs.send_score('i 1 0 3 1')
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By changing the duration of the note event, the pitch of the audification is also altered.
To expand the sonification, more data can be loaded into more csound f-tables, and they
can be played interactively to allow for easy comparison. This process of loading can be
automated to select time periods or geographical zones to quickly compare data. The
playback can also be automated -either in python or csound- to listen to sets of
earthquake data, for instance:
curtime = 0
padding = 1
score = ''
for ftable in range(10):
for dur in range(5):
score += 'i 1 %i %i %i'%(curtime, dur, ftable)
curtime += dur + padding

Parameter based sonification
To realize parameter based sonification, one of the key decisions is the type of synthesis
whose parameters wil be modified by the data. In this example, Phase Modulation
synthesis will be chosen as it can produce rich timbral differences from few parameters.
The source of the data will be stock data pulled from the yahoo finance API in XML
format. The following code brings the data into python:
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
import urllib2
from datetime import datetime
symbols = 'MSFT', 'GOOG'
data = {}
for symbol in symbols:
url = 'http://chartapi.finance.yahoo.com/instrument/1.0/' + \
symbol + '/chartdata;type=quote;range=1y/xml'
f = urllib2.urlopen(url)
root = ET.fromstring(f.read())

We then need to instantiate the icsound engine and copy the data into csound f-tables:
import icsound
cs = icsound.icsound()
cs.start_engine()
cs.fill_table(1,data['GOOG'][1][:,1] - min(data['GOOG'][1][:,1]) )
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dates = []
values = []
for v in root[2].findall('p'):
dateval = v.attrib['ref']
date
=
datetime(year=int(dateval[0:4]),
month=int(dateval[4:6]), day=int(dateval[6:8]))
dates.append(date)
entryvalues = []
for num in v:
entryvalues.append(float(num.text))
values.append(entryvalues)
data[symbol] = [dates, array(values)]
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cs.fill_table(2,data['MSFT'][1][:,1] - min(data['MSFT'][1][:,1]) )

Finally we need to define a phase modulation index that uses these f-tables as
parameters to the synthesis:
%%csound
gisine ftgen 0, 0, 4096, 10, 1
instr fm
amoddepth poscil 1/10, 1/p3, 2
acarfreq poscil 3, 1/p3, 1
icmratio = 5
aphs phasor 220 + acarfreq
aphsmod oscili amoddepth/2, acarfreq*( icmratio)
asig table3 aphs + aphsmod, gisine, 1, 0, 1
aenv linen 0.2, 0.01, p3, 0.01
outs asig*aenv, asig*aenv
endin

To listen to the sonification, we just need to instantiate the PM instrument:
cs.send_score('i "fm" 0 20')

Conclusions
The icsound module for ipython provides a convenient mechanism for the exploration
and design of sonification. Since the design of interactive sonification experiences is a
mix between finding the right synthesis techniques, the right sonification model and the
right mapping of the data, it’s only natural that the environment for this should be a tool
that can integrate all these. The ipython notebook, together with the icsound module
simplifies the process of sonification design, allowing it as a collaborative exercise.
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This article is about the process of creating an iOS based app for the digital emulation
of the famous electronic synthesizer VCS3 by EMS using a Csound orchestra as its
sound engine. Despite the out of standard features of the original instrument, we have
attempted to clone a large amount of details regarding the sound generation, the
connectivity, the look and its specific original ergonomy. We will try to illustrate the
general synthesis strategies adopted in creating this musical synth application and in
particular, we will focus on Csound code from the main sound modules and their
relative individual modeling approach.

1 The origins of the project
The recreation of a vintage synthesizer involves a lot of problems related to the
difficulty in designing a virtual analog sound machine with digital means. Each design
approach cannot ignore that the main goal is to produce waveforms with extended
frequency content while minimizing the side effects of aliasing artifacts. The first
challenge was to realize a synthesis engine using as much as possible of the original
Csound opcodes library in order to maintain a workable level of code complexity.

One of the strengths of the original EMS-VCS3 resides in the great potential offered by
the matrix of connections compared to other machines, similar to what concerns the
sound generation but much more simplified in regard to the general connectivity.
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The early attempts were made during a conservatory class exercise in the middle of
2007 using the MacCsound. The first implementation featured core synthesis routines as
well as a sequencer module which attempted to mimic the control interface of the VCS3
(see fig.1).
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Figure 1 The early GUI of iVCS3 realized with MacCsound (2007)

2 The sound generation engine
As it was anticipated, the sound synthesis and controls has been designed with a Csound
orchestra consisting of about 2200 lines of code including some comments. The
orchestra includes the followings principal structuring elements: 28 instruments, 18
UDO custom opcodes, 13 macro definitions, 17 function tables, a 16 global audio
variable vector, a 16x16 global control variable matrix and 12 general use global
audio/control variable.
We adopted CsoundQt frontend and Csound6 for development and tested each sound
module individually.

3 Modeling the VCS3 sound modules

•
•
•
•
•

2 wide range audio VCO (1 Hz – 10 kHz) and one LFO VCO (0.025 Hz –
500 Hz) plus a White Noise module as sound sources
a Ring Modulator unit
a VCF (Filter/Oscillator) unit with cut off frequency range from 5 Hz to 10
kHz
an Envelope Shaper based on a trapezoid shape
a Spring Reverberation Unit
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The EMS VCS3 synth is essentially based on subtractive synthesis model that includes:
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•
•

Input/Output amplifiers
the connections Matrix

The main approach taken in the realization of the sound generation has been to use a
modeling approach based mainly on the effects combined with a high coherence of the
individual parameter range and consistency of all the external user parameters. For this
reason, we have spent a long time carefully analyzing the profile of the voltages in
many patches and in particular by analyzing the mapping of each user parameter
including some known idiosyncrasies such as 0.32 V/oct for the equal tempered pitch
scale or the negative performance of the envelope function.

4 The Matrix
To illustrate the methods used, the example below shows a small 4 x 4 matrix (see fig.
2) which communicates with Csound in a simple and safe way: through the score
message.
We have implemented two versions: the first use the zak patch system of Csound while
the second (default) uses the pull mechanism to sum the audio (variable ‘a’) of the
connections. The second version uses the 'Array Opcodes', first introduced in Csound6.
We could consider an array as N-mixer with N-channels, where the mixer and channel
numbers depends on MATRIX_SIZE. In this example we will have 4 mixer to 4
channel. We can think of the columns as the mixers and rows as the mixer channels.
Every mixer produces the sum of its own 4 channels, then are required 4 units of sum
for each mixer. The matrix of the app iVCS3 is 16 x 16 and thus requires 16 additions;
in this case an extra 16 multiplications are needed because each channel can be scaled
according to the type of connecting pins on the matrix (white or green pins). In theory,
when all connections in the matrix are active, we will have to calculate 32 operations for
every mixer (16 sums + 16 multiplications) x 16 mixer, i.e. 512. We will see later how
the calculation is optimized to reduce CPU load.
The UI is implemented in CoreGraphics. We have two delegates (callback) for the
notification of connections and disconnections (pins). Through these two functions it is
possible to activate and deactivate the Csound instrument which implements the matrix
functions.
The UI array (matrix) returns values in the range 0 ÷ 15 through the delegates.

Using the zak system the matrix communicates with Csound through a score message in
order to activate (or deactivate) the 'matrix instrument' (i.e. instr 1). Practically, we
activate N-instances for N-connections of 'matrix instrument'.
The focus point is that the activation of the Csound instrument, occurs with a fractional
p1 (e.g instr 1.000, instr 1.001, insert 1.015 etc.) according to the index of the matrix.
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Figure 2 A 4x4 example matrix
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The activations happen in the Objective-C matrixConnected delegate method, please
pay special attention to the p1-field:
;p1
i 1.000
i 1.004
.
i 1.015

p2
0
0

p3
-1
-1

p4
0
1

p5
0
0

0

-1

3

3

The fractional p1 is the absolute reference to the activation number that we will use to
turn off the instrument when is disconnecting a pin.
In the example, p1 of 1.000 identifies the connection p4_0 in p5_0; 1.004 – the
connection p4_1 in p5_0 and 1.015 the p4_3 in p5_3.

Figure 3 Some matrix connections activated
Note also that instr 1 is activated with a negative p3 which indicates an infinite
duration. In fact, this instrument performs the sums (and multiplication) of connections
every ksmps, therefore it must remain active throughout the performance of Csound.
To turn off the instrument (disconnect a pin), we need to call it again with the instr num
(i.e. fractional p1) used for activation, but with a negative sign, this is done on the
matrixUnconnect delegate:
;p1
i -1.000
i -1.004
.
i -1.015

p2
0
0

p3
0
0

0

0

For convenience, it was necessary to identify each connection on the Cartesian axes X
and Y. These values are expressed as p4 and p5 (i.e. Y and X axes). We may think that
p4 as the channel number of the mixer p5. The values are calculated in the Objective-C
matrixConnected delegate, as follows:
int mixer
= pinNum % MATRIX_SIZE;
int channel = pinNum / MATRIX_SIZE;

;-----------------------------------------------------------instr 1 ; MATRIX PATCHBOARD
;-----------------------------------------------------------; Y = p4 Channel
; X = p5 Mixer
; p6 = 1 Matrix connected; 0 Matrix un-connected
iChannelNumber init p4
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To better understand the matrix, we need to focus on the first instrument (i.e. instr 1)
and, for this specific case, on the USE_ZAK block.
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iMixerNumber init p5
iMatrixState init p6
#ifdef USE_ZAK
ain
zar iChannelNumber
zawm ain, iMixerNumber + $MATRIX_SIZE, 1
#else
gkMatrix[iMixerNumber][iChannelNumber] = iMatrixState
turnoff
#end
endin

This instrument consists of a few lines of code but hides a fairly complex operation, we
read the zak memory from the p4 channel (iChannelNumber) which is then copied p5 +
$ MATRIX_SIZE (iMixerNumber).
The connections in the matrix, involve the consequent activation of instrument 1 (in
proportional numbers) which sums all the channels (rows) connected to the mixer
(columns). This operation is performed by the zawm opcode.
Since we have a one-dimensional array, the offset $MATRIX_SIZE assures the copy of
the mixer master on the second part of the array:
Indexes for reading the channels:
0 ÷ $MATRIX_SIZE-1
Indexes to write the mixer sum (master)
$MATRIX_SIZE ÷ ($MATRIX_SIZE*2)-1
Now it should be clear why zak has been initialized to be two times $MATRIX_SIZE:
zakinit

$MATRIX_SIZE*2, 1

The mixer-master is accessible to the instruments (such ‘out L’, ‘out R’, reverb and
flanger), through the GET_MIXER_MASTER UDO (i.e. User Defined Opcode).
Now we change our focus to the USE_ZAK block-code:

#ifdef USE_ZAK
ichannel += $MATRIX_SIZE
asum zar ichannel
zacl ichannel, ichannel
#else
aSumOfChannels = 0
kndx = 0
loop:
if (gkMatrix[ichannel][kndx] > 0) then
aSumOfChannels += gaMixer[kndx]; * gkMatrix[ichannel][kndx]
endif
loop_lt kndx, 1, $MATRIX_SIZE, loop
#end
xout aSumOfChannels
xout asum
endop
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;------------------------------------------------opcode GET_MIXER_MASTER, a, i
;------------------------------------------------ichannel xin
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For convenience the indexes are expressed in the range 0 to $MATRIX_SIZE-1,
achieved by re-introducing the offset as in the writing process. After this steps we clean
the zacl array.

Matrix with Array
We employ two arrays: gaMixer (one-dimensional) and gkMatrix (two-dimensional) to
send and receive the signals between the Orchestra's instruments. Both arrays are
initialized with the maximum number of connections of the matrix (i.e.
$MATRIX_SIZE^2).
gaMixer[] init $MATRIX_SIZE
gkMatrix[][] init $MATRIX_SIZE, $MATRIX_SIZE

The gkMatrix contains the state of the matrix and gaMixer contains the output signals of
the instruments of the Orchestra.
In this case the instrument (instr 1) performs only one task and, unlike the zak system, it
must be turned off. From the matrix's delegates, we turn on the instrument for a
minimum time in order to copy the status of the matrix in gkMatrix. The minimum time
required is 1/kr (i.e. one ksmps block), which is enough to copy iMatrixState in
gkMatrix. The vector indexes are the mixer (column p5) and channel (row p4).
gkMatrix[iMixerNumber][iChannelNumber] = iMatrixState
turnoff

Unlike zak, the bulk of the work is done by GET_MIXER_MASTER. It performs a loop
on all connected mixer channels (column), and accumulates them on aSumOfChannels
variable. The construct 'if', is necessary in order to optimize the performance since the
unconnected channels are skipped.
aSumOfChannels = 0
kndx = 0
loop:
if (gkMatrix[ichannel][kndx] > 0) then
aSumOfChannels += gaMixer[kndx]
endif
loop_lt kndx, 1, $MATRIX_SIZE, loop

The instruments (such ‘out L’, ‘out R’, reverb and flanger) that require the audio input,
will get the signal from their own mixer:

;receive signal from mixer 1
inputSignal init 1
aIn_R = GET_MIXER_MASTER(inputSignal)
outs aIn_L, aIn_R
endin
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instr 14; OUTPUT
;receive signal from mixer 0
inputSignal init 0
aIn_L = GET_MIXER_MASTER(inputSignal)
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For instance, by connecting both oscillators (1 sine and 2 saw) on the ‘Output R’ input
slot, the aIn_R will contain the sum of the two oscillators (i.e. mixer-master 1).
In conclusion, the zak mixer's channel accumulations are performed on the ‘matrix
instrument’, while the array cases are performed by the GET_MIXER_MASTER UDO.
The zak system is faster than the second case but less accurate. It is suitable only to
convey the control signals (variable ‘k’). This second case is currently used for the
iVCS3 app's implementations.

5 The Sound Sources
In early stage of development we started to implement the oscillator using the BLIT
(Band Limited Impulse Train) [1] [2] approach. This tries to reproduce digitally the
classical set of synth waveforms as a combination and integration over time of band
limited impulse trains. The following lines illustrate this basic method:
aBLIT_0 gbuzz .5, kcps, knh, 1, kmul, 1 ; generate band limited impulse train (BLIT)
aBLIT_0_AC dcblock aBLIT_0
; DC block it
adel interp kpwm + kper_milli/2
; convert k-rate to a-rate variable (PWM control)
aBLIT_180 vdelay3 -aBLIT_0, adel, 1000 ; generate out of phase BLIT according to PWM
aBLIT_180_AC dcblock aBLIT_180
; DC block it
aRAMP integ aBLIT_0_AC
; generate RAMP via direct BLIT integration
aSQUARE integ aBLIT_0_AC + aBLIT_180_AC ; Generate SQUARE via direct sum BLIT in and out of phase
aTRI_0 integ 0.025 * aSQUARE
; Generate TRIANGLE via integration of SQUARE
aTRI_AC dcblock aTRI_0
; DC block it
aTRI balance aTRI_AC, aRAMP
; Balance TRIANGLE wave amp with respect of RAMP

kcps is the frequency, knh – the maximum number of partials and kmul – the multiplier
in the series of amplitude coefficients that is reduced of a factor of two when sine wave
is selected.
In figure 3 it can be seen the clean spectrum of the ramp waveform at a 2 kHz
fundamental pitch.

Despite the quick solution we noticed some drawbacks. The first was some lack of
bandwidth. It is important to remember that this digital reconstruction has tried to
reproduce the most obvious characteristics and to mediate between different needs. The
lack of waveform coherence at very low frequency (we remember that the oscillators
work also as modulation sources) required us to use a hybrid approach with sampled
waveforms. To do this we used the opcodes vco2ft and oscilikt together with an
interpolation process.
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Figure 4 CsoundQt prototype test. Ramp waveform generated with the
BLIT algorithm. Note the ansence of aliased frequencies
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6 The Ring Modulator and Reverberator
These two units were designed in different ways and we decided to let the user choose
between different alternatives. Users can choose which one to use in the options
settings.
In the digital world, the RM is implemented by a trivial multiplication between two
audio signals but in the analog domain things are a little more complicated. In the
original VCS3 the modulator is based on the Gilbert circuit whose transistor
mismatches are responsible for circuit asymmetries and related spurious components.
Our implementation derives from the simplified digital approximation described by R.
Hoffman-Burchardi and it essentially consists of a simple-expression that includes the
non-linear tanh that derives from the circuit analysis.
aCAR = tanh(aCAR_1) ; carrier shaped by a non linear function
aRM_VCS3 = (aMOD + k1*aCAR) * (aCAR + k2*aMOD) + (k3 * aCAR) + (k4 * aMOD)
aout = aRM_VCS3
aout atone aout, 16
; sub audio components hi-passed

where k1=k2=k3=k4 <= 0.01

Figure 5 The two diagrams show the spectrum differences between a raw
implementation and the digital emulation of the Gilbert circuits. Noticeable spurious
frequencies appear inside the spectrum

This implementation of the spring reverb was loosely inspired by the model proposed
by Parker [5]. In this model, the impulse response presents a double sequence of
chirped echoes. The first is below the frequency threshold of 5 kHz and the second up
to the entire audio band with different distribution of time arrivals of each group of
components. In order to create necessary dispersion of the frequencies and produce the
chirped signal, first-order allpass filters have been connected in series. The output was
further processed with unit delays and filtering to reproduce convincingly the original
response. For this reason, the development of this module (as the other modules of the
synthesizer) benefited from the easy way in which you can, using CsoundQt as fast
prototyping tool, set and test each parameters to find and freeze into the target
application.
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Another special feature of the VCS3 sound is the well-known spring reverberator. In
order to reproduce the characteristic howling metallic sound produced by the springs,
we have adopted several alternatives for its emulation. In this article we will present
only one, relating to what looks like a physical modeling approach.
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aAP_1
alpass ainput, irvt, idel
; chirp filter dispersion section start
.
.
.
.
aAP_7
alpass aAP_6, irvt, idel
aAP_8
alpass aAP_7, irvt, idel
; chirp filter dispersion section end
;
aAP_DEL
delay aAP_8, 0.059
; 59 ms is the VCS3 reverb pulse repetition
aSPRING_LOW_SEC
tonex aAP_DEL, iFC-500, 8
aSPRING_DIFFUSE
nreverb aSPRING_LOW_SEC, 4, 0.15
aSPRING_HI
atonex aAP_DEL, iFC, 3
aSPRING_HI_DEL
delay aSPRING_HI, 0.002
aSPRING_HI_SEC
arev

= aSPRING_DIFFUSE*0.2 + aSPRING_HI_DEL
= (aSPRING_LOW_SEC + aSPRING_HI_SEC*0.3) * 2.0

7 The Filter
The heart of every synthesizer is represented largely by the filter that is able to define its
characteristic sound. In the case of VCS3 this statement is doubly true because the filter
has some peculiarities that make it unique. It is once again important to note that in this
digital reconstruction we have tried to reproduce the most obvious characteristics and to
mediate between different needs. The main choice was to adopt the moogladder opcode
based on the work of Antti Houvilainen [4].
In historical ‘patches’ (i.e. doopesheet) from musicians and engineers, we can
understand many things about how it was used in this sense. With a high resonance the
filter produces a pseudo-sinusoidal signal and may be used as FM module (i.e. FM
Frequency Modulation). For instance, it could be used as carrier oscillator which is
modulated through the cutoff parameter, or vice versa.
The Csound opcode used for the realization of the filter is the moogladder by Victor
Lazzarini (based on the work of Antti Huovilainen). Our implementation simplifies and
lightens the code eponymous UDO (again by Lazzarini). See the Resources for the
download link of the UDO.
From this base, we have also tried to develop a parametric model that took into account
two characteristic behaviors of the device: the first concerns the behavior of the
frequency response when the resonance is increased while the second concerns the
transformation of the filter in a real oscillator when the resonance exceeds a certain
threshold. These two behaviors were implemented by simply adding a high-pass filter
placed in series and a sine oscillator with frequency equal to the cut-off actual frequency
and with amplitude controlled by a function dependent on the amount of resonance.
ares interp kres
; Change k-rate resonance value into a-rate variable
amp_exp
tablei ares, 7, 1 ; Scale auxiliary whistle oscillator amp with kres
; value (table 97)
aosc oscil ireson_OSC_amp*amp_exp, acut, 6
; generate aux whistle
aHP atone afil, acut_glide
; 1st order hi-pass filter
aFILMIX = aHP * ares + afil * (1-ares)
; cross-fade of moogladder and HP

(0.72 - amp_exp) * aFILMIX

+ aosc

; add oscillator (aosc)
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afil =
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Figure 6 Frequency response of the VCF with cutoff at 2.5 kHz and no
resonance at all (left) and medium resonance (right). Notice the high-pass
effect on the left side of the spectrum

Figure 7 Frequency responce of the VCF with cutoff at 2.5 kHz and
high resonance (left) and very high resonance (right). Notice the highpass effect on the left side and the morphing into a real oscillator
responce with a certain amount of related harmonics

8 The Envelope Shaper
The implementation of the Envelope Shaper module has demanded a very accurate
phase of analysis and study, In fact, the features of this module, as you can see from the
figures 8 and 9, are not usual and inherently hide a series of difficult behavior
(expensive) to implement it.
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Figure 8 VCS3 Basic envelope (Trapezoid)
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Figure 9 Self-triggered envelope

Figure 10 Envelope re-trigger when it is in Attack phase: the Attack phase will
continue from the current voltage it had when triggering

Figure 11 Envelope re-trigger when it is at the Decay phase. The instant you re-trig
the envelope with the keyboard (or ATTACK button), it will finish the Attack phase
from the current voltage value and then it will stay at full amplitude until you release
the key (or button).

key/ATTACK, there will be not a ‘retrigger’ for the Attack but the Voltage will hold for
as long as you keep the key/ATTACK pressed. Gate 3 is the same as fig A
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Figure 12 The first gate is the same as fig. B, but now notice the second gate
behaviour: since the envelope is at full Voltage (still at hold phase) when you push the
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When you trigger the Envelope from either the keyboard or ATTACK button, the
Envelope always goes to the Attack phase, but it will begin from the current value.
Once released, the Envelope continues from the end of the Attack phase so it will go to
the On (steady state), and then Decay and Off.
The Envelope Shaper is an important module of VCS3, which deserves particular
attention. The Csound code is contained in a UDO. The implementation needs a strong
use of controls on the audio variables and the UDO architecture makes this possible,
since it allows us to set the local ksmps to 1. In fact, when ksmps is set to 1, the
variables 'k' and 'a' are sampled with the highest rate (i.e. sampling rate). Unfortunately
this approach is devastating from the point of view of the CPU load because of the
heavy overhead of function calls that is introduced. This implementation did not allow
running the app on first generation devices, such as iPad 1, 2.
See the Resources for the download link of the Csound resources for this text, and pat
particular attention to the EnvelopeApe UDO in the VCS3_Envelope.csd file.
To overcome this limitation, we had to implement the Envelope 'outside of Csound' and
add a new opcode to the list of opcodes with the following Csound API:
/* Append External Csound Opcodes */
csoundAppendOpcode(cs, "VCS3Envelope",
sizeof(VCS3ENVELOPE_OPCODE),
0, 3, "a", "kkkkk",
iVCS3Envelope,
kVCS3Envelope,
aVCS3Envelope);

At the moment the VCS3Envelope code is a simple adjustment to the language 'C' of
Csound UDO that might be optimized in the next iVCS3 updates.

9 Voltage to Amplitude Mapping

Figure 13 Original VCS3 oscillators / filter voltages (Vpp) vs.
frequency reference and sensitivity (V/octave)
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To make the emulator as close as possible to the original, all the audio signals of the
various modules have been "tuned" according to the amplitudes of the original. Using
the standard digital normalized range we have to consider the values in the range -1 to
1. All signals have been amplified or attenuated according to the voltages in volts of the
original VCS3.
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As we can see from the figure 13 (from the original VCS3 manual), the maximum value
of the AC voltage is 6 Vp-p. Therefore the value of 'peak' is 3, since the emulator's
digital audio modules return normalized values in the range -1 to 1; the
attenuation/amplification factor is calculated in Csound as follow:
#define MAX_VOLT_REF #3.0#
instr 11 ; VCO 1
//…
/* Max. Out. 3V p-p ossia 3/2 = 1.5V peak*/
iampSine init 1.5 / $MAX_VOLT_REF
/* Max. Out. 4V p-p ossia 4/2 = 2V peak */
iampSaw init -2 / $MAX_VOLT_REF
//…
endin

For what concerns the input signals, instead:
iVoltPerOctave init -0.32 / $MAX_VOLT_REF

In the example of the VCO 1, the 0.32 value refers to the sensitivity in Volts per octave.
It means that summing 0.32 volts at the frequency value to the voltage of the VCO we
will produce an octave-up; subtracting it we will produce an octave below. The negative
sign (-0.32) is justified by the fact that the VCA (i.e. Voltage-controlled amplifier)
modules of the VCS3 produce a reverse current.
Finally, the POWEROFTWO (UDO) calculates the factor to raise/lower in frequency
according to the Volt amount.
apower POWOFTWO aControlIn/iVoltPerOctave ;
2ˆ(aControlIn/iVoltPerOctave)
acps
mac kcps, apower

All of these details make the emulator very close to the original in terms of “playability”
and feedback.

10 Knobs

In this modus-operandi, the values of the Knobs are used as indexes of tables of 11
points. The tables are filled at compile-time with 11 values (samples) measured on the
original machine. Intermediate values are obtained through a process of linear
interpolation.
The algorithm is easily solvable in Csound using the GEN02 tables and the opcode
tablei, which serves to read the interpolated values as a function of an index. However,
we wanted to keep a correspondence with the absolute values of the UI (i.e. user
interface) and for this reason it was necessary to implements the feature in Objective-C.
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For the programming the Knobs, we have reserved maximum attention to the nonlinearity of the original VCS3 machine. Every widget was designed to closely follow
the voltage curves of the original, which in some cases exhibit obvious discontinuities.
Since the standard math shapes like exponential or logarithmic could not adequately
approximate the original curves, it was decided to use table look-up techniques.
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Below is an example from the Decay Knob of the Envelope module, please observe the
discontinuity values of this parameter:
/* Real
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay
[_Decay

VCS3 Values for Envelope Decay */
setTableCurve:0.007 forIndex:0];
setTableCurve:0.010 forIndex:1];
setTableCurve:0.028 forIndex:2];
setTableCurve:0.116 forIndex:3];
setTableCurve:0.425 forIndex:4];
setTableCurve:1.600 forIndex:5];
setTableCurve:4.400 forIndex:6];
setTableCurve:7.500 forIndex:7];
setTableCurve:9.500 forIndex:8];
setTableCurve:11.000 forIndex:9];
setTableCurve:15.00000 forIndex:10];

Therefore, the function for the interpolation calculation:
-(float)valueFromIndex:(float)phi {
//Linear Interpolation (two points)
short index = (short) phi;
float dif = phi - (float) index;
float sample1 = _tableCurve[index];
float sample2 = _tableCurve[index + 1];
float RESULT = sample1 + (sample2 - sample1) * dif;
return RESULT;
}

This approach provides an additional level of optimization. In fact, the interpolations are
calculated as a result of a user action on the Knob. The mechanism is known as 'eventdriven programming’, a delegate-function (callback) is called only if necessary, unlike
Csound, that continuously performs a pull over the control (i.e. ‘k') variables.

Conclusions
The experience of emulating a vintage synth using standard Csound opcodes (and the
good performance in terms of number of the app downloads) shows the power of
Csound as an incredible sound development tool, not only for experimental and
didactical purpose but also for semi-professional and professional use.
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This experience also showed once again that the success of the emulation of a music
machine depends in large parts on the good synergy between the various modules and
control parameters, and to an even greater extent the exact reconstruction of each
individual component. In addition, the programming style of Csound accelerates the
adaptation of the various modules to the more general context that characterizes the
environment and development tools for iOS system applications.
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Figure 14 Two screenshots that show all the
controls on the front panel of the iVCS3
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For more than the past twenty years, Csound has been one of the leaders in the world of
the computer music research, implementing innovative synthesis methods and making
them available beyond the academic environments from which they often arise, and into
the hands of musicians and sound designers throughout the world. In its present state,
Csound offers an efficient environment for sound experimentation, allowing the user to
work with almost any known sound synthesis or signal processing method through its
vast collection of ready-made opcodes. But despite all this potential, the shared resource
of Csound instruments still lacks quality reproductions of well-known synthesizers;
even with its ability to generate commercial standard user interfaces and with the
possibility to compile Csound instruments in such as fashion so that they can be used
with no knowledge of Csound code. To fill this gap, the authors have implemented two
commercial-style synthesizers as VST plug-ins using the Csound front-end ‘Cabbage’.
This paper describes their architecture and some of the Csound specific challenges
involved in the development of fully featured synthesizers.

1 Wintermute

In general, electronic music of the avant-garde favours atonal sounds and intervallic
structures that break with convention. At the same time, contemporary commercial
hardware and software synthesizers are, in their overwhelming majority, tonal. In other
words, they exhibit a functional structure that is not capable of providing for the needs
of modern avant-garde composers.
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Wintermute: the idea
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Of course, so-called drones can be created using mainstream synthesizers, but on
account of their conventional design, the ability to modulate their parameters – a key
aspect of ambient structures – becomes trickier, particularly when it comes to
revitalizing pre-designed atonal structures. As a result, mainstream synthesizers will act
more as an obstacle than a facilitating tool for composers of avant-garde electronic
music.
The most popular Csound libraries and collections already offer a huge number of
synthesizers, but to our minds, unfortunately, none of these instruments can compete
with the most commercially successful VSTi.
We have decided to create a synth for dense dark atmospheres. We called it
‘Wintermute’, after the evil artificial intelligence program in William Gibson’s
cyberpunk novel Neuromancer.

Synthesizer Structure

Figure 1 The structure of the Wintermute drone generator
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The synthesizer is a harmonic drone generator, consisting of N voices which are
uniformly distributed across the entire spectrum. Each voice consists of a white noise
generator, which is passed through a volume envelope and subsequently filtered by a
bandpass filter with controllable resonance. The bandwidth of each filter can be
modulated so that the sound of each voice can vary between a harsh filtered noise and a
sine-like signal. The central frequencies of each filter can be modulated by LFOs and
envelope generators. Each voice is distributed separately in the stereo field. The voices
are triggered by the gauss function. The synth idea was inspired by the ‘Space Drone’
synthesizer, included in the Native Instruments Reaktor library.
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The FX processing block consists of a feedback delay and reverb unit based on the
reverbsc opcode.
By default, the voice filters are tuned to the corresponding harmonics of the
fundamental frequency. It produces a comb-like spectrum. The frequency spread can be
changed by an additional multiplier, turning a harmonic state into an inharmonic one.
The core part of the synth is given below. The instr 2 is a one voice generator. When it
is first initialized, instr 1 triggers N instances of instr 2.
instr 2 ; one voice
ktrig gausstrig 1, gkAvg/p6, gkDev, 0 ; random envelope re-trigger
k1 init 0
k2 rand gkAmt, .5, 0.1
k2 tonek k2, gkRHrate
k3 randomh 0.9, 1.1, gkPan*0.3
kLFO oscil 1, gkPan*k3,1,p5
; panner lfo - each voice has separate one
kfreq=gkFun*(p4+gkOff)
label:
kLevMax rand gkAmpRand
kLevMax = 1 - kLevMax
iLev=i(k1);only at i-pass or re-init pass
k1 linsegr iLev, i(gkAtt), i(kLevMax), i(gkDec), 0, i(gkDec), 0
if ktrig>0 then
reinit label
endif
aout resonx gaNoise*k1*k1, kfreq*2^((k1*gkMod+k2)/12), kfreq/gkRes, 2, 2
aout = aout * 0.001 * (1 + gkDamp * (p4 - p6 * .5)/p6)
aL = aout*sqrt(kLFO) ; panning with sqrt
aR = aout*sqrt(1-kLFO)
gaMixL += aL ; sends to FX
gaMixR += aR
endin

Timbral Space Analysis
In its present version, the synthesizer comes with a set of built-in presets that
demonstrate the potential of the instrument in the field of sound design and procedural
audio. One of its most remarkable features is its ability to morph from a dark ambient
soundscape generator into a 96 (by default) voice granular-esque synth, simply by
setting the appropriate parameters for its volume envelope and re-triggering rate.
1. One can easily create a quite convincing emulation of the sound of singing birds that,
with appropriate spatial design of the virtual sound space, is difficult to call artificial on
account of the fact that this texture is very similar to any sound in real life, and exhibits
a minimum cyclical repetition of the same sounds.

2. The next adjustment allows us to sonically simulate something akin to the boiling or
bubbling of some fairly viscous liquid. Once again it is difficult to discern periodicity,
which adds to the sound’s authenticity.
The number of voices is set to maximum, the re-triggering rate is set quite high
and the spectrum coverage of the texture is narrowed.
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The number of voices is reduced to just a few. The envelope generators control
pitch modulation and filter resonances are set to high values in order to achieve
something close to tonal results. The re-triggering rate is low.
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3. Another remarkable example is a sound that is reminiscent of the sound of dripping
liquid in a tunnel or bunker.
First of all, reverb send should be set to to a high value. ‘Drip’ sounds are
produced by using a fast modulation of a narrow filter.
4. Of course the synth can create many different dark ambient sounds. This was its main
intended application. With the addition of some reverb and a little delay, then a raised
attack and decay, you are soon in a sound world of dark ambience.

Future Work
The current version of the Wintermute is still at an early stage of development. The
most obvious improvement needed is the creation of a user-friendly interface. The
present version is lacking in this area, and development should perhaps concentrate on
this first.
In addition to the improvement of the look of the synth, it is planned to diversify the
modulation elements, in particular the addition of an algorithm for a looped
remodulation scheme in which the filtered output is able to partially or completely act
as a modulator (i.e. an LFO based on feedback).
During the sound design and preset design process, we concluded that modulation based
on an LFO with a waveform selector (which would be another good addition) will work
best with several oscillators which can be freely assigned to any parameter of synthesis.
We also intend to implement individual envelopes or global envelopes which also can
be mapped to any parameter including LFO controls.
A perfect conclusion of the work on this synthesizer would be to create a tonal,
chromatic version, adapted to work with MIDI instruments and controllers. This would
be particularly appropriate on account of the fact that noise based synthesizers are a
rarity in the current market.
The synth was used in the performance of BrainGame by Tarmo Johannes at the
Csound Conference. The 8-channel version of the synthesizer was used at ‘Sonic Cities’
(Russian Sound Art Showcase @ Ars Electronica 2015).

2 Shadows

The next model is, in some ways, an opposite of the first one. Having had some success
with the drone synthesizer described in the first part, we decided to attempt an
emulation of the famous sound of 90s era dance music - the sounds of the Access Virus,
Roland JP-8000 and others.
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Modeling of the Access Virus sound
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Obviously the first element of their structure - the supersaw oscillator - is the most
difficult to model. Figure… gives several original waveforms of Access Virus C.
Obviously, the waves are not simply ideal sawtooths.

Figure 2b Access Virus C pulse waveform
Therefore our main goal here was to model the oscillator waveforms as close to the
reference as possible.
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Figure 2a Access Virus C sawtooth waveform
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The key feature of the Virus oscillator is an ability to morph between several waves
(sine, triangle, saw, square and spectral waves). The vco and vco2 opcodes provide that
feature only for saw/triangle/ramp morphing, so we need to use a wavetable morphing
solution, i.e. tabmorphak. To avoid aliasing we created a separate alias-free wavetable
for each MIDI note. The algorithm takes a little while to load all of these tables but can
be optimized by calculating function tables that can cover a range of notes as opposed to
just one per note, i.e. half-octave. Below you can see a code to obtain alias-free tables
for sawtooth wave (thanks to Iain McCurdy)
; sawtooth
iftsize =
8192
ibaseft =
1000
iNoteCnt
=
0
NoteLoop:
i_
ftgen
999,0,iftsize,2,0
i_
ftgen
ibaseft+iNoteCnt,0,iftsize,2,0
imaxh
= int(sr / (2 * 440.0 * exp(log(2.0) * (iNoteCnt - 69) / 12)))
iPartCnt = 1
PartialLoop:
i_
ftgen
999,0,iftsize,-9,iPartCnt,1/iPartCnt,0
tableimix ibaseft+iNoteCnt, 0, iftsize, ibaseft+iNoteCnt,0,1, 999,0,1
loop_le iPartCnt,1,imaxh,PartialLoop
loop_le iNoteCnt,1,127,NoteLoop

Figure 3 Detuned oscillator spectrum
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One remarkable feature of the Access Virus or Roland JP8x is the detune control. There
are several variants of the detuning. The common idea is that each time a key is pressed,
several oscillators are initiated. They call voices and typically all voices share a
common filter, common envelopes and the same effects, but they can be detuned
between each other by some amount of cents, as well as being panned separately. Figure
… shows the spectra of a heavily detuned oscillator of the T-Force Alpha synthesizer.
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Another feature is a panorama spread. It makes the multi-voice oscillator sound very big
and wide.
Below you can see the user defined opcode SuperOsc. It consists of 8 instances of
MorphOsc (which in turn holds one instance of tabmorphak). We used two global
arrays to control the level of detune and panorama spread. As one can see, the relation
between detune and spread coefficients are fixed and you can only control the amount
of those effects. This is a point where, instead of having control of every tiny detail
(micro-control), you can have a useful way of controlling the overall effect (macrocontrol).
opcode SuperOsc, aa, kkkkki
setksmps 16
kFreq, kShape, kDet, kWid, kVol, ifn xin
kVol limit kVol, 0, 1
gkDT[]
gkP[]

fillarray .0024, .019, -.019, -.0023, .0046, -.0046, .0093, -.0093
fillarray .5, -.5, -.5, .5, .5, -.5, -.5, .5

kD[] = gkDT*kDet + 1
kW[] = gkP*kWid + 0.5
kWi[]
= 1 - kW
kpw
kpw

oscil 0.01, 0.5, 1
+= 0.5

ifnSaw
ifnSq

= 1000 + ifn
= 1200 + ifn

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8

MorphOsc
MorphOsc
MorphOsc
MorphOsc
MorphOsc
MorphOsc
MorphOsc
MorphOsc

kFreq*kD[0],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[1],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[2],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[3],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[4],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[5],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[6],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq
kFreq*kD[7],kShape,kpw,ifnSaw,ifnSq

amixL
=
a1*kW[0] + a2*kW[1] + a3*kW[2] + a4*kW[3] + a5*kW[4] + a6*kW[5]
+ a7*kW[6] + a8*kW[7]
amixR
=
a1*kWi[0] + a2*kWi[1] + a3*kWi[2] + a4*kWi[3] + a5*kWi[4] + a6*kWi[5]
+ a7*kWi[6] + a8*kWi[7]
amixL
*= 0.125
amixR
*= 0.125
xout amixL*kVol, amixR*kVol
endop

T>0
T=0
S
A

D

T<0
R

Another feature is the two ADSTR envelopes. T means the time the envelope takes to
reach maximum (1) or minimum point. Instead of having a constant sustain value, this
approach lets you have a more natural decay of level (or cut-off). The T value is bipolar.
When it is in a neutral state (0), the envelope becomes just an ADSR envelope. A
negative T value provides decay from the sustain level to 0, while positive values
increase the envelope value towards 1 (maximum).
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Figure 4 ADSTR envelope
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opcode ADSTR, kk, i
setksmps 16
iAmpVelocity xin
iAmpAttack
chnget "AmpAttack"
iAmpDecay
chnget "AmpDecay"
iAmpSustain
chnget "AmpSustain"
iAmpTime
chnget "AmpTime"
iAmpRelease
chnget "AmpRelease"
iFilAttack
chnget "FilterAttack"
iFilDecay
chnget "FilterDecay"
iFilSustain
chnget "FilterSustain"
iFilTime
chnget "FilterTime"
iFilRelease
chnget "FilterAttack"
if iAmpTime == 0 igoto Constant
if iAmpTime > 0 igoto Positive
iAmpLP = 0
iAmpTime = -iAmpTime
goto playit
Constant:
iAmpLP = iAmpSustain
goto playit
Positive:
iAmpLP = 1
playit:
if iFilTime == 0 igoto FConstant
if iAmpTime > 0 igoto FPositive
iAmpLP = 0.0001
iFilTime = -iFilTime
goto Fplayit
FConstant:
iFilLP = iFilSustain
goto Fplayit
FPositive:
iFilLP = 1
Fplayit:
kAmpAdsr
linsegr iAmpAttack*3+0.001, iAmpDecay*3+0.0001, iAmpSustain, iAmpTime,
iAmpLP, iAmpRelease*3+0.0001, 0
kFiltAdsr
linsegr iFilAttack*3+0.001, iFilDecay*3+0.0001, iFilSustain, iFilTime,
iFilLP, iFilRelease*3+0.0001, 0.0001
xout kAmpAdsr*iAmpVelocity, kFiltAdsr*iAmpVelocity
endop

The list of to-dos contains:
- Patterns. Since the synth was designed mostly for electronic dance music, it would
be hugely beneficial to have an arpeggiator or at least pattern mode. It could be a
non-programmable pattern, based on synced oscillator with an ability to switch
between several pre-programmed function tables containing patterns.
- Phaser/Chorus. The present version of ‘Shadows’ lacks a Chorus/Phaser effect.
The latter would be extremely useful with commercial trance arps. A chorus
would be a must for Witch House music to make bass sounds even fatter.
- More precise modelling of the Access Virus original waveforms.
- A modulation matrix to provide further opportunities for more elaborate sound
design.
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Thanks to the Cabbage front-end system for Csound written by Rory Walsh, we have
been able to implement this synth as a VSTi, so it can be used in your favourite DAW,
as well as in a stand-alone mode (using Cabbage or CabbageStudio).
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Csound and Unity3D
Rory Walsh
Ireland

Adaptive audio for games presents a serious challenge for both developers and sound
designers. Existing audio middleware offer some solutions, but fall way short of the
kind of tools sound designers are used to working with. This text will focus on the use
of Csound as a fully integrated sound engine for the Unity(3D) game engine.
It should be noted that this text is written from the perspective of a musician and sound
designer rather than a game developer. Nonetheless, it does try to cover as much of the
core principles of game design in Unity as is possible within the restrictions of a single
text. As the main Csound wrapper for Unity is written in C#, this is the language that all
scripting examples will be shown in. Readers should have some basic understanding of
Csound and C#.

1 Core Concepts
Game engines are extraordinary development environments. The relatively ease in
which they combine low level programming with high level graphics abstraction is
nothing beyond impressive; Unity3D in particular. Due to the complexity of the
software environment, it's important that users get to grips with the fundamentals as
quickly as possible.

1.1 Assets

1.1.1 Scenes
Scenes can be thought of as game levels, and every Unity project must have at least one
scene. Most of the simple examples in this text have only one scene in them. By default
Unity will create a basic scene each time you create a new project. It's best to save the
scene at the very start of a project. A scene will contain a 3D world. Be default this
world will be empty, but game objects can be dragged into the scene at any point during
development.
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Most projects in Unity can be broken into the following Assets.
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1.1.2 Game objects and prefabs
The GameObject class is the most basic building block in Unity. Games may be
comprised of 1000's of different GameObjects. While games are made up of
GameObjects, GameObjects themselves are made up different Components. For
instance, all GameObjects have a transform component that determines where in the 3D
space they are placed. Some will have physics components attached while others may
have animation components.
The most basic types of 3D GameObjects are cubes, spheres, capsules, cylinders,
planes and quads. Any number of these objects can be grouped together to create
prefabs, which can be instantiated and used across any number of scenes. They can also
be exported and used in another other Unity games one may be developing.
1.1.3 Scripts
The aforementioned GameObject behavior can be controlled using special Components.
While the variety of Components provide large amount of control via the Properties
Panel within Unity, real control is provided through Scripts. Scripts are files that contain
instructions on how GameObjects should behave and interact with the environment
around them. They are key to developing games in Unity. Unity scripts can be written in
C# and Unity's own UnityScript language which is heavily based on Javascript. The
examples presented in this text are written in C#. It is not necessary to learn how to
program in C# or Javascript before learning Unity. It is entirely possible to learn C# or
Javascript while scripting in Unity.
1.1.4 Materials and shaders
Materials determine how the surface of a GameObject will be rendered, and are
dependent on shaders. Shaders are scripts that determine how all the GameObject's
pixels will be coloured.

Figure 1 Project hierarchy
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1.1.5 Project Hierarchy
It is generally a good idea to create a clear project hierarchy whenever starting a new
project in Unity. To do so, simply add folders titled 'Scenes', 'Prefabs', 'Scripts' and
'Materials' to Unity's Project tab.
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1.2 GameObject
GameObjects are used to construct things that appear on screen. All objects you see in a
game are constructed using GameObjects. Unity provides several different types of
GameObjects such as cubes, spheres, capsules, cylinders, planes and quads. While
GameObjects themselves are quite primitive, several can be combined to create more
complex shapes and models. Each GameObject has several Components that determine
how it will appear and behave on screen. Each Component will add a further level of
control over the object. Mesh renderer components for example provide ways of
controlling how an object will be rendered. Physics components provide control over
things such as gravitational force and drag. Scripts can also act components, providing
further control over an object.
Every GameObject will have a Transform component. It is a fundamental component
that will control the position, scale and rotation of the GameObject.
Property

Function

Position

Position of the Transform in X, Y, and Z coordinates.

Rotation

Rotation of the Transform around the X, Y, and Z axes, measured in
degrees.

Scale

Scale of the Transform along X, Y, and Z axes. Value “1” is the original
size (size at which the object was imported).

Each GameObject will also have a Tag property. Tags are labels that are used to
identify different GameObjects, especially when scripting GameObject behaviours.
It is important to understand the GameObject-Component paradigm in Unity. Without
associated components, GameObject would be restricted to static objects with no means
of interacting with the environment around them. The more components added to a
GameObject, the more that GameObject will be able to do within the game.
1.2.1 Coordinates
Two common coordinate systems that appear quite often in Unity
are Local and World space. The system being used depends on the position of the
origin. When moving an object around in world space, its XYZ coordinates are absolute
values. When moving an object in local spaces, all coordinates are relative to the
object's point of origin. Consider an empty room with a single chair in it. Every time the
room rotates; the chair within it will rotate too. In this case the chair is being rotated
in World space. However, the chair can also be rotated on its own using Local space. In
this case the chair will rotate around its own point of origin.

1.3 Simple Movement
Being able to move a player character around the screen is something that is needed for
the vast majority of games, whether in 2D or in 3D. The easiest way to move an object
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The position property of the aforementioned Transform component controls the
GameObject’s position in world space, while Rotate and Scale are set to local space by
default.
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around the screen is to script the movements manually. To do so, a new component
needs to be added to the GameObject that will represent our player. In this case, the
player will be represented by a simple sphere.
The sphere should behave the same way in the game world as it would in the real world.
It will need to roll around the place according to external forces such as gravity. To
simulate real-world physics, a component known as a RigidBody will need to be added
to the sphere. With the RigidBody component in place, the sphere now has an
associated mass and gravitational field attached to it.
A simple script can be added to the GameObject sphere to control its movement. Scripts
can be added to GameObjects in the very same way as any other components. When a
new script is created, Unity will automatically generate some template code in the form
of an empty class that is derived from the MonoBehaviour. Every script in Unity must
be derived from the MonoBehaviour base class. The following is a simple player
movement script written in C#.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour {
public float speed=50;
private Rigidbody rBody;
void Start()
{
rBody = GetComponent<Rigidbody>();
}
// Update is called once per frame
void FixedUpdate ()
{
float moveHorizontal = Input.GetAxis ("Horizontal");
float moveVertical = Input.GetAxis ("Vertical");
Vector3 movement = new Vector3 (moveHorizontal, 0.0f, moveVertical);
rBody.AddForce(movement * speed);
}
}

The script above declares two class member variables. One is speed, which controls the
speed of the sphere's movement. This member variable is declared as public. This
means that it can be accessed and updated from the script component's property tab in
the main Unity interface. This saves one the hassle of having to open, change, and
recompile the script each time a member variable needs to be updated.

The FixedUpate function
is
called
once
per
frame.
The
static
function Input.GetAxis() can be used to retrieve the value of the virtual
axises. GetAxis() will return a value in the range of -1 to 1. These values are then used
to instantiate a new Vector3 object which is then passed to the AddFoce() method of
the sphere's RigidBody component.
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The second class member variable is of type RigidBody. In the Start() menu, rBody is
assigned the RigidBody component that is attached to the sphere. The start method is
called on the first frame that the script is active. It is called before any of the update
methods, and is only called once.
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1.3.1 CharacterController
In certain cases, especially when working with first person games, a Rigidbody
component can prove a little overwhelming. Without a strong understanding of Unity's
Physics components, your main player object is likely to start bouncing and spinning
out of control. In most cases it is easier to avoid the RigidBody approach and use
a CharacterController component instead.
A GameObject with a CharacterController is far easier to control. Instead of adding
forces to move a player character, a CharacterController can be instructed to simply
move around the scene. In order to use a character controller, simply add one to a
GameObject but make sure that the GameObject does not have a Rigidbody attached to
it. CharacterController provides a very simple method for moving a GameObject around
the scene. It is called SimpleMove() and is shown below in a sample script from the
Unity reference manual.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour
{
public float speed = 3.0F;
public float rotateSpeed = 3.0F;
void Update()
{
CharacterController controller = GetComponent<CharacterController>();
transform.Rotate(0, Input.GetAxis("Horizontal") * rotateSpeed, 0);
Vector3 forward = transform.TransformDirection(Vector3.forward);
float curSpeed = speed * Input.GetAxis("Vertical");
controller.SimpleMove(forward * curSpeed);
}
}

The GetComponent() method is used to access the CharacterController component that
is attached to the GameObject. transform.Rotate() is passed the value returned
by GetAxis()(see above). Remember that all GameObjects in Unity have a transform
component attached. Each GameObject's transform component can be accessed directly
without have to use the GetComponent() method. A Vector3 named forward is then
assigned
the
vector
returned
from transform.TransformDirection().
TheTransformDirection() method is needed to convert the character's direction, in
local space, to world space. To understand the difference between local and world
direction, try replacing the last line of theUpdate() method with this:
controller.SimpleMove(Vector3.forward * curSpeed);

1.4 Cameras
Cameras define what is shown on screen. Every scene must have at least one camera.
Unity takes care of this fact by populating each scene with a default camera object.
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When in game mode, the player's forward direction is no longer changing as the player
rotates. This is because SimpleMove() takes a world space directional vector, not a local
one.
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Cameras can be moved and manipulated just like any other GameObject. They can also
be attached to other GameObjects. Each camera has a view frustum which determines
what will appear in the camera's field of view. View frustums have a near, and far field
that set the nearest and furthest points that the camera can display. Any objects that are
placed outside the viewing frustum with not be rendered.
Unity provides two camera modes:
•
Perspective In perspective mode, cameras will behave just like a real world
camera. The further away from the camera the object is, the smaller it will appear.
•
Orthographic In orthographic mode there is no sense of perspective. The viewing
frustum is a cuboid rectangle and all objects are rendered in parallel. This mode can be
used for 2D games and isometric games such as board games, puzzle, and strategy
based games.
The camera's parameters can be adjusted using the camera's property editor.
Both Near and Far clipping planes can be controlled, while the Field of View parameter
controls how wide the camera angle will be.
1.4.1 Moving the camera
Cameras can be moved using simple scripts that can be attached to them as components.
In this simple script, the camera will follow a public GameObject. Any classes or
variables declared as pubic can be accessed within Unity’s main editor.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class CameraController : MonoBehaviour {
public GameObject ball;
// Use this for initialization
void Start ()
{
}

1.4.3 First Person Cameras
Unity ships with some simple utility scripts that can be used to control different aspects
of how cameras behave. One such script is the SmoothFollow script which can be
imported through the Scripts package. Once the script has been imported, it can be
dragged to the scene's camera. The SmoothFollow script'sTarget property should be
assigned the GameObject that the camera will follow. In most cases, this GameObject
will be the player character. Note that this script works best when a CharacterController
is attached to the player. SmoothFollow also provides properties to control the camera's
distance and height from the player.
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// Update is called once per frame
void Update ()
{
transform.position
=
new
Vector3(ball.transform.position.x,
ball.transform.position.y+3, ball.transform.position.z - 10);
}
}
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1.5 Collisions and Triggers
Collision detection is a major aspect of game mechanics. Almost every action in a game
involves some level of collision detection. Without collision detection the game's main
characters would be able to walk through walls while enemies could roam at large in the
knowledge that they can never be killed! Unity provides several different collision
detection mechanisms.
Each time we populate a scene with a new GameObject, Unity will automatically attach
a Collider component to the object. By adding a new method to the previous code we
can test for collisions, but first one must decide what type of collision to detect.
1.5.1 Triggers
When 'Is Trigger' is ticked in the Collider property panel, collisions are set up as
triggers. This means that when two objects collide, they will pass through each other
rather than rebound as physical objects would. These types of collisions are typically
used for collecting items rather than bouncing off them. The OnTriggerEnter() method
can be used to detect collisions.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour {
(...)
void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
{
Debug.Log("A trigger event has
"+other.name);
}

taken

place

between

this

GameObject

and

(...)
}

1.6.2 Triggers
When the 'Is Trigger' attribute of a Collider component is disabled, GameObject’s will
collide with each other just as real-world objects do. The OnCollisionEnter() method is
used to detect if a collision has taken place.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour
{
(...)

(...)
}

taken

place

this

GameObject

and
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void OnCollisionEnter(Collision other)
{
Debug.Log("A
collision
has
"+other.gameObject.name);
}
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1.5.2 CharacterController collisions
The previous section on Movement introduced the CharacterController component. A
GameObject with a CharacterController attached can use a special method
called OnControllerColliderHit() to detect collisions between it and other objects. The
main advantage of this particular method is that it is called whether the colliding object
has a Rigidbody component attached or not. Therefore it will report all collisions that
have take place between CharacterControllers and all other GameObjects in a scene.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour
{
(...)
void OnControllerColliderHit(ControllerColliderHit hit)
{
//Debug.Log(hit.gameObject.name);
}
}

2 CsoundUnity
CsoundUnity is a custom Csound package for Unity. It provides Unity users with a
means of accessing Csound's core API within their Unity C# scripts. Borrowing from
Richard Henninger's Csound6 .Net framework, CsoundUnity provides a Unity bridge to
a set of pInvoke signatures that are used to call Csound's native API functions from C#
code. The system works on OSX and Windows. The following sections will cover the
steps involved in setting up and using CsoundUnity for the first time.
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2.1.1 Setting up
CsoundUnity packages for both OSX and Windows can be downloaded from
https://github.com/rorywalsh/CsoundUnity/releases. Once the package has been
downloaded, it needs to be imported directly into Unity by accessing the 'Assets' menu
item and scrolling down to 'Import Package'. Select 'Import Custom Package' and
browse to the download location of CsoundUnity.
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Figure 2 Importing CsoundUnity Package
During import, CsoundUnity will modify the project hierarchy by creating folders
titled Scripts, Plugins and StreamingAssets, if they do not already exist. The following
files/folders will be imported/created:
• Assets/Plugins/CsoundUnity.dll
This is the Unity C# .DLL that is responsible for loading Csound. The
CsoundUnityBrdige class defined in this library is accessible within Unity scripts.
• Assets/StreamingAssets
Csound's core dlls will get installed to this location. On Windows this will be a list
of Csound specific .dlls. On OSX this will be the Csound framework. This folder
gets exported whenever a game is exported as standalone.
• Assets/Scripts/CsoundUnity.cs
This is the main Csound script in CsoundUnity. It creates an instance of
CsoundUnityBridge and provides access to a handful of Csound's most useful
methods. CsoundUnity does not attempt to expose all of Csound's native API
functions. For the sake of simplicity it focuses just on those methods that are most
useful such as compiling, message input/output, and channel communication.

Assets/Scripts/CsoundUnity.csd
This file provides some simple instrument definitions that are used by various
methods in the CsoundUnity class. This file should be included in the header
section of the project's main Csound .csd file by using the following #include
statement.
•

Assets/Scripts/SendToStreamingAssets.cs
All Csound files should be placed in the Scripts folder. This simple scripts simply
copies all Csound files to the StreamingAssets so they can be read by Csound.
•
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#include "CsoundUnity.csd_"
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2.2 The CsoundUnity class
The CsoundUnity.cs script provides access to the CsoundUnityBridge library, which in
turn exposes various native methods of the Csound API. This script should be
instantiated when a game first starts. The easiest way to ensure this happens is by
attaching it to game's main Camera component. Most users of CsoundUnity will not
need to edit this script at all, but more advanced users may wish to add their own utility
methods to it.
The CsoundUnity class derives from MonoBehaviour. All Unity classes must derive
from MonoBehaviour. CsoundUnity contains only 3 public member variables.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
(...)
public class CsoundUnity : MonoBehaviour {
// Use this for initialization
private CsoundUnityBridge csound;
public string csoundFile;
public bool logCsoundOutput=false;
(...)

The private member variable csound provides access to the CsoundUnityBridge class,
which is defined in the CsoundUnity.dll(Assets/Plugins). If for some reason
CsoundUnity.dll cannot be found, Unity will report the issue in its output Console. The
CsoundUnityBrdige object provides access to Csound's low level native functions.
The csound object is defined as private, meaning other scripts cannot access it. If other
scripts need to call any of Csound's native functions, then methods should be added to
the CsoundUnity.cs file.
The public string variable csoundFile should be given the name of the project's .csd
file. CsoundUnity only loads single .csd file, however, this .csd file can contain
numerous includes for other .csd files. logCsoundOutput is a Boolean variable. As a
Boolean it can be either true or false. When it is set to true, all Csound output messages
will be sent to the Unity output console. Note that this can slow down performance if
there is a lot of information being printed.

Figure 3 CsoundUnity component panel
Unity classes avoid using constructors to initialise and instantiate data. Instead they use
an Awake() methods. The Awake() method for CsoundUnity is shown below.
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As the variables logCsoundOutput and csoundFile are public, they can be accessed
within through the CsoundUnity component panel as shown in the following screenshot.
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void Start ()
{
string csoundFile =
Application.streamingAssetsPath+"/"+csoundFile+"_";
string dataPath = Application.streamingAssetsPath;
System.Environment.SetEnvironmentVariable("Path",
Application.streamingAssetsPath);
csound = new CsoundUnityBridge(dataPath, csoundFile);
csound.startPerformance();
csound.setStringChannel("AudioPath",
Application.dataPath+"/Assets/Audio/");
if(logCsoundOutput)
InvokeRepeating("logCsoundMessages", 0, .5f);
}

The CsoundUnityBridge object is responsible for creating and compiling an instance of
Csound. It takes a path to the project's Data folder, and the .csd file that Csound will
need to compile. startPerformance()will start a performance thread to run Csound,
while setStringChannel() will pass the full path of the project's Audio directory to
Csound on a channel named 'AudioPath'. This is useful when working with audio
samples.
If logCsoundOutput is set to true, CsoundUnity will print any new Csound output
messages to Unity's output Console using the following method.
void logCsoundMessages()
{
//print Csound message to Unity console....
for(int i=0;i < csound.getCsoundMessageCount();i++)
Debug.Log(csound.getCsoundMessage());
}

CsoundUnity also provides a host of useful methods for interacting managing and
interacting with sound files. Some of these are shown in the next section, but more
details can be found at http://rorywalsh.github.io/CsoundUnity/

2.3 Triggering instruments and playing sounds
As mentioned in the previous section, CsoundUnity needs to be imported before it can
be used. The CsoundUnity.cs script should be attached to the main Camera so that it
will be active for the entire game. With the script attached to the main Camera it can be
accessed by any of the scenes script using the GetComponent() method. The code
examples below will borrow from those presented in the previous sections.

public float speed=50;
private Rigidbody rBody;
private CsoundUnity csoundUnity;
void Start()
{
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public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour {
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rBody = GetComponent<Rigidbody>();
csoundUnity = Camera.main.GetComponent<CsoundUnity>();
}
// Update is called once per frame
void FixedUpdate ()
{
float moveHorizontal = Input.GetAxis ("Horizontal");
float moveVertical = Input.GetAxis ("Vertical");
Vector3 movement = new Vector3 (moveHorizontal, 0.0f, moveVertical);
rBody.AddForce(movement * speed);
}
}

Once a reference to the object has been created, all of its public member functions are
available to call. The easiest way to trigger a sound in a game is by sending a score
statement to a Csound instrument using CsoundUnity's sendScoreEvent() method. Let's
assume that the code given below is taken from the .csd file passed to the CsoundUnity
script.

<CsoundSynthesizer>
<CsOptions>
-odac -b64
</CsOptions>
<CsInstruments>
sr
=
44100
ksmps
=
32
nchnls
=
2
0dbfs
=
1
instr 1
aEnv expon p4, p3, 0.01
aOut oscili aEnv, p5
outs aOut, aOut
endin
</CsInstruments>
<CsScore>
f0 [60*60*24*7]
</CsScore>
</CsoundSynthesizer>

Instrument 1, when triggered, will output a simple sine wave with an exponential
envelope. The f0 [60*60*24*7] score statement tells Csound to run for one week
uninterrupted while it listens for realtime events. In order to trigger the instrument to
play we can send a simple score statement. A good place to trigger a sound would be
when a collision takes place.

public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour
{
(...)
void OnCollisionEnter(Collision other)
{
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using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
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if(other.gameObject.name=="Wall")
csoundUnity.sendScoreEvent("i1 0 1 1 200");
}
(...)
}

Each time the player object hits a wall it will trigger Csound to play instrument 1 for 1
second at full amplitude, with a frequency of 200 Hz. It would also be quite easy to use
the magnitude of the collision to control the velocity of the sound. The Collision
reference passed to the OnCollisionEnter() method contains information about the
collision which can be used to attain the magnitude of the collision.
void OnCollisionEnter(Collision other)
{
if(other.gameObject.name=="Wall")
{
float map = collision.relativeVelocity.magnitude;
csoundUnity.sendScoreEvent("i1 0 1 "+amp.toString()+"1 200");
}
}

2.3.1 Controlling sounds using named channels
Instruments that are already playing in Csound can be controlled in real-time using
named channels. Unique software buses can be created that can be used to share
information between Unity and Csound. Unlike the score statement system presented
above, channels allow control over instruments in real-time. To make this example a
little more interesting, some simple modulation has been added to the previous Csound
instrument. Also note that the instrument is started directly from the section.
<CsoundSynthesizer>
<CsOptions>
-odac -b64
</CsOptions>
<CsInstruments>
sr
=
44100
ksmps
=
32
nchnls
=
2
0dbfs
=
1

</CsInstruments>
<CsScore>
i1 [60*60*24*7]
</CsScore>
</CsoundSynthesizer>

When the above instrument is started, it will constantly look up the values stored in the
two named channels, "xPos" and "yPos". Values can be sent from Unity to these
channels using CsoundUnity's setChannel() method. The player's X and Y position are
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instr 1
kX chnget "xPos"
kZ chnget "zPos"
aMod oscili 1, kX*10
aOut oscili aMod, kZ*100
outs aOut, aOut
endin
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potentially updated with every frame, therefore it is best to send the player's position to
Csound during the Update() method.
// Update is called once per frame
void FixedUpdate ()
{
float moveHorizontal = Input.GetAxis ("Horizontal");
float moveVertical = Input.GetAxis ("Vertical");
Vector3 movement = new Vector3 (moveHorizontal, 0.0f, moveVertical);
rBody.AddForce(movement * speed);
csoundUnity.setChannel("xPos", gameObject.transform.position.x);
csoundUnity.setChannel("zPos", gameObject.transform.position.z);
}

The player's on-screen position will now control the timbre of the sound being produced
with Csound.
2.3.3 Triggering one-shot samples
Triggering samples is a staple technique in sound design for games. CsoundUnity ships
with some simple methods for playing back audio files. Any files that are needed for
playback should be placed in the Assets/Audio folder. If one does not exist, create one.
The call to sendScoreEvent() in the previous OnCollision method can be replaced with a
called to CsoundUnity's playOneShot() method.
void OnCollisionEnter(Collision other)
{
if(other.gameObject.name=="Wall")
{
csoundUnity.playOneShot("explosion.wav");
}
}

2.3.3 Working with audio files
Users wishing for more control over their audio files may prefer to use the audioLoad()
method.
void
CsoundUnity.audioLoad(string
startPlaying = false, float volume=1)

filename,

string

ID,

bool

This method prepares an audio file ready for playback. It can be used to instantiate an
audio file for playback at a later stage, or can be set up to start playback immediately if
startPlaying is true. The string passed as ID can be used to control the audio file in other
audio methods.

void Start()
{
csoundUnity.audioLoad("loop_1.wav", "loop1", true, 1);
}

Once this method has been called, users can control any of their audio files with a host
of different utility methods such as audioPlay(), audioSend(), audioVolume(),
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This method should always be called in the script’s Start() method once the
CsoundUnity object has been accessed in the script's Awake() function.
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audioCrossFade(), audioSpeed(), etc. Each of these utility functions is passed the same
string ID that was used when audioLoad() was called.
Further details on these methods may be found in the CsoundUnity documentation.

Conclusion
Csound is a powerful audio engine that can be employed in many different ways. From
basic synthesis to complex generative algorithms, it provides an excellent toolkit for
sound designers. CsoundUnity attempts to bring all the power of Csound to the Unity
game engine.
In this text we have covered the basic core principals of Unity. We have seen how
collisions work, how scripts can be attached and used in connection with GameObjects,
how cameras work, and how to implement simple character movement. We have also
seen how CsoundUnity can be imported to a scene in a game, and how the CsoundUnity
script can be used therein.
The simple utility classes provides by CsoundUnity are included for two reason. 1) so
that sound designers with no Csound knowledge can start using it without having to
learn Csound and 2) so that users can see how to add C# implementation methods for
different Csound API methods. However, these methods don't get anywhere near the
level of control that can be achieved by writing custom solutions in the Csound
language itself.
While most audio middle-ware provides methods for audio file playback, very few
provide synthesis engines for the generation, manipulation, and creation of sounds on
the fly. It is for this reason alone that CsoundUnity presents a quantum leap forward in
audio middle-ware for games.
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Website: https://github.com/rorywalsh/CsoundUnity
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